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Abstract

This study investigates the liberal thought of Carsun Chang and Zhang Dongsun who were core figures of the “Third Force”, those parties who did not align themselves either with the KMT or with the Communists in the 1940s. They developed a distinctive Chinese form of liberalism that contained elements of socialism, German idealism (Hegel and Kant), and the British tradition of liberty (Mill). Though similar in many respects to New Liberalism represented by the British thinker L. T. Hobhouse, this form of liberalism was specifically adapted to Chinese conditions. Like Hobhouse, Chang used German idealism to reconcile liberalism with socialism but he aimed to address Chinese problems including poverty, national sovereignty, and authoritarianism. Zhang subscribed to Chang’s views and agreed that these problems were the obstacles to Chinese democracy and state-building.

I use Michael Freeden’s theory of ideological morphology to establish the distinctive character of Chinese liberalism represented by Chang and Zhang. As an alternative to conventional approaches, it centres around the semantic meanings of a cluster of political concepts which constitute liberalism and socialism rather than specific definitions of those ideologies. This approach successfully explains the variations within liberalism, socialism, and their complex relationship in different cultures and regions, but has not yet been used by other scholars to discuss Chinese political thought. In addition, I also discuss specific textual and contextual aspects of the Chinese liberalism of Chang and Zhang.

Recognising the liberal tradition Chang and Zhang established helps develop a new understanding of Chinese liberalism and Chinese socialism past and present which are conventionally excluded from the narrative of Chinese political history. The Chinese liberalism identified in my research had an overlap with social democracy. It was not a single concept of liberty but a particular configuration of a few concepts such as liberty, equality, progress, justice, welfare, and limited power. This form of liberalism continues to exist in contemporary China. Chinese thinkers of this liberal tradition were and are actively involved in the debates over socialism, liberalism, and their relationships to Chinese problems such as modernisation, democratisation, and social transformation. In addition, this study reveals an ideological cause of a divided Chinese liberalism in the 1940s. Chang was a new liberal whereas Zhang was a representative of left liberalism. Furthermore, this research enables us to understand the continuing influence of the liberalism of Chang on the constitutional thought in Taiwan and its implications for the relationship between Taiwan and mainland China. Chang drafted the Constitution of the Republic of China. His liberal thought had an impact on this constitution that was initially intended to cover mainland China but was only enforced in Taiwan.
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Chapter I: The Last Stand of Liberalism in Modern China

Introduction: Liberalism as an Intellectual Current in China

“Great changes are not caused by ideas alone; but they are not effected without ideas”.

Gao Chaoqun (高超群), a researcher at the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS), said that Chinese history and politics from 1978 (Reform and Opening-Up) to 1989 was characterised by heated debates over economic and political reforms rather than ideological uniformity and these debates had an influence on the political elites who split into two camps — those who were for the Reform and those who were against it. By debates, Gao alluded to the rise of liberal ideology. The crackdown on the 1989 Tiananmen Square Protests indeed has dealt a great blow to Chinese liberalism. Nevertheless, the intellectual debates over liberalism and its relationship to China’s reform and development, and the role of the state in the transition to a developed country never cease. Some contemporary scholars such as He Li, Gao Chaoqun, Ma Licheng (马立诚), and Liu Jianjun (刘建军) have identified liberalism as one of the major Chinese political ideologies in present-day China.

Liberalism was believed to be predominant in the intellectual community in the 1980s. However, the suppression of the Tiananmen Square protests of 1989 forced many intellectuals to shift their focus from political liberalism to economic liberalism (a market economy). Notwithstanding the suppression, the 1990s saw the resurfacing of political liberalism. One prominent liberal was Li Shenzhi (李慎之). As a member of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP), a former adviser to the Chinese leadership, and former Vice-President of the CASS, Li in the late 1990s explicitly expressed his support for political

---

3 He Li is Professor of political science at Merrimack College. Ma Licheng is a public intellectual. Liu Jianjun is Director of Contemporary China Research Centre at Fudan University. For their essays or books on contemporary Chinese political thought, see He Li, *Political Thought and China’s Transformation: Ideas Shaping Reform in Post-Mao China* (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2015); Gao Chaoqun, “Dangdai zhongguo zhengzhi sixiang bantu”; Ma Licheng, *Dangdai zhongguo bazhong shehui sichao* [Eight Strands of Social Thought in Contemporary China] (Beijing: Shehui kexue wenxian chubanshe, 2011); Liu Jianjun, *Dangdai zhongguo zhengzhi sichao* [Contemporary Chinese Political Thought] (Shanghai: Fudan daxue chubanshe, 2010). There is another English book on contemporary Chinese thought. See Fred Dallmayr and Zhao Tingyang, eds., *Contemporary Chinese Political Thought: Debates and Perspectives* (Kentucky: University Press of Kentucky, 2012). But the editors only select essays about New Confucianism, New Leftism, and post-Maoism. Books by He Li and Ma Licheng provide a more comprehensive landscape of contemporary Chinese political thought.
liberalism, demanding political reforms. This “Li Shenzhi phenomenon” sparked a debate over the conception of “liberal” among Chinese intellectuals. Calls for political reforms and debates over liberalism continued in the twenty-first century. The past 19 years of this century have seen a growing consciousness of liberalism among liberal intellectuals who are critical of the Chinese government and put forward proposals demanding constitutionalism and the protection of basic human rights. Some notable articles or proposals are Charter 08 (2008), “Xin gongmin jingshen—Ziyou gongyi ai” (The Spirit of New Citizens: Liberty, Justice, and Universal Love 2012), “Gaige gongshi changyishu” (A Proposal for a Consensus on Reform 2012), Southern Weekly’s planned 2013 New Year issue with the opening article “Zhongguomeng xianzhengmeng” (China’s Dream, the Dream of Constitutionalism), and “Women dangxia de kongju yu qidai” (Our Fears and Hopes since the Reform 2018).

These calls for constitutionalism and democracy remind us of the liberal tradition in Republican China (1912-1949). The ongoing debates over liberalism and socialism and the concerns of Chinese liberals are rooted in modern China when Chinese liberals put forward the establishment of a constitutional democracy to help national independence, state-building, and modernisation. There are similar conditions in which Chinese liberalism takes shape and seeks to address some similar issues such as authoritarianism and social injustice.

First, there is a diversity of political thought in the intellectual community though both Republican China and the People’s Republic of China are ruled by one political party. Second, almost all major political ideologies during both periods centre around issues related to China’s modernisation and national rejuvenation. Third, there are moments when liberalism is one of the major intellectual currents to compete with its rivals. In the 1940s the liberal force was even politically organised. In the late 1980s and the 1990s, the liberal circle published a large number of works to debunk the arguments of the New Left. Fourth, as an

---

5 For reference, see Li Shenzhi, Selected Writings of Li Shenzhi, eds. Ilse Tebbetts and Libby Kingsseed (Ohio: Kettering Foundation Press, 2010).
7 Charter 08 was signed by more than 300 Chinese intellectuals most of whom were scholars, teachers, journalists, writers and human rights activists. One of the drafters was Liu Xiaobo, the 2010 Noble Peace Prize winner. “The Spirit of New Citizens” was written by Dr Xu Zhiyong, a jurist. “A Proposal for a Consensus on Reform” was drafted by Zhang Qianfan, a professor of law at Beijing University. About 70 liberal intellectuals supported the proposal. “China’s Dream, the Dream of Constitutionalism” was an article by Dai Zhiyong, a journalist. “Our Fears and Hopes since the Reform” was written by Xu Zhangrun, a professor of law at Tsinghua University. The article is a critique of Chinese politics and a response to the constitutional amendment which abolishes the term limits on the Presidency.
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ideology liberalism has its market among intellectuals, but its influence on real politics in both periods is limited. In the 1940s Chinese liberals succeeded in bringing about a consultative conference which produced a liberal constitution. However, the civil war and the split within liberalism made the efforts of liberals futile. With reference in particular to the Tiananmen Square protests of 1989, pro-democracy students could have drawn lessons from the constitutional movements in the Republican era to achieve their aims step by step. An attempt seeking substantive political changes and an overnight success in China usually results in limited choices for democrats and liberals; consequently, the possibility for political negotiations is undermined. It usually ends with a zero-sum game in which an authoritarian regime becomes the winner.

Having considered the four parallels between Republican China and contemporary China regarding the liberal tradition and the intellectual debates over specific Chinese problems, I suggest that we revisit liberalism in Republican China to get a better understanding of Chinese liberalism and its relationship to China’s economic, social, and political reforms.

1.1 Liberalism in Modern China

A great deal of the scholarship on Chinese politics in the first half of the twentieth-century focuses mainly on the Kuomintang (the Nationalist Party), the Chinese Communist Party, and the power struggle between them, resulting in an interpretation of Republican Chinese politics characterised by a two-party paradigm. In a similar vein, the diversity of Chinese political thought in Republican China has often been overlooked. Some scholars more aware of the intellectual diversity of the period have tried to organise modern Chinese political or social thought into major categories, though often differing in their labels. Chinese scholars have, for example, posited three main categories: liberalism, radicalism (usually identified with Marxism-Leninism), and (cultural) conservatism. Likewise, Edmund S. K. Fung argues that Republican China was “underpinned by a triad of liberal, conservative and socialist

---

thought.” In Fung’s study, though, socialism does not just refer to Marxism but to reformist or revisionist socialist thought. Fung directs our attention to the important fact that a Communist-dominated historiography obscures socialist alternatives proposed by “non-Marxist, non-communist intellectuals who had a socialistic impulse.”

Indeed, many Chinese liberals in Republican China incorporated some elements of socialism into political liberalism. This suggests that strict attempts to apply broad categories to modern Chinese thought may obscure more than illuminate the ways in which different streams of thought actually interacted. These liberals modified both traditional liberalism and socialism in the hope of establishing a Chinese democracy. Their ideas shaped modern Chinese liberalism which in the 1940s developed into a third force outside the KMT and the CCP. This third force contributed to the birth of the Constitution of the Republic of China. This constitution was intended to cover mainland China but it was only implemented in Taiwan, helping Taiwan establish a democratic system. Xie Zhengdao (谢政道), a Taiwanese scholar of constitutional law, comments that only when mainland China enforces the Constitution of the Republic of China and becomes a democracy will the peaceful reunification of Taiwan and mainland China be possible.

1.1.1 Liberalism of the Third Force

This dissertation seeks to recover a Chinese form of liberalism developed by Carsun Chang (张君劢) and Zhang Dongsun (张东荪) and explore the pluralism of modern Chinese political thought through a reevaluation of the two thinkers who were key members of the third force. Chang was the drafter of the Constitution of the Republic of China. As core figures of Liang Qichao’s research group and the same political party (National Socialist Party), Chang and Zhang were like-minded liberals before a split after the mid-1940s. This split signified a divided Chinese liberalism which was detrimental to the prospects for a constitutional democracy in China. It marked the last stand of liberalism in the history of modern China.

I contend that Chang and Zhang developed a distinctively Chinese form of liberalism that contained elements of British liberalism, social democracy, and German idealism without

---

10 Ibid., 3.
12 In 1946 this party was renamed as the China Democratic Socialist Party and it was one of the six parties and groups of the China Democratic League.
abandoning the Chinese tradition of freedom (spiritual freedom as self-autonomy and self-independence). This form of liberalism, though similar in many respects to the contemporary form of the British liberal thought found in L. T. Hobhouse, was specifically adapted to Chinese conditions with a view to the state-building of China.

Recognising the distinctive character of Chinese liberalism represented by Chang and Zhang enables us to understand both its continuing influence on the constitutional thought in Taiwan and its significant role in unfolding a truer picture of Chinese liberalism and Chinese socialism that are conventionally excluded from the narrative of Chinese political ideologies. I show in particular the impact of Chang’s liberal thought on the democratic system of Taiwan and its implications for the relationship between Taiwan and mainland China.

Furthermore, this research develops a new understanding of Chinese liberalism and Chinese socialism in both Republican China and in contemporary China. First, the distinctive Chinese form of liberalism identified in my research has an overlap with social democracy as a form of socialism. To be exact, liberalism as established by Chang and Zhang was not a single concept of liberty but a particular configuration of a few concepts such as limited power, liberty, equality, justice, democracy, welfare, and progress.

Second, Chinese thinkers of this liberal tradition were and are actively involved in the debates over socialism and liberalism. This liberal tradition continues to exist in contemporary China. For example, the liberal discourses of Qin Hui (秦晖), Xu Jilin (许纪霖), and Zhang Rulun (张汝伦) highlight not only individual liberty, but also equality, justice, and welfare. They absorb harmonious elements of liberalism and social democracy, attempting to modify Western ideas to address contemporary Chinese problems. Among the three liberal intellectuals, Qin’s discourse is more “indigenous” and this makes him more comparable to the liberalism of the third force in Republican China. In a book on assorted “isms” in relation to Chinese problems, he argues that problems of contemporary China make it imperative to advocate the overlapping values of liberalism and social democracy. Along with Qin, Xu, and Zhang, advocates of other strands of liberalism (economic liberalism and political liberalism) from the late 1980s to the 1990s voluntarily formed a liberal circle to argue with the New Left. They debated modernity, democracy, equality, justice, liberalism, and their relationships to China’s political, economic, and social reforms. These ideological

13 For an analysis of their arguments and the debates between the New Left and the liberal circle, see pages 171-176.
conflicts and interactions are still underway and the Chinese liberal tradition in the foreseeable future will not cease to exist as long as Chinese intellectuals think that questions on liberalism, socialism, and their relationships to Chinese problems are not yet answered satisfactorily.

1.1.2 Modern Chinese Liberalism and Its Failure

To understand the position of Chang and Zhang in modern Chinese liberalism, it is necessary to review the development of modern Chinese liberalism. I hold that the liberal force represented by Carsun Chang and Zhang Dongsun developed from an intellectual current into an actual political force to be reckoned with in the 1940s. After the War of Resistance against Japan, this liberal force endeavoured to mediate between the CCP and the KMT both of whom tried to win the support of these liberal intellectuals. Nevertheless, the constitutional movement led by the third force ultimately failed due to several reasons.

The first phase of modern Chinese liberalism began in the late nineteenth century and the early twentieth century.\textsuperscript{15} Liberal ideas were introduced to China by Yan Fu (严复) and Liang Qichao (梁启超). It was a stage of importation of European liberal political thought, especially British political thinking (John Locke, Adam Smith, and John Mill).

The New Culture Movement (1915-1922) ushered in the second stage of modern Chinese liberalism.\textsuperscript{16} This phase extended to the outbreak of the War of Resistance against Japan in 1937. Liberalism in China then developed into a major school of intellectual thought, having its own followers who aired demands for democracy and constitutionalism. Hu Shi, Carsun Chang, and Zhang Dongsun were just three of the notable voices in this period. They drew on Western liberalism to ponder over the problems of modern China.

The period between 1937 and the 1940s, however, marked a breakthrough in the evolution of modern Chinese liberalism in the sense that liberals were politically organised and at some moments they were able to exert an influence on the government.\textsuperscript{17} Various political groups or parties which were founded by liberal intellectuals during the war organised a third force. The China Democratic League became the mainstay of this third


\textsuperscript{17} Ibid.
force which helped make the 1946 Political Consultative Conference possible. This conference was significant and unprecedented in modern Chinese politics because constitutionalism was on the agenda and two armed parties (the KMT and the CCP) with the help of the third force and America, tried to solve differences in a peaceful manner. It is believed that this stage was the peak of political liberalism in modern China.\(^{18}\) Carsun Chang and Zhang Dongsun as two key figures of the DL were deeply involved in the constitutional movement of this period. The representatives of the KMT, the CCP, and the DL agreed to select Carsun Chang as the drafter of the Constitution of the Republic of China. Unfortunately, the breakdown of political negotiations between the KMT and the CCP made the proposal of constitutionalism infeasible.

Edmund Fung and Leigh Jenco interpret modern Chinese liberalism in a slightly different way.\(^{19}\) According to Fung, Yan Fu and Liang Qichao belonged to the first generation.\(^{20}\) The second generation included Hu Shi (胡适), pre-Marxist Chen Duxiu (陈独秀) and Li Dazhao (李大钊), Carsun Chang, Zhang Dongsun and others who were active participants of the May Fourth Movement.\(^{21}\) The third generation emerged in the early 1930s and extended to the 1940s and many of them were disciples of Harold Laski.\(^{22}\) Representatives were Luo Longji (罗隆基), Wang Zaoshi (王造时), Chu Anping (储安平) and so on.\(^{23}\) Leigh Jenco employs a similar approach to describe the development of Chinese liberalism from the late Qing to 1949. She classifies it into two strands. The first strand is “the importation and application of European classical liberal political ideologies by court intellectuals and treaty-port compradors in the late nineteenth century, and the subsequent development of this liberal trend in the early years of the Chinese Republic (1911-1919) and into the 1930s.”\(^{24}\) The other strand is “the rise of liberal individualism during the ‘May

---


21 Ibid. In the late 1910s Chen Duxiu and Li Dazhao became Marxists and they founded the Communist Party in the early 1920s.

22 Ibid, 137.

23 Ibid.

24 See Jenco, “Chinese Liberalism”.
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Fourth’ student movement of the 1920s, largely informed by the pragmatic philosophy of the influential social critic Hu Shi.”

However, to divide Chinese liberalism into some generations in the chronological order proposed by Fung and Jenco is unable to describe the features of the liberal thought of some Chinese liberals like Hu Shi, Carsun Chang, and Zhang Dongsun. Fung and Jenco regard them as the second generation (the 1920s) of liberals in modern China, but these intellectuals never stopped advocating liberal values in the 1930s and the 1940s. In addition, the liberalism of Chang and Zhang was different from the liberal individualism the May Fourth movement advocated. Chang and Zhang put equal emphasis on individual liberty and the common good, trying to reconcile Chinese culture with Western democracy.

I maintain that the political landscape of Republican China from the late 1930s to the 1940s was shaped by the interplay of three major forces represented by the KMT, the CCP, and the third force most of whom were liberal intellectuals. The chance for making China a democracy came in the 1940s when the KMT government was forced to convene the Political Consultative Conference and the Constituent Assembly which would include all political parties and independents. But eventually the third force movement failed and Chinese liberals had to choose sides between the CCP and the KMT.

As a political movement liberalism ultimately failed in modern China and a combination of factors accounted for its failure. A most important factor was the inhospitable environment including foreign invasion (the Japanese aggression in particular), the repression by the KMT, the uncompromising attitude on the part of the revolutionary Communist Party of China, and the military conflicts between the two major parties. This political environment created differential capabilities for the KMT, the CCP, and the DL to change the trajectory of Chinese politics. Being sandwiched between two armed parties which did not embrace values of tolerance, compromise, and cooperation in the process of democratisation, the third force without military resources and popular support, was incapable of competing with the KMT and the CCP on the same footing. There was no hope for peace after the mediation of America and the DL culminated in failure. The DL was less than neutral after the PCC was held in 1946. Its pro-communist standpoint was manifest in its decisions to absent itself from
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the Constituent Assembly and to expel Carsun Chang and his followers because they decided to attend the Assembly that would promulgate the democratic constitution Chang drafted. It turned out that the political reality was most advantageous to the CCP which succeeded in preventing the DL from cooperating with the KMT to form a coalition government despite the fact that the KMT did reserve seats for the DL and the CCP. In addition, scholars also agree that limited membership, lack of a supportive civic society (popular support), financial difficulties, inadequate organisational structures of the DL (lack of leadership and cohesion), factionalism within Carsun Chang’s party and the DL (mutual rivalries and differences among party leaders), and moderate personalities of Chinese intellectuals like Chang who advocated rationality and the doctrine of the “golden mean” in an extreme environment of revolution all combined to cause the failure of liberalism in modern China.  

This research will focus mainly on the ideological level and reveal an ideological cause of the failure of Chinese liberalism in the 1940s. This ideological analysis distinguishes my research from the studies of Roger Jeans and Edmund Fung that centre on the causes mentioned above. The causes they have identified are also essential to our understanding of modern Chinese liberalism.

1.2 Scholarship and Basic Arguments

1.2.1 Existing Interpretations of Modern Chinese Liberalism

While discussing liberalism in Republican China scholars develop three typical interpretations of Chinese liberalism in this period. One interpretation discusses Chinese liberals in terms of their similarity to canonical liberals. Many PRC scholars tend to invoke Locke and Hayek who are thought to be canonical liberals. They refer to their version of classical liberalism as the pure liberalism which prioritises the value of individual liberty and free markets.

A second interpretation stresses the unique characteristics of Chinese liberalism. For instance, Yin Haiguang (殷海光) and Ouyang Zhesheng (欧阳哲生) take the Chinese context into account. Yin prescribes six characteristics of modern Chinese liberalism: castigation of Confucianism, promotion of science, the pursuit of democracy, aspirations for freedom, progressiveness, use of vernacular Chinese; any modern Chinese intellectual who

possesses four of those six traits is a liberal.\textsuperscript{30} Ouyang, however, argues that Yin’s definition is too broad because it may include those who are radicals (revolutionaries).\textsuperscript{31} Ouyang lists four features of Chinese liberalism: individualism, reformism and gradualism, advocacy of science and cultural pluralism.\textsuperscript{32} According to this interpretation, whether Chang and Zhang were liberals is disputable. Chang and Zhang did not castigate Confucianism. Neither did they agree that science could solve questions of morality and metaphysics.

Another interpretation suggests that Chinese liberalism bears both indigenous characteristics and universal features. Some of the widely accepted tenets of liberalism are limited government, the protection of civil liberties, and a belief in democratic institutions.\textsuperscript{33} The influence of Confucianism is identified as an indigenous feature.\textsuperscript{34}

Scholars who interpret Chinese liberalism in the first two ways conclude that most modern Chinese liberals misunderstood liberalism because their understanding of liberalism deviated from the version of liberalism that stressed individual liberty.\textsuperscript{35} Moreover, these scholars judge that Chinese liberalism failed to address the problems of modern China due both to the flaws of the creed itself and to the elitism of Chinese liberals.\textsuperscript{36} I maintain that these two interpretations fail to explain the variations within liberalism across time and they suppose an antithesis between all variants of liberalism and socialism. These two interpretations represent the mainstream view that excludes Chang and Zhang from liberalism. My study will show that Chang and Zhang developed a Chinese form of liberalism, similar to New Liberalism which contained elements of socialism. Thinkers of this liberal tradition in both Republican China and in Britain agreed that liberalism and socialism were not necessarily antithetical.
The third approach pays attention to the diversity of liberalism in different contexts. However, a lack of an appropriate methodology to deal properly with the conceptual problem of liberalism and its relationship to socialism results in confusing conclusions about Chang and Zhang. Thus, Roger Jeans portrays Chang as a constitutionalist, a socialist, and a democrat.\(^{37}\) Edmund Fung contends that Chang and Zhang were simultaneously liberal, democratic, and socialist.\(^{38}\) Zheng Dahua concludes that Chang was an advocate for political liberalism and a socialist economy.\(^{39}\) Soonyi Lee describes Chang and Zhang as thinkers of socialism.\(^{40}\) Weng Hekai, however, argues that Chang’s theory of democratic socialism did not deviate from constitutionalism or liberalism.\(^{41}\) Leigh Jenco and Xue Huayuan (薛化元) also refer to both or either of them as liberals.\(^{42}\) These differences about the labels applied to Chang and Zhang remain unsolved. My research will use ideological morphology developed by Michael Freeden to understand the liberal and socialist arguments by Chang and Zhang. This research avoids the debates that often arise based on different definitions of the labels (liberal or socialist) applied to Chang and Zhang and therefore seeks to resolve some of the differences seen in previous scholarship regarding these labels.

1.2.2 Major Arguments

I make four arguments in this research. First and foremost, I argue that, instead of misreading liberalism, Carsun Chang and Zhang Dongsun developed a Chinese form of liberalism that was akin to British new liberalism to respond to Chinese issues including national
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sovereignty, poverty, and authoritarianism. They held that democratic politics, a mixed economy, and a German conception of the state would help China deal with these problems. My research builds on the arguments made by Edmund Fung, Benjamin Tsai, and Weng Hekai. They challenge the mainstream view that Chang and Zhang misread liberalism. Fung argues that Chang and Zhang did not misinterpret liberalism and that Chinese conceptions of freedom developed by them are similar to those of T. H. Green and L. T. Hobhouse. Tsai contends that Liang Qichao’s research group (Liang Qichao, Carsun Chang, and Zhang Dongsun) “presented the most coherent and systematic defence of a liberal constitutional order throughout modern China”. Weng maintains that Carsun Chang’s theory of “modified democratic politics” conformed to the principles of liberalism and constitutionalism and it contributed to China’s political transition and state-building. My study will support and extend their arguments.

I contend that the imperative of different contextual problems led to similar responses among both Chinese and British liberal thinkers who modified different traditions of liberty in their societies and that these thinkers converged on a variant of liberalism with some elements of socialism and German idealism. Capitalism associated with classical liberalism was Britain’s malaise. Therefore, liberal thinkers there modified the British tradition of classical liberalism. They found that some socialist elements (human welfare, state intervention, public property) and an organic conception of society were remedies for classical liberalism. The priority for China, however, was state-building. The solution Chang and Zhang put forward was a composite of democratic politics, a mixed economy, and German idealism. Democratic politics, they argued, was indispensable to the establishment of a modern state. Poverty and a concern for social justice made them develop the conception of a mixed economy combining socialism and capitalism. In addition, a German conception of the state was introduced by Chang to highlight the positive role of the state in safeguarding China’s sovereignty and in building a nation-state. Zhang also subscribed to this German conception of the state and supported Chang. Their political thought turned out to be a system that had some similarities with British new liberalism but it also possessed a flavour of nationalism.
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Second, most past studies on Chang and Zhang portray them as exemplars of reformist socialism (social democracy) and I hold that the designation of these Chinese thinkers as social democrats is too narrow to describe the pluralism of modern Chinese political thought and the complexity of their thought which was influenced by different strands of thought including liberalism, socialism, and German idealism.47 Both British thinkers (Thomas Hill Green, Leonard Hobhouse, and John Hobson) and these Chinese thinkers (Carsun Chang and Zhang Dognsun) tried to synthesise these different strands of thought to meet the needs of their societies. Chang, for instance, developed a distinctive discourse on democratic socialism that bore a strong resemblance to Hobhouse’s conception of liberal socialism rather than European social democracy. The liberal socialism was an essential part of Hobhosue’s political philosophy of New Liberalism and thus Chang’s discourse on democratic socialism might be best described as New Liberalism.

Third, the two democratic constitutions Chang drafted in Republican China are evidence that Chang was a committed liberal and constitutionalist. Previous scholarship on Chang ignores his constitutional thought and some significant differences between Chang’s constitutional thought and the Weimar constitution. I will illustrate Chang’s constitutional thought and its relationship to Taiwan’s democratic system and highlight the differences between his constitutional thinking and other Western constitutional law, the Weimar constitution in particular. These differences are important for us to understand Chang’s views on the applications of presidentialism, parliamentarianism, federalism, and direct democracy in China. He disapproved of a powerful president and the implementation of direct democracy in China at an early stage of democratisation.

Finally, I argue that an ideological divergence developed between Chang and Zhang after the mid-1930s and it eventually caused a divided Chinese liberalism including the split within the DL and the party led by both Chang and Zhang. Their political thought represented two conspicuous streams of Chinese liberalism in the 1940s, new liberalism and left liberalism. Chang remained a new liberal while Zhang became a left liberal who finally supported the CCP and believed that the CCP would make China a democracy.

1.3 Methodology and Conceptual Framework

I use Michael Freeden’s theory of ideological morphology to establish the distinctive character of Chinese liberalism represented by Chang and Zhang. Unlike conventional approaches, ideological morphology centres around the semantic meanings of political concepts rather than a specific definition of liberalism. This approach has successfully explained the variation of liberalism in different contexts and the relationship between liberalism and socialism, but has not yet been used by other scholars to discuss liberal thought in China. In addition, I also discuss specific textual and contextual aspects of the liberal thought of Chang and Zhang.

When constructing liberalism, political theorists usually adopt two methodological strategies, either individually or in combination: stipulative and canonical. 48 Stipulative methods “employ definitional fiat to demarcate the legitimate boundaries of liberalism: only those adhering to a particular cluster of assumptions and arguments count as properly liberal”. 49 Canonical methods “distil ‘liberal’ theoretical structures from exemplary writings” by renowned thinkers such as Locke, Kant, Mill, and Rawls. 50

Both strategies have their merits but neither can accommodate and explain the plurality of actually existing liberalisms, past and present, in our political debates. 51 Many of the typical interpretations of Chinese liberalism fall into these strategies. To be exact, scholars who sanctify the liberalism of Locke, Hayek or Mill as the “pure” form of liberalism use canonical methods. The stipulative approach is used by Yin Haiguang and Ouyang Zhesheng. The third interpretation of modern Chinese liberalism recognises the diversity of liberalism in different contexts but it does not provide a methodology for us to deal with the conceptual problems of liberalism and socialism. This lack of an appropriate methodology leaves some questions about Chang and Zhang unresolved.

My research seeks to address the problems that remain by using ideological morphology. This new methodology identifies the political concept (liberty, equality, etc.) as the unit of analysis and presents ideologies as particular configurations of a cluster of political concepts the meanings of which can be decoded through a systematic investigation

49 Ibid.
50 Ibid
51 Ibid, 687.
of political language.\textsuperscript{52}

1.3.1 Ideological Morphology

The approach of ideological morphology is “a general method of investigating and decoding the internal structure of ideologies, highlighting the central role of that structure in fashioning the semantic fields of all ideologies, and offering a revealing insight into the ways ideologies consequently construct the political and navigate through it.”\textsuperscript{53}

According to Michael Freeden, “prevailing traditions of studying political thought have focused on truth and epistemology, ethical rightness, logical clarity, origins and causes, prescriptions, purposes and intentions”.\textsuperscript{54} The morphological approach, in contrast, highlights the semantic. It distances itself from some misconceptions about political ideology. One misconception is to suppose that the boundary between ideologies is rigid and ideologies are totally antithetical or incompatible with each other.\textsuperscript{55} A second misconception is the “postulation of one-to-one relationship between party and ideology”.\textsuperscript{56} The ideology of a liberal party does not amount to liberalism.

Morphological analysis identifies proximity, permeability, proportionality, and priority as among the most salient features of ideologies.\textsuperscript{57} Proximity refers to the conceptual environment in which a concept is located; the conceptual meanings within an ideology are interrelated.\textsuperscript{58} Permeability implies that ideologies are not mutually exclusive; they may intersect and clear boundaries may not be discernible.\textsuperscript{59} Proportionality means the relative weight of the conceptual components within an ideology. More to the point, it suggests that “ideologies are to be distinguished not by the presence of a concept, but by the impact and centrality attributed to it within one ideology in contrast to its downplaying in another”.\textsuperscript{60} Thus, a single concept such as equality cannot be regarded as socialism. The fourth feature indicates the ranking order of priority accorded to core over adjacent and adjacent over
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This proposition of core, adjacent, and peripheral concepts is central to the morphological analysis of an ideology.

**Cores, Adjacent, and Peripheral Concepts**

A core concept of an ideology is durable and it is present in all known instances of a particular ideological family; core concepts are indispensable to an ideology’s ideational content. For example, the concept of liberty is one of the indispensable core concepts of liberalism. But liberty alone is not sufficient to compose liberalism. The morphological approach gets rid of reducing an ideology to merely one central concept (e.g. liberty for liberalism or tradition for conservatism).

“Adjacent concepts are second-ranking in the pervasiveness and breadth of the meanings they impart to the ideology”. Unlike cores, they are not present in all cases of an ideology. Nonetheless, they occupy a key position in refining the core and solving the problem of indeterminacy regarding semantics. A liberal core can be surrounded by different adjacent concepts: democracy, welfare, equality, and property. But combinations of those concepts will produce different versions of liberalism. A liberal core with the adjacent concepts of democracy, equality, and welfare generates the welfare state which makes the state responsible for the development of individuals whereas a liberal core with democracy and private property as adjacent concepts leads to a version of liberalism stressing entrepreneurship that attaches importance to free markets.

Peripheral concepts exist on two dimensions: margin (significance) and perimeter (the interface with time and space). They change at a faster pace than adjacent concepts of an ideology. Margin refers to “ideas and concepts whose importance to the core...is intellectually and emotionally insubstantial”. They are ephemeral culturally and diachronically. Empire, elitism, localism, and ethnicity are examples of peripheral concepts of liberalism. Perimeter involves the interplay between the conceptual arrangement and social practices or contingencies. For instance, climate change, mass migration, terrorism and financial crisis will affect the development of an ideology such as liberalism and socialism.
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To put it succinctly, perimeter pertains to “specific ideas or policy-proposals rather than fully fledged concepts, lacking the generalisation and sophistication associated with a concept”.  

The morphological approach regards ideologies as particular permutations of several core, adjacent, and peripheral concepts which are related to each other within the conceptual environment.

1.3.2 Morphology of Liberalism

From the perspective of ideological morphology, liberalism is comprised of a liberal core of seven ineliminable political concepts. They are liberty, individuality, rationality, limited and accountable power, sociability, progress, and the general interest.

Differences among liberalisms arise because each political concept has more than one meaning; furthermore, the internal structure of the configuration of the seven concepts may differ in the sense that the weight assigned to each concept is not equal. Adjacent and peripheral concepts set limits to the choices of the meanings and the internal structure of the liberal core. An example of this would be the difference between classical liberalism and British New Liberalism. The latter distinguishes itself from the former by including adjacent and peripheral concepts of justice, equality, human welfare, and state intervention. The former, however, has a distinctive adjacent concept of private property.

Historically liberalism has at least five temporary layers that are empirical manifestations of the ideology. They are: a theory of limited power seeking to protect individual rights (layer 1), a theory of the free market (layer 2), a theory of human progress (layer 3), a theory of state welfare (layer 4), and a theory of tolerance for different group life styles (layer 5). The five layers interact and are linked in patchy continuities. It should be noted that “there is no clear-cut chronological sequence between those layers”. Moreover, “no actual variant of liberalism exhibits all five layers”. Layer 2 is conspicuous in classical or neo-liberalism while layer 4 stands out in New Liberalism. Layer 5 is noticeable in communitarianism.
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On the whole, Freeden’s theory illustrates how various narratives of liberalism are constructed and why observers may confuse neighbouring ideologies that possess overlapping concepts. Based on a morphological approach to liberalism, I put forward three propositions to understand modern Chinese liberalism.

First, the key to understanding liberalism is the liberal core (seven political concepts): liberty, individuality, rationality, limited and accountable power, sociability, progress, and the general interest.

Second, classical liberalism, being one layer of liberalism, does not encompass all manifestations of liberalism. Neither is it an axiom that Chinese liberalism developed in the same chronological order as Western liberalism did. It is not correct to exclude modern Chinese liberalism from the family of liberalism because it did not begin with classical liberalism but another layer of liberalism like the new liberalism.

Third, one misconception about modern Chinese liberalism should be eschewed. There is a tendency to equate a party ideology (including the label of the party) with the political thinking of an individual member of a party because many Chinese liberals from the 1930s were also leaders of various parties. I hold that a distinction between the agent as a liberal and the agent as a member of a political party should be made. This does not imply that there is no association. I mean that to examine only the party ideology is not sufficient to understand the individual thinker. For example, it is a misconception to equate the political thought of Carsun Chang and Zhang Dongsun with state socialism or social democracy just because the name of their party was National (State) Socialist Party or Democratic Socialist Party. In fact, these party names were not subject to their literal meanings. My analysis of Chang and Zhang is based on the original works by them and their own interpretations of their ideas.

This involves other methods adopted in my research. I also use detailed readings of these texts (including key journals) and explore their context to show how these thinkers developed their own versions of liberal thought. Chang and Zhang were major contributors or editors of two journals: Jiefang yu gaizao 解放与改造 (Emancipation and Reconstruction) and Zaisheng 再生 (The National Renaissance) in particular. By context, I mean the intellectual
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debates over China’s state-building and the ideological battles on liberalism, socialism, capitalism, and communism that occurred in the first half of the twentieth century.

1.4 Thesis Structure

The thesis is divided into three parts (seven chapters). Part I consists of chapter I and chapter II. This part adopts ideological morphology to analyse liberalism, socialism, their relationship and varieties in different countries such as Britain and China in the first half of the twentieth century with a view to a new understanding of the Chinese liberal tradition developed by Carsun Chang and Zhang Dongsun. Part II is composed of chapter III, chapter IV, and chapter V. It discusses Carsun Chang’s liberal thought and his perspective on socialism. I systematically compare Chang and Hobhouse and analyse their discourses on the state, liberty, socialism, and an organic conception of society. Part III is made up of chapter VI and chapter VII. It specifically deals with Zhang Dongsun’s political thought, covering his theory of democracy, his views on socialism and liberalism, and his divergences from Carsun Chang. These chapters illustrate the features of left liberalism in the Chinese context and reveal an ideological cause of a division within the third force as a whole.

Chapter I is this introduction to modern Chinese liberalism, especially the liberal thought of the third force represented by Carsun Chang and Zhang Dongsun.

Chapter II examines the ideological landscape in which liberalism clashed with and interacted with socialism from the late nineteenth century to the 1940s in order to illustrate the distinctive features of the political thought of Chang and Zhang who were actually influenced by the broad international intellectual community in their time when both socialism and liberalism were revised and developed in new directions. These Chinese liberals embraced the strand of liberalism that contained fundamental tenets of political liberalism, some elements of socialism, and German idealism. In this sense, it was similar to the liberal tradition British new liberals developed. The liberal thought of these Chinese thinkers and British new liberals embodied a new development of the liberal thought at that time. Contrary to the mainstream view, I argue that Chang and Zhang adapted both a Chinese tradition of liberty (spiritual freedom as self-autonomy, independence, and freedom of the mind) and Western political ideas to Chinese conditions without detracting from the values of core concepts of liberalism.\(^{77}\) Though this Chinese liberalism was comparable to British new liberalism, it differed from the latter in terms of its genesis (contextual problems) and the way

\(^{77}\) For details about the Chinese tradition of liberty, see section 3.4.2 in chapter III.
liberal thinkers modified the political traditions of their societies. In addition, the contextual problem of state-building added a flavour of nationalism to Chinese liberalism.

Chapter III presents a comparative study of the liberal thought of L. T. Hobhouse and Carsun Chang in order to understand the liberalism of Chang. Their theories about the state and liberty and sources of the development of their liberal thinking are investigated. Notwithstanding the vastly different cultural, political, and economic institutions in Britain and in China, Hobhouse and Chang developed similar forms of political thinking to respond to different problems of their societies. Their common intellectual influences were John Stuart Mill and German idealism. The other factor which helped shape their liberal thought pertained to contextual problems such as capitalism and state-building. They infused into their societies some particular concepts that were ignored or downplayed by the different political traditions before. Hobhouse thought that the British tradition of liberty (classical liberalism) must be supplemented with moral conceptions of social freedom and the common good so as to redress economic and social injustice caused by capitalism. Therefore, he advanced Green’s idealism which developed the concepts such as social freedom and the common good based on German idealism. Chang, however, found that traditional Chinese politics and ancient Chinese thought were lacking in theories of the state, constitutionalism, and liberty as political and civil rights. Accordingly, he combined the Chinese tradition of freedom (a moral concept) with British liberalism and the German conception of the state, developing a variety of liberalism that aimed at the state-building of China.

Chapter IV compares Hobhouse and Chang as regards their perspectives on socialism to develop a new understanding of Chang’s discourse on socialism. It is a further elaboration of chapter III, which illustrates the liberal and socialist components in the tradition of the new liberalism. Both Hobhouse and Chang used a theory of an organic society to solve the tension between liberalism (individualism) and socialism (collectivism) and thereby developed their distinctive discourses on “liberal socialism” and “democratic socialism”. They opposed Marxian socialism in general because they held that Marxist view of history or society was too mechanical to accommodate moral and liberal values. Nonetheless, they advocated a liberal or democratic form of socialism. Hobhouse’s conception of liberal socialism was similar to Chang’s theory of democratic socialism in terms of economic thinking, but there was a distinct difference between the two. While economic justice was essential to Hobhouse’s liberal socialism, democratic politics (political liberalism) was central to Chang’s democratic socialism. In addition, the way they applied idealism (an organic conception of
society) was different. Chang aimed to counterbalance the impact of Marxism on Chinese intellectuals whereas Hobhouse sought to deal with capitalism.

Chapter V examines the liberal thought of Carsun Chang and its relationship to two constitutions in Republican China: *Guo xian yi* (The Draft Constitution of 1922) and the Constitution of the Republic of China (1946) enforced in Taiwan. It revises the mainstream view which considers Chang as an exemplar of social democracy. In addition, it corrects Edmund Fung’s view that Chang overlooked the flaws of the Weimar constitution. Instead, I argue that Chang embraced constitutional liberalism and he did not neglect the weaknesses of the Weimar constitution. Indeed, there were some resemblances between the Weimar constitution and *Guo xian yi* regarding a semi-presidential system, the legal system, and economic and social policies. However, Chang abandoned some German ideas when conceiving of the future political system for China. To be precise, Chang adapted the democratic systems of the Weimar Republic, Britain, America, and Canada to Chinese conditions without detracting from fundamental values of liberalism (the separation of powers, a responsible government, federalism, and the protection of basic liberties) in order to establish a Chinese democracy.

Chapter VI offers an analysis of a particular theory of democracy and its applicability to China proposed by Zhang Dongsun in the 1940s. His theory of democracy was a configuration of a cluster of core concepts of liberalism and socialism and it was more similar to the family of liberalism. Hence, to understand the liberal thought of Zhang, it is necessary to dissect his theory of democracy. Zhang regarded democracy as a conceptual system of the following ideas: liberty, rationality, individuality, progress, equality, tolerance, justice, and human rights. This conceptual system interacted with real societies. Zhang argued that while building a modern democracy a country should attach equal importance to liberty, equality, and progress. He maintained that China’s future political system should be “Democracy of a New Type”. This system was characterised by a parliamentary system, a multi-party system, a mixed economy, and the protection of basic freedoms. Nevertheless, he neglected some significant differences between his conception of “Democracy of a New Type” and Mao Zedong’s theory of new democracy. This neglect partially accounted for his trust in the CCP after the mid-1940s.
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Chapter VII further explores the political thought of Zhang Dongsun and his split with Carsun Chang. I will investigate Zhang’s views of liberalism, socialism, and his divergences from Chang. The developing gulf between Chang and Zhang signified a destructive division within Chinese liberalism as a political force that might otherwise have united to force the CCP to join a coalition government and to propel the process of democratisation of China. Unfortunately, along with Zhang, many of the third force stood on the side of the CCP and the capability of the liberal force to establish a constitutional democracy was undermined. I identify two forms of Chinese liberalism after the split between the two thinkers: left liberalism and new liberalism. Zhang became a left liberal while Chang remained a new liberal. This chapter discloses an ideological cause of a divided liberalism within the third force. I argue that the split was not much attributable to left liberals’ beliefs in the political ideology of the CCP but to divided opinions on the nature of the CCP and its relationship to Marxian socialism in general, and Russian Communism in particular. Zhang and those who supported the CCP changed their views of the CCP, believing that the CCP was committed to democracy whereas the KMT was not at all trustworthy. But to their despair, the CCP after the founding of the PRC did not keep promises about democracy and human rights, which had been made by the party in the 1940s.

In the conclusion, I review the significance of the liberalism of the third force and its relevance to contemporary China. This conclusion shows in particular the relationship between Carsun Chang’s liberal thought and Taiwan’s current democratic system, and the intellectual debates over modernisation, democracy, and equality between the New Left and the liberal circle (three strands of Chinese liberalism) in contemporary China.
Chapter II: Charting Liberalism in the Age of Ideologies

2.1 Conflicts and Interactions between Liberalism and Socialism

This chapter employs the morphological approach to examine the ideological conflicts and interactions between liberalism and socialism in order to get a new understanding of the Chinese liberalism represented by Carsun Chang and Zhang Dongsun. These Chinese liberals embraced a liberalism which had some features of socialism (welfare, public property, state intervention) and German idealism. This liberal tradition was exemplified by British new liberals such as Thomas A. Green, Leonard T. Hobhouse, John A. Hobson and Bernard Bosanquet whose names appeared in the works of Chang and Zhang. Among these British new liberals, however, both Chang and Zhang discussed only Hobhouse’ political theory in detail, suggesting an intellectual influence on both men. Hence, to understand the liberalism of Chang and Zhang, it was important to refer to the political thought of Hobhouse. A comparison with Hobhouse will illuminate how these Chinese thinkers developed a Chinese form of new liberalism to meet what they perceived to be China’s particular needs and conditions. Notwithstanding some similarities, there were a few distinct differences regarding the genesis of their liberal thought and the way of adapting different traditions of liberty. While British new liberals attempted to redress injustice caused by capitalism, Chinese liberals regarded the state-building of China as their primary task. In addition, the British thinkers modified the British tradition of liberty (classical liberalism) by infusing it with conceptions such as social freedom and the common good. The Chinese thinkers, however, added to the Chinese tradition of liberty (an ethical concept) the German conception of the state and the British tradition of liberty as political and civil rights. They absorbed some Western ideas and discarded others according to Chinese conditions so as to address poverty and authoritarianism in China.

I will first examine the fresh conceptions (social liberty, harmony, and an active state) that British new liberals added to the earlier liberalism, making New Liberalism a variant of liberalism. Then, I will subject socialism to a morphological analysis that accounts for the diversity of socialism and an overlap between social democracy and the new liberalism regarding some political concepts such as democracy, liberty, welfare, and equality. Marxism,

79 Zhang was a new liberal until the mid-1930s but in the 1940s he became a left liberal who had positive views of Karl Marx and the CCP.
social democracy, and Marxism-Leninism as three influential variants of socialism will be explicat. Moreover, one section is devoted to some Chinese liberals' involvement in the
debates over socialism before 1949. These debates showed the features of the liberal thought of Carsun Chang, Zhang Dongsun (before 1935), and Hu Shi who had a positive view of
social democracy or liberal socialism but disapproved of Marxism, Marxism-Leninism, and
their applicability to China. In the last section, I compare briefly the trend of the new liberalim in Europe, America, and China, arguing that the liberalism of Chang, Zhang, and
Hu Shi was comparable to Western new liberalism and that it also displayed a strong flavour
of nationalism.

Before exploring British new liberalism, I would like to describe the ideological
landscape of socialism and liberalism because it helps understand Chinese liberalism. In the
course of history from the latter half of the nineteenth century, liberalism and socialism were
two influential political ideologies which had conflicts as well as interactions. The presence
of socialism, especially Marxism, changed the ideological map because the Marxian
discourse spearheaded a widespread campaign against capitalism. It was believed that
capitalism was synonymous with laissez faire liberalism which was the root cause of the
social ills of Western societies. In this sense, socialism was an alternative to liberalism.

Two World Wars and totalitarianism between the intervals of the Wars had an extensive
impact on the development of socialism and liberalism. In fact, economic planning was first
applied in the First World War. All belligerent governments attempted to control the
economy and resources. The Treaty of Versailles was believed to mark the acknowledgement
of liberal principles at least in the West, but this proved to be wrong. The decline and crisis
for liberalism came in the 1930s. The economic crisis, fascism, and Nazism in Europe forced
intellectuals to rethink liberalism and socialism. Several socialist practices (nationalisation,
state control or economic planning) displayed their strengths, appealing to a number of
intellectuals in both Western democracies and non-democracies where nationalism and anti-
imperialism touched the hearts of those nations.

The liberal principles were not reaffirmed in the West until the end of the Second World
War. Meanwhile, permeability between liberalism and social democracy was a distinctive
phenomenon. Some Western liberal thinkers and governments infused socialistic elements
into their traditions of liberty while democratic socialists absorbed liberal values into the
socialist tradition. These attempts were related to the contextual problems of particular times.
It was against this background that Chinese liberalism developed and faded away in the pre-Communist era. The Chinese case reflected the ideological conflicts and permeability between liberalism and socialism. Chinese liberals held that there were conflicts between liberalism and Marxism-Leninism and that a democratic form of socialism was compatible with liberalism. The liberal thought of Carsun Chang, Zhang Dongsun, and Hu Shi was parallel to the new liberalism in Britain and America. L. T. Hobhouse and John Dewey were two Western new liberals whose works were invoked by these Chinese intellectuals.

2.2 New Liberalism

The ideological competition over the control of public political language prompted liberalism to develop into “New Liberalism” in order to respond to the contextual problems of labour and capitalism in the twentieth century. The British thinkers Thomas Hill Green, Leonard T. Hobhouse, and John A. Hobson were representatives of the new liberalism. They combined a theory of limited and accountable power, a theory of human progress, and a theory of welfare in order to make liberal principles more applicable to Britain in the new age. They achieved this aim by absorbing at least three essential elements which were not salient in the earlier liberalism. These elements were social liberty or freedom, harmony between the individual and society (an organic conception of society and the common good), and a positive conception of the state.

2.2.1 Social Liberty

To free liberalism from an atomistic and individualist conception, the new liberals asserted social liberty by acknowledging the social dimension of liberty. Green claimed that every right had its origin in some social relation.\(^{80}\) No one could have a right “except (1) as a member of a society, and (2) of a society in which some common good is recognised by the members of the society as their own ideal good, as that which should be for each of them.”\(^{81}\) Hobhouse further extended these ideas and developed a positive conception of liberty.

Liberty then becomes not so much a right of the individual as a necessity of society. It rests not so much on the claim of A to be let alone by B but on the duty of B to treat A as a rational being. The rule of liberty is just the application of rational method. It is the opening of the door to the appeal of reason, of

---


\(^{81}\) Ibid, 25.
imagination, of social feeling, and except through the response to this appeal there is no assured progress of society.82

In a similar vein, Hobson argued that to conceive liberty merely as negative was defective.83 A positive conception of liberty and the recognition of social liberty had implications for the role of the state and the relationship between the individual and society. It implied that a social association such as a community and the state could set a limit to individual freedom. It was justified for the community to impose restrictions on individual freedom for the sake of the common good.

2.2.2 Harmony between the Individual and Society

By recognising the social attribute of freedom, the new liberals aimed to preach a theory of harmony between the individual and society. The common good helped to achieve this kind of harmony. Green argued that the development of morality and society presupposed the idea of the common good.84 The “only good in the pursuit of which there can be no competition of interests, the only good which is really common to all who may pursue it, is that which consists in the universal will to be good—in the settled disposition on each man’s part to make the most and best of humanity in his own person and in the persons of others.”85 Hobhouse followed this line of argument and proposed a conception of social harmony which was connected with his ideas of good and progress. In his opinion, the common good lay in the manifold and harmonious development of life. Social progress consisted “in the movement by which such harmony may be realised.”86 There existed no right that conflicted with the common good.87 Enlightened self-interest would coincide with the public interest.88 These arguments helped new liberals establish a positive notion of the state with enlarged responsibilities. If actions taken by the state were aimed at the common good, state control was legitimate and necessary.
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82 Hobhouse, Liberalism, 53.
84 Green, Lectures on the Principles of Political Obligation, 264, 267.
85 Ibid, 278
87 Hobhouse, Liberalism, 55.
88 Ibid, 26-27.
2.2.3 Enlarged Role of the State

Green’s *Lectures on the Principles of Political Obligation* was a justification for state intervention and for individuals’ moral duty to obey the law. Hobhouse went beyond Green to justify necessary state control. His argument was that the realisation of social freedom and social progress required necessary regulations of individual activities.

Social freedom, then, for any epoch short of the millennium rests on restraint. It is a freedom that can be enjoyed by all the members of a community and it is the freedom to choose among those lines of activity which do not involve injury to others. As experience of the social effects of action ripens, and the social conscience is awakened, the conception of injury is widened and insight into its causes is deepened. The area of restraint is therefore increased.\(^89\)

Apart from social freedom, the other reason for state intervention was social progress. Because social associations played a significant role in social progress and the state was one form of social associations with its distinct feature of coercive power, Hobhouse argued that it was justifiable to accord a role commensurate with its power to the state for the sake of the wellbeing of humans.\(^90\) State control in this sense was not a danger but an effective means for securing the external conditions in order to secure the value of liberty.\(^91\)

Hobhouse intended to attenuate old liberalism’s hostility to the state by assigning new responsibilities to the state. The general principle for the role of the state was to secure common ends including necessary economic conditions (the rights to work and to a living wage) which enabled a normal person to develop himself and his family so as to achieve full civic efficiency and a good social order.\(^92\)

These new conceptions of liberty, the state, and relations between the individual and society were also articulated by Hobson who announced that the old laissez faire liberalism was dead.\(^93\) His new conception of the state was the one “as an instrument for the active adaptation of the economic and moral environment to the new needs of individual and social
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89 Ibid, 40.
90 Ibid, 57-58.
92 Hobhouse, *Liberalism*, 68.
life, by securing full opportunities of self-development and social service for all citizens”. He said that New Liberalism was preparing to put this philosophy of the state into practice. 

As has been discussed, new liberals infused the earlier liberalism with new meanings of liberty, society, and the state. By reformulating the liberal principles, the new liberals made two ideas run in parallel: liberty and welfare. The development of the new liberalism paved the way for social reforms towards a welfare state. A number of reforms had been carried out under the Liberal Party before the 1920s. They adopted legislation regarding income tax and health and unemployment insurance. When the Labour Party took office, these reforms were reinforced and expanded.

2.3 Socialism and Its Varieties

When liberalism developed into the new liberalism, socialism was pulled in diverging directions in different cultures. In some countries such as China, Marxism-Leninism finally became dominant though Chinese liberals including Carsun Chang, Zhang Dongsun, and Hu Shi tried to oppose it by introducing ideas of social democracy or liberal socialism. However, socialism in Britain differed from the socialist movement in China. Different cultures produced a variety of configurations of the socialist concepts (core, adjacent, and peripheral concepts) and this variety accounted for the diverging directions socialism developed in different regions. I will examine the morphology of socialism and three influential variants: Marxism, social democracy, and Marxism-Leninism.

2.3.1 Morphology of Socialism

Socialism hosts five core concepts: the constitutive nature of the human relationship, human welfare as a desirable objective, human nature as active, equality, and history as the arena of beneficial change.

The first core concept refers to group membership. Individuals are living in communities and their interrelationship is a salient feature of human life. Usually “the community is both historically and scientifically elevated above the individual as focal unit of analysis.”
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97 For definitions of the core, adjacent and peripheral concepts, see section 1.3.1 in chapter I.
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The second core concept, a high standard of welfare, is based on the elimination of poverty and optimally on the satisfaction of a wide range of other human needs (physical, cultural, and social).\textsuperscript{101}

The third core concept of socialism regards human nature as productive and creative; work or labour is a principal component of productivity and creativity.\textsuperscript{102}

Aside from active human nature, all socialisms assert and extol equality. It has various formulations. It could be equality of wealth, equal participation in politics or ethical equality (equal opportunities of education, development, etc.). Therefore, the single concept of equality cannot be regarded as the socialist core because “in its different formulations, it is incapable of carrying socialist ideology on its own, just as liberty cannot perform that task for liberalism.”\textsuperscript{103} “Only in conjunction with notions of community, welfare, and the creative-cum-productive view of human nature can socialism gain sufficient breath for its profile to emerge.”\textsuperscript{104}

The fifth core concept of socialism is linked with the Hegelian-Marxist views of history which reify socialism as “a particular patterned advance of reason in society, culminating in the complete universalisation of reason and the realisation of freedom as self-mastery or de-alienation.”\textsuperscript{105} Not only did the Hegelian and Marxist conception of history contain purpose but it gave the agency of human beings a special place in changing the world and human relationships. This produced at least two different understandings of history as movement and social advancement: evolutionary socialism (gradualism) and dialectical or historical materialism.\textsuperscript{106}

These five concepts constitute the socialist core, but adjacent and peripheral concepts surrounding the core help to form a particular version of socialism in a given culture and society. Democracy, control (social control over the dynamics of an industrial economy), class, state, property, liberty, and rationality can be adjacent concepts of socialism.\textsuperscript{107} Often these values can be inferred from the core concepts. For example, equality requires that individuals have equal participation in politics and democracy is thought to be intermeshed with this kind of politics. However, democracy can also be derived from liberty and thus it is

\textsuperscript{101} Ibid, 427.  
\textsuperscript{102} Ibid, 429.  
\textsuperscript{103} Ibid, 433.  
\textsuperscript{104} Ibid.  
\textsuperscript{105} Ibid, 434.  
\textsuperscript{106} For an explanation of the two different understandings of history, see section 2.3.2.  
\textsuperscript{107} Freeden, Ideologies and Political Theory, 438.
also an adjacent concept of liberalism. The overlap should not confuse us because in the liberal morphology democracy is more associated with the notion of self-determination or self-realisation whereas the socialist morphology confines democracy to more communitarian or egalitarian tendencies.\textsuperscript{108} Concerning the socialist periphery, it includes trade unionism, nationalisation, regulation of working conditions, and the redistribution of wealth.\textsuperscript{109}

Freeden notes that, “Cultural factors of a temporal and geographical nature play a decisive part in selecting the specific paths which connect the core and adjacent concepts…”\textsuperscript{110} For instance, German social democrats shifted two interdependent concepts in liberalism—controlled power and equal political participation—to slightly different internal locations and combined them with community to produce a new defence of parliamentary democracy.\textsuperscript{111} Bolsheviks and Chinese Communists combined democracy with theories of class (the proletariat or the peasantry), redistribution of land, and the abolition of private property.

\textbf{2.3.2 Marxism, Social Democracy, and Marxism-Leninism}

The development of socialism saw the emergence of a diversity of socialist strands, with Marxism, social democracy, and Marxism-Leninism as the most influential.\textsuperscript{112} Proto-socialism (“utopian socialism”) and anarchism represented by Pierre-Joseph Proudhon are sometimes also considered by many political scientists as socialist ideologies. Under the morphological analysis, all these varieties of socialism share five socialist core concepts, but the meanings of the core concepts and the permutations of the core, adjacent, and peripheral concepts are not the same.

On the first core concept of the constitutive nature of human relationships, Marxism and Marxism-Leninism confined group membership to classes with conflicting interests. A particular class like workers, peasants or the proletariat was usually depicted as the oppressed and exploited who should be united to change the existing social order. In contrast, social democracy as exemplified by Eduard Bernstein or the Fabians did not highlight the struggle between two opposing classes. Social democrats did articulate that the rights of workers should be protected but they discussed workers’ interests within the framework of a community and the general interest. They recognised that there were other classes whose

\textsuperscript{108} Ibid, 439.
\textsuperscript{109} Ibid, 450-54.
\textsuperscript{110} Ibid, 438.
\textsuperscript{111} Ibid, 440.
\textsuperscript{112} I use Russian Communism and Marxism-Leninism interchangeably.
interests did not necessarily conflict with those of workers. Bernstein argued that “democracy is not just a form of government; it is absence of class government; no government has a political privilege which is opposed to the community as a whole.”

As for the concepts of human welfare and human nature as active, social democracy emphasised material conditions and ethical well-being as well. Marxism-Leninism accorded too much weight to the economic base. Though Karl Marx endeavoured to free people from alienation and he considered labour as creative and productive, welfare in his theory was an abstract ideal to be realised in the future. Marx did not trouble to explicate concrete measures or policies regarding welfare. Social democrats, however, adopted specific policies to achieve this aim. With respect to equality, Marxism-Leninism possessed egalitarian leanings which were not very salient in social democracy.

Furthermore, social democracy departed from Marxism and Marxism-Leninism concerning the conception of history. Social democrats’ view of history was evolutionary socialism or gradualism that abandoned the Marxian dialectics (Marxist prediction for logical necessitarianism) and economic determinism. British Fabianism and German revisionist socialism represented by Bernstein were representative of gradualism. The other conception of history in socialist thought, however, highlighted Marxian dialectics and materialism. This view of history was followed by Marxists and Communists, including some Communist regimes such as the Soviet Union and the Soviet Regime of China established by the Chinese Communists in the 1930s. Socialists in these Communist regimes usually regarded revolutions as a necessary means for social advancement. The concept of history combined with the third concept of human nature as active in the morphology of Marxism and Marxism-Leninism gave human agency a significant role to play in changing the existing economic and social order. Accordingly, revolution occupied a crucial position in the transition to communism. Indeed, in his late years Marx weakened this position. He thought that England, Holland, and perhaps America might do this without revolution but violence was necessary elsewhere in the transition from capitalism to socialism.

Associated with the idea of revolution was the theory of class dictatorship. Marx viewed it as a transitional political system and did not discuss it in great detail. But Vladimir Lenin
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and Mao Zedong extended the idea of revolution and the dictatorship of the proletariat in order to lead communist revolutions. Marx, Engels, Lenin, and Mao all believed that revolution would ultimately produce benefits, leading to a promising future with more freedom and equality. This was a key point that separated social democracy and Marxian ideologies. Social democrats preferred democratic means such as a parliament, political parties, and universal suffrage. Bernstein held that to organise a social democratic party which could participate in parliamentary politics was practical and efficient; outside the parliament, the labour movement was a good option to strive for the interests of the working class.\(^\text{117}\)

The differences between social democrats and Marxists were related to their divergent opinions of the adjacent concept of democracy. In Bernstein’s idea-system, democracy was an end as well as a means. Democracy contained ideas of justice and freedom. “The more democracy prevails and determines public opinion, the more it will come to mean the greatest possible degree of freedom.”\(^\text{118}\) Social democrats’ idea of democracy was not just an abstract principle. There were political activities which helped to generate peripheral concepts such as trade unionism, regulation of working conditions, and the redistribution of income.

Compared with social democrats, Marx had a vague idea of democracy. He did not envisage the concrete political system after the Civil War in France. Marx did mention that the transitional political system was the class dictatorship.\(^\text{119}\) While the theory of the class dictatorship was discarded by theorists of social democracy, it was developed by Lenin and Mao. They intermingled democracy with the class dictators' product was a democratic dictatorship. Under this political regime, political power was exercised by the communist party in the name of the people. Though social democrats and new liberals subscribed to a certain degree of control and state regulation in some areas, the end of restraint was not directed towards maintaining political power in the hands of a particular party or group who represented the people.

The comparison of the morphology of the three variants of socialism shows that social democracy deviated from Marxism and Marxism-Leninism in many respects. Due to the political, cultural, and socio-economic circumstances, not all instances of socialism were prevalent in a given culture or region. In Britain, it was social democracy that gained an

\(^{117}\) Bernstein, *The Preconditions of Social Democracy*, 143.

\(^{118}\) Ibid, 141.

upper hand from the outset. The Fabians contributed a lot to the political ideology of the Labour Party. Continental Europe, however, was somewhat different. There were protracted conflicts and struggles between Marxist tenets and reformist doctrines. Nonetheless, by the beginning of the twentieth century on the Continent, Marxism gave way to social democracy. After the First World War, “Bernstein-style democracy had greater currency within the labour movement.”

Meanwhile, in Russia, the Bolsheviks ultimately became the winner in the struggle with the Mensheviks, the Social Revolutionary Party and other left forces. Thereafter, Marxism-Leninism was established as the official ideology. A similar result appeared in China in terms of the practice of socialism. But the story of the rise and success of the Chinese Communists hardly reflected the intellectual thinking on socialism in Republican China, especially the views of Chinese liberals. The Chinese liberals’ discourse on socialism will show that there is an affinity between their liberal thought and social democracy. The morphological approach can be particularly successful in explaining this complex relationship between social democracy and the new liberalism in particular.

Within the family of socialism, social democracy (as a particular variant of socialism) is the one that overlaps most with New Liberalism in terms of some core, adjacent, and peripheral concepts. This is especially true as a result of fresh meanings conferred on liberalism in the late nineteenth century by Thomas H. Green, Leonard T. Hobhouse, and John A. Hobson in their construction of New Liberalism. As a variant of liberalism, New Liberalism has seven core political concepts: liberty, individuality, rationality, limited and accountable power, sociability, progress, and the general interest. But these British liberals re-interpreted liberty as a social concept that required state intervention or some restraints of individual liberty in order to achieve progress, social harmony, and the common good. In other words, they highlighted the value of sociability (the notion of interdependence among people), assigning equal weight to individual liberty and the community. In addition, they advocated the expansion of state responsibilities so as to improve the welfare of the working class. Accordingly, these British liberals added the following concepts to the old liberalism: equality, welfare, state intervention, public property, and the redistribution of wealth.

Some of the concepts moulding New Liberalism, however, are also constitutive concepts of social democracy. As a variant of socialism, social democracy hosts five core concepts,

namely the constitutive nature of the human relationship, human welfare, human nature as active, equality, and history as the arena of beneficial change. The meanings assigned to the general interest, sociability, and progress in the morphology of New Liberalism are similar to some core concepts of social democracy. To be precise, human welfare is a core concept of social democracy but New Liberalism also emphasises welfare (and this played an important role in the establishment of a welfare state in Britain). Moreover, both progress and history as the arena of beneficial change promise the betterment of society in the future. Likewise, some concepts (justice, democracy, property) can be adjacent to New Liberalism as well as social democracy. Finally, a third dimension of intersection between social democracy and New Liberalism involves peripheral concepts. State regulations of economic activities, the redistribution of wealth, and nationalisation are concrete policies proposed by both social democrats and new liberals.

However, the different permutations of a set of concepts and other different core concepts make social democracy and New Liberalism two different ideologies. Chinese liberalism in the Republican period reflected this complicated relationship between liberalism and socialism. For instance, Liang Qichao, Carsun Chang, Zhang Dongsun, and Hu Shi, developed distinctive discourses on socialism, which were akin to the socialist discourse of Western new liberals.

2.3.3 Socialism in Republican China

The earliest Chinese translation touching upon European socialism was believed to be published in the 1870s. The Chinese intellectuals who first introduced Marx and Engels to China were not Marxists but advocates of constitutionalism such as Liang Qichao. Before the founding of the Chinese Communist Party, Liang and his research group including Carsun Chang and Zhang Dongsun had introduced different forms of socialism to Chinese audiences. As revolutionary socialism found its counterpart in Republican China in the 1910s, Liang and his followers attempted to resist the application of Marxism in China because they held that China did not have the economic and social conditions for socialism. Nevertheless, they had a positive opinion of reformist socialism in Britain and Germany. I will discuss key debates over socialism between Chinese liberals and Marxists in three periods of time: pre-1919, the 1920s, and the 1930s.

---

121 See the section “Pre-1919”.
122 For details, see the section “The 1920s”.
Pre-1919

The conception of a harmonious community that pursues equality, especially an equal distribution of wealth or land, is not a modern idea in Chinese thought. If this idea is considered to be socialist, ancient Chinese thought does contain this communal principle. Confucianism and the philosophy of Mozi (Mohism) are two instances. Liang Qichao was the first Chinese intellectual to notice these similarities between Marxism and Mozi’s philosophy. But these ideas did not thrive under the monarchy.

The earliest Chinese translation that mentioned communism was news about the rebellion of the Paris Commune in 1871. *Jiaohui xin bao* (Church News) was believed to be the first Chinese newspaper to publish the reports. It was run by the American missionary Young John Allen. Later another Chinese newspaper *Hua zi ribao* (华字日报) published the news. In 1873 Wang Tao 王韬, one of the editors of *Hua zi ribao*, translated into Chinese *The Franco-Prussian War: The German Conquest of France in 1870-1871*. In this book, he mentioned the Paris Commune. In addition, the Qing government in the late 1860s established the Jiangnan Arsenal whose translation department employed some American, British, and Chinese translators or interpreters. These people translated the term Communists into Chinese in 1873. But their translation could not convey the meanings of “communist”. They just found a Chinese homophone whose pronunciation was similar to the English pronunciation of “communist”. It was not until 1899 that references to Marx and other socialists by name appeared in the Chinese-language press. *Wanguo gong bao* 万国公
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128 Jiang Yihua, *Shehuizhuyi xueshuo zai zhongguo de chuqi chuanbo* [The Dissemination of Socialist Theories in the Early Phase of Modern China] (Shanghai: Fudan daxue chubanshe, 1984), 13. As for the term socialism and nihilism, the Qing official Li Shuchang 李シュ昌 was the first Chinese who translated it into Chinese in 1876. See Li Shuchang, *Xiyang zazhi* [A Journey to Europe] (Changsha: Hunan renmin chubanshe, 1981), 58.
报 (The Time of the Reviews) published the abbreviated translation of Benjamin Kidd’s
Social Evolution in which Marx and his theory were introduced.\(^\text{129}\)

All these were merely translations. The majority of Chinese scholars agree that the first
Chinese writer to comment on Marx and socialism was Liang Qichao.\(^\text{130}\) From 1902 Liang
wrote a number of articles about Marx, socialism, Saint Simon, and Russian nihilism. These
articles were published by the newspaper Xinmin cong bao 新民丛报 (The New People’s
Gazette). At that time, Liang had a positive opinion of Marx. He regarded Marx as the
leading thinker of socialism which revealed the social ills of the day—the working masses
were exploited by a few people who were rich.\(^\text{131}\) Nevertheless, Liang did not believe that
China had conditions for a socialist revolution. He maintained that radical socialism was
prone to a dictatorship that was commonplace in Chinese politics and history.\(^\text{132}\) His position
differed from that of the revolutionaries such as Sun Yat-sen and Zhu Zhixin (朱执信) who
were for a revolution.\(^\text{133}\) Liang, however, sought reform. The debate actually centred on one
question: reform or revolution? This was thought to be the early debate over socialism in
modern Chinese history.

The debate over socialism, reform, and revolution continued and turned bitter from 1919
to 1920. Many Chinese including most liberals were tremendously disappointed at the result
of the Paris Peace Conference at which Western democracies did not protect China’s
territorial integrity and sovereignty. Chinese intellectuals did not think this was democratic or
liberal. Subsequently, a group of people converted to Marxism. Among this camp, Chen
Duxiu, Li Dazhao and Li Da (李达) were prominent Marxists who founded the Chinese
Communist Party at this time. The press was an efficient medium for them to disseminate
Marxism. New Youth and The Communist Party were these Marxists’ most important
platforms. They eulogised Marx and Engels, regarding Marxism and a communist revolution
as solutions to China’s political, social, and economic problems.

\(^{129}\) Martin Bernal. Chinese Socialism to 1907, 37.
\(^{130}\) Gao Wei, ed., “Makesizhuyi heshi chuantou zhongguo kaolue,” [When Was Marxism Introduced to China?] Zhongguo
gongchandang xinwenwang [News of the Communist Party of China], updated 26 March 2012,
\(^{131}\) Dong Fangkui, “Liang Qichao shehuizhuyiguan zai renshi,” [A Re-
examination of Liang Qichao’s Perspective on
Socialism] in Guo Tingyi xiansheng jiuzhi danchen jiniance xiace [Collected Essays in Commemoration of the 90th
\(^{132}\) Liang, Yingbinshi heji, vol. 22, 41–42.
\(^{133}\) Zhu later joined Sun Yat-sen’s revolutionary party. Wang Jingwei (汪精卫) and Hu Hanmin (胡汉民) participated in the
debate. They joined Sun’s party, too.
New Youth was originally a product of the New Culture Movement but Chinese Marxists turned the newspaper toward Marxism, propagating Marxism and instigating a communist revolution in China. In response to this current, Hu Shi, a returned student from America and a disciple of John Dewey, wrote an article entitled “More Study of Problems, Less Talk of ‘Isms’. By isms, Hu Shi meant Marxism and anarchism which were popular then. Hu’s remarks aroused immediate refutation voiced by Marxists like Li Dazhao. A year later in 1920, the debate over socialism occurred between Marxists and Liang Qichao’s research group.

The 1920s

Liang Qichao’s research group made full use of the press, spreading new ideas from Japan, Europe, and America. The key journal of the group was Jiefang yu gaizao. It contained 361 articles in total and one third of them were about socialism, either translations or introductions to socialism. As editors or major contributors the research group did not select one particular version of socialism as their favourite one. They introduced assorted socialist movements and ideologies: utopian socialism (Saint Simon, Robert Owen, and Charles Fourier), Marxism (Marx and Engels), anarchism (Peter Kropotkin), Russian socialism (Lenin and Trotsky), social democracy in Germany, Syndicalism in France, Industrial Workers of World in America, and the labour movement in Britain (especially Fabianism of Bertrand Russell and G. D. H. Cole).

None of the members of the research group then held that socialism including reformist Fabianism and social democracy was applicable to China given the different Chinese conditions. But they made positive comments on the reformist socialism in Britain and Germany. When discussing social democracy in Germany, Carsun Chang appreciated the Weimar constitution and the new-born republic. Zhang Dongsun expressed the view that  

135 The research group had its origin in “jinbu dang” 进步党 (the Progressive Party) that was established by Liang Qichao and some officials who were involved in the constitutional movement of 1906. They advocated constitutional monarchy, But after the Qing Dynasty was overthrown, Liang split with the officials. He was for a republican government. In 1916 Liang and his followers like Carsun Chang and Zhang Dongsun founded “xianfa yanjiuhui” 宪法研究会 (Association of Constitutional Law). From then on they were known as “yanjiuxi” 研究系 (the research group).
137 Ibid, 103.
Bertrand Russell’s political ideas were the best to change the world.\(^{139}\) However, they adopted an empirical and positivist approach regarding the application of socialism to China. They thought that the economic problem of China was not capitalism but poverty. The other problem was a lack of democracy and freedom. This political reality made them oppose Marxism-Leninism. They agreed with Marx on the critique of a capitalist economy, but they also expressed eloquent disapproval of class struggle, dialectical materialism, economic determinism, and the dictatorship of the proletariat. The Chinese Marxists, in turn, attacked the research group, defending Marxism and the necessity of a communist revolution in China.

Meanwhile, Hu Shi expressed his views on socialism and his socialist discourse also resembled that of the research group.

To be serious, I advocate a peaceful means to realise the ideal of socialism. Briefly speaking, recent history has seen two different means. One is the means that the Soviet Union is currently using. This means is characterised by the proletarian dictatorship and therefore it does not allow the existence of different classes. The other means, however, is to avoid the “class struggle” and to embrace a ‘socialising’ tendency that has been underway for three hundred years. It helps gradually expand individual freedom and the happiness that our society will enjoy. I would like to call this means “New Liberalism” or “Liberal Socialism”.\(^{140}\)

These concepts of “New Liberalism” and “Liberal Socialism” appeared in Hu Shi’s letter dated 4 October 1926. Hu spent three days in Russia and observed the experiment of socialism in Russia. He opposed the form of socialism with dictatorial tendencies, but advocated a liberal or democratic form of socialism. Hu was probably the first modern Chinese liberal who used the English terms “New Liberalism” and “Liberal Socialism” to describe the form of socialism many modern Chinese liberals approved of. This was strikingly similar to Hobhouse’s political thought in which liberal socialism was proposed as part of Hobhouse’s discourse on new liberalism. However, the immediate intellectual influence on Hu Shi was the American new liberal John Dewey who had been Hu’s supervisor.


The 1930s

In the early 1920s, the research group had reservations about the applicability of a socialist economy to China. However, they changed their views in the 1930s. From the 1930s, they advocated a socialist economy in China while rejecting communist ideologies. This change was caused by the financial crisis in the West, the Soviet Union’s implementation of Five-Year-Plans and Japan’s aggression of China. Carsun Chang and Zhang Dongsun argued that the future Chinese economic system should be different from capitalism and that a socialist economy was a remedy for capitalism. They viewed some socialist practices positively from the perspective of social justice.

One influential liberal periodical that reflected their standpoint on socialism was Zaisheng (The National Renaissance). It was established in the 1930s by Carsun Chang and Zhang Dongsun. They developed ‘state socialism’ for the state-building of China, economic development in particular. The most important thing they did was to rationally deliberate on the pros and cons of socialism and capitalism and to dissociate economic means from a particular political ideology. They argued that economic planning was just a means and it could be employed by both socialist countries and capitalist countries; capitalism and socialism were not necessarily antithetical. They seemed to foresee the danger of the practice of Marxism-Leninism as a political ideology in China and the feasibility of a mixed economy in both socialist and capitalist countries. The economic system they advocated was a general type of a mixed economy combining capitalism and socialism.

Concurrent with the development of ‘state socialism’ was another current among Chinese intellectuals. The liberal thinker Hu Shi and other men of letters in the 1920s founded “Xinyue she” (the Crescent Moon Society) which published a monthly Xinyue (Crescent Moon). In the early 1930s, this journal published many articles about Fabianism and works by Harold Laski. Many members of the Society had been Laski’s students or had attended Laski’s lectures. They firmly believed that human rights must be protected by a constitution. This implied that a liberal form of socialism as they saw should follow the principle of liberty. Given the repression of the KMT government, they published a series of essays that argued for constitutionalism and the protection of human rights. Hu Shi, for instance, contributed several articles on human rights and the rule of law, attacking Sun

141 State socialism here is not subject to literal meanings. For detail, see section 4.3.2 in chapter IV.
142 See Jizhe, “Women suo yao shuo de hua”.
Yat-sun’s views on democracy, constitutionalism, and political tutelage. Some notable articles were “Renquan yu yuefa” 人权与约法 (Human Rights and Law), “Renquan yu yuefa de taolun” 人权与约法的讨论 (Commentaries on “Human Rights and Law”), “Women shenme shihou cai keyi you xianfa” 我们什么时候才可以有宪法 (When can China have a democratic constitution?). In addition, the Crescent Moon Society also worked with some members of the NSP. Luo Longji and Carsun Chang were members of the NSP. Luo also contributed his articles on human rights to Xinyue and Chang translated Laski’s A Grammar of Politics into Chinese for Xinyue she.

Overall, modern Chinese liberalism was affected by the presence of socialism. The research group and Hu Shi had an affinity with reformist socialism in the West. From the 1930s to the 1940s most Chinese liberals had positive views of liberal socialism or social democracy whereas they rejected Russia’s communist ideology and the party ideology of the Chinese Communists. However, their views on Russia’s economic system were not all negative. Many of them including Carsun Chang, Zhang Dongsun, and Hu Shi considered the economic system of the Soviet Union as an alternative to a capitalist economy. In the 1920s, Hu Shi even agreed that China could adopt a policy of public ownership. Russia’s new economic system of socialism in the eyes of these liberals aimed at social justice and the well-being of the society as a whole. More importantly, they thought that a socialist economy could help China develop its economy rapidly.

2.4 New Liberalism in Europe, America, and China

I have analysed the morphology of the new liberalism and socialism, and some Chinese liberals’ discourses on socialism. The morphological approach shows that the new liberalism and social democracy (reformist socialism) have some overlapping concepts such as democracy, welfare, liberty, and equality. Liberty alone cannot constitute liberalism. Likewise, the single concept of equality cannot be regarded as the socialist ideology. The case of Chinese liberals’ involvement in the debates over socialism illustrates that in the first half of the twentieth century permeability was a distinct feature of neighbouring political ideologies—the new liberalism and social democracy. The contextual problem of capitalism helped British liberal thinkers make liberalism develop in the direction of social democracy.

or liberal socialism by absorbing concepts of harmony, welfare, the common good, and social freedom. This tendency of liberal thought was not unique to Britain.

The new liberalism was also manifest in the political thinking of several Continental liberals: Friedrich Naumann, Emile Durkheim, and Leon Duguit. The liberalism of Naumann was permeated by a strong flavour of nationalism and French liberalism then was characterised by solidarism. In spite of the dissimilarities, the British new liberalism and the liberalism of those Continental liberals converged by the early twentieth century on a theory of social justice and social welfare. This trend of liberalism also emerged in America. It was reflected in the progressive movement led by Herbert Croly, Walter Weyl, and Walter Lippmann. Their ideas had an influence on the later New Deal.

Liang Qichao’s research group and Hu Shi embraced the strain of liberal thought with some socialistic elements. This accounted for their connections with some new liberals in America and Britain who represented this new tradition of liberty. Herbert Croly’s ideas had a direct impact on Woodrow Wilson and Theodore Roosevelt whose social and economic policies were praised by Carsun Chang and Zhang Dongsun. These Chinese liberals considered their policies as socialistic and argued that liberalism and socialism were not mutually exclusive. Walter Weyl was an intellectual influence on John Dewey whose works were often cited by Zhang Dongsun and Hu Shi. As regards the British thinkers, both Chang and Zhang were influenced by Hobhouse’s Social Evolution and Political Theory. Chang considered Thomas H. Green and Bernard Bosanquet as idealists who inherited the idealism of Plato, Aristotle, Kant, and Hegel. Chang himself followed this tradition of idealism. Furthermore, the research group planned to invite John A. Hobson and John Maynard Keynes to come to China in the early 1920s. But these British economists did not come for some reasons.

My research will show that the liberal thought of Carsun Chang and Zhang Dongsun was similar to the liberal tradition represented by the British thinkers such as Green, Hobhouse, and Hobson. While contemplating the state-building of China, these Chinese thinkers drew on some Western ideas and abandoned others according to Chinese conditions.

I argue that a better understanding of the political thought of Chang can benefit from a

145 For an analysis of the political thinking of those liberals, see Freeden, Ideologies and Political Theory, 210-25; Liberalism, 85.
146 Though Chang mentioned Green and Bosanquet as representatives of the British Hegelianism in his works, he did not quote them.
comparison with Hobhouse precisely because it helps to illuminate the common intellectual streams that Chang drew upon and shared with other prominent thinkers, as well as the way in which Chang’s discourse on “democratic socialism” was a distinctive response to Chinese conditions. One main conclusion of this study is the mainstream scholarship that interprets Chang’s theory of democratic socialism as simply a form of social democracy is too limited. Chang was a liberal who attempted to adapt Western ideas to Chinese conditions, but he also shared a commitment, also seen among some Western thinkers such as Hobhouse, to absorb harmonious elements from both liberalism and socialism. The end result for Chang was a Chinese form of new liberalism.

2.4.1 The British Case

The problems of the twentieth century and thinkers of the eighteenth and the nineteenth centuries (Mill, Kant, and Hegel) helped both Chinese and British intellectuals develop the new liberalism. The liberalism of Mill, Kant’s moral philosophy, and the German conception of an organic society were reflected in the political thought of both British new liberals and Chinese liberals. Nevertheless, the genesis and the way of developing the new liberalism in relation to the established traditions of liberty were vastly different. I will deal with this question in detail in subsequent chapters. But I shall here mention briefly the dissimilarities.

For British new liberals, capitalism was the major issue which needed to be addressed to realise social justice. Green, Hobhouse, and Hobson associated capitalism with the British liberal tradition of laissez faire liberalism and atomistic individualism. They found that the conceptions of social freedom, the common good, and an organic society would work as a feasible remedy for the established British tradition of liberty (classical liberalism). Accordingly, they added these new concepts to classical liberalism to make liberalism adapt to the new conditions of Britain from the second half of the nineteenth century.

2.4.2 The Chinese Case

In contrast to British new liberals, Chinese liberals (Liang, Chang, and Zhang) thought that China’s social misery lay not in capitalism but poverty, power struggles, and authoritarianism. These issues pertained to the building of a modern state. Hence, state-building was the priority of China. These Chinese liberals held that democratic politics was indispensable to a modern state. This made them demand a change of the political system from a one-party dictatorship to a constitutional democracy. Liberty as a political and legal concept was absent in ancient Chinese thought and traditional Chinese political systems. Thus, they injected this
element into the Chinese tradition of moral freedom which emphasised spiritual freedom, self-autonomy, harmony, and the good of the collective.\textsuperscript{148} Liang, Chang, and Zhang did not hold that the Chinese tradition of freedom was the cause of the social misery of China but that it was not adequate to build a modern state. This explained why Chinese thought such as Confucianism was not a target of their critique and why they wanted to introduce to China the British tradition of liberty as civil and political rights. In their opinion, the British tradition was complementary to the Chinese tradition of liberty.

In addition to British liberalism, Carsun Chang incorporated some elements of German idealism (Hegelianism) into Chinese thought. He contended that the political concept of the state was missing in Chinese thought and Chinese people must develop a consciousness of the state. This concept of the state was political, which would help the state-building of China during the war years. The Hegelian conception of the state, Chang found, could serve his purpose. His liberalism, therefore, had close proximity to German liberalism, possessing a strong sense of nationalism. The conditions of China in the early twentieth century were more similar to German conditions than those of other European countries. This was an important reason for Chang’s selecting the Weimar Republic as a model for China when designing the future Chinese political system.\textsuperscript{149}

\textbf{Chapter Summary}

In this chapter, I examined the ideological conflicts and interactions between liberalism and socialism in order to understand some distinctive features of the Chinese liberalism represented by Carsun Chang and Zhang Dongsun. Their liberal thought contained elements of British liberalism, German idealism, and social democracy. The chapter mainly illustrated two points. First, from the late nineteenth century the permeability between liberalism and socialism became a conspicuous phenomenon, which gradually diminished the antagonism between the two isms before. From the perspective of ideological morphology, the new liberalism and social democracy had overlapping political concepts. Democracy, liberty, equality, welfare, and state control were included in both social democracy and the new liberalism. As was the case with British new liberalism, the Chinese liberalism represented by Chang and Zhang contained features of liberalism as well as socialism. Second, in spite of some common intellectual influences such as Mill and German idealism, there were two

\textsuperscript{148} For an explanation of Chinese tradition of liberty or freedom, see section 3.4.2 in chapter III.

\textsuperscript{149} This is explained in Chapter V.
distinct differences between British new liberalism and Chinese liberalism. One was that the salient social issues of the two societies were different. British new liberals sought to deal with capitalism while the Chinese thinkers aimed at the state-building of China. The other dissimilarity was that the British way of developing a variant of liberalism differed from that of Chinese liberals. The former modified classical liberalism whereas the latter reformulated both the Chinese tradition of liberty and Western political ideas (the British tradition of liberty and German idealism) according to Chinese conditions. Some subsequent chapters will further expound this point.

150 Chapter III and Chapter IV illustrate this point in detail.
Chapter III: The New Liberalism of L. T. Hobhouse and Carsun Chang

3.1 Two Paths to New Liberalism

This chapter offers a systematic comparison of the liberal thought of Carsun Chang and the British thinker L. T. Hobhouse to better understand the liberalism of Chang. Chang’s liberal thinking contained some fundamental tenets of British liberalism which emphasised limited power and individual liberty but it also incorporated some elements of socialism and German idealism. The socialist flavour concerned economic justice (equality, a fair distribution of wealth) and social justice (welfare of the masses, and the good of a society as a whole).\(^\text{151}\)

The flavour of German idealism included a positive conception of freedom, the common good, and an organic state or society. This tradition of liberalism with some features of socialism and German idealism was well developed by L. T. Hobhouse whose political theory about an active state or the growth of the state was discussed by both Carsun Chang and Zhang Dongsun.\(^\text{152}\)

Hence, to investigate Chang we need to understand Hobhouse. Hobhouse is important less because he was an influence on Chang than because he engaged with a larger tradition of neo-Hegelian liberalism in the West (Green, Hobson, Dewey) and represented this tradition of liberalism.

Though Chang’s liberal thought was comparable to the liberalism of Hobhouse, his major intellectual influences were various schools of Western thinkers such as Plato, Aristotle, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Kant, Hegel, Mill, Walter Eucken, and Henri Bergson.\(^\text{153}\)

This could be traced back to Chang’s study in Japan (1906-1910) where he read these Western thinkers and published his first essay on Mill’s political thought of representative democracy in 1906.

I contend that in spite of the cultural, political, and economic differences between China and Britain in the first half of the twentieth century, Chang and Hobhouse modified different traditions of freedom in their societies and developed similar idea-systems to address their contextual problems. Both found that German idealism and some liberal or democratic form of socialism helped to achieve justice. The British political thought stressed liberty from

\(^{151}\) The socialist elements are explained in the next chapter.


\(^{153}\) Chang became interested in British politics and German philosophy while studying in Japan. He pursued his doctoral study at Berlin University from 1913 to 1915. There he studied politics (especially law and theories of the state) and philosophy. During his study in Germany he met Walter Eucken and Henri Bergson. They became Chang’s mentors.
external constraints while Chinese thought emphasised morality and ignored freedom as a political and legal concept. Hobhouse thought that social freedom and the common good must be added to serve as remedies for the one-sided individualism. By modifying the British liberal tradition, Hobhouse aimed to address economic, political, and social injustice caused by capitalism. In contrast to the British tradition of liberty, the traditional Chinese conception of liberty was ethical. Chang did not attribute the practice of absolute monarchy and authoritarianism to Chinese thought like Confucianism. He did hold that the absence of freedom as a political conception was a cause of absolutism and authoritarianism in China.

To help China’s state-building, Chang tried to infuse into Chinese thought democratic politics (individual liberty and constitutionalism) and German idealism (the concept of the state). As a result, he developed a variant of liberalism that was akin to the new liberalism of Hobhouse. Both Hobhouse and Chang found that this variant of liberalism was a remedy for the social ills of their countries—capitalism (Britain), poverty and authoritarianism (China).

This chapter is divided into 5 sections. Section 2 examines Hobhouse’s theory of the state. In section 3 I explore Chang’s conception of the state. The two sections show that both Hobhouse and Chang disapproved of a minimal state theory and a mechanical view of the state, arguing for the enlargement of state responsibilities to ensure economic justice and social welfare. In addition, there was an element of German idealism in their conceptions of the state in that they agreed that the state was subject to ethics and it embodied the will of the people. But another salient idealist feature in Chang’s theory was Hegelianism that highlighted the consciousness of the nation-state. This was absent from Hobhouse’s theory.

To justify state intervention, Chang and Hobhouse formulated the conception of liberty which was not only negative but also social and positive. Section 4 illustrates how they perceived liberty and modified the old conception of liberty that was one-sided. Acknowledging the importance of individual liberty, they also treated liberty as a social concept, which should be compatible with the common good and thus required state intervention. In the last section, I investigate the sources of the development of their liberal thought. Mill and German idealism were common intellectual influences. But another source was related to the different contextual problems Hobhouse and Chang attempted to solve in their societies.
3.2 Hobhouse’s View of the State

Hobhouse had an organic conception of the state and advocated the expansion of state functions for the sake of social justice and human welfare. Accordingly, he modified the minimal state theory by infusing into the old liberalism some socialistic elements such as an emphasis on a fair distribution of wealth, the necessity for public property, and the welfare of the masses.

3.2.1 The State as a Compulsory Form of Social Union

Hobhouse conceived the state as a form of social union or association. There were three leading principles of a social union, namely kinship, authority, and citizenship. In spite of its imperfections, the modern state based on the principle of citizenship was a higher form of civilisation.

How did the state distinguish itself from other forms of social organisations? Hobhouse said that the state was “a compulsory form of association”. It was distinguished by “its use of coercive power, by its supremacy and by its claim to control all who dwell within its geographical limits.” In some cases, individuals had little freedom of choice. The state “does not leave it open to the inhabitants of its territory to decide whether they will remain members of the association or not.” On the one hand, Hobhouse acknowledged the compulsory attribute of the state. On the other hand, he thought that the state was a necessary social union. He was against a mechanical conception of the state. The state “which is also a nation will have a different life from the State which is fortuitous concourse of atoms, or the mechanical aggregation of a series of conquests.”

3.2.2 Re-evaluation of the Minimal State Theory

Reviewing the political and social development of Britain, Hobhouse observed that the tendency to restrict the state was the temper of the period from 1832 to 1886 whereas in his
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time the position was reversed. 161 “The reluctance to assign new functions to the state is a diminishing quantity.” 162

As the minimal state theory presumed a simple antithesis between liberty and authority or between individual freedom and state control, many of Hobhouse’s writings were devoted to the reaction against this simple opposition. The antithesis, he argued, appeared to be false. 163 On the contrary, much of the extension of state authority was friendly to liberty. 164 If the state coercion or compulsion was to prevent coercion exercised by any individual or association, this kind of state control actually maintained liberty. 165 “A great extension of collective activity does not inevitably result in a vital loss of individual freedom.” 166

With respect to property, Hobhouse justified necessary state control. To regard property as absolutely inherent in the individual was one-sided. 167 The state organisation was the basis of property and it “may also be used to increase and improve property, for example, by measures in the interests of social progress.” 168

Hobhouse was dissatisfied with the minimal state theory and therefore he attempted to reconstruct the philosophy of the state within liberalism. Old liberalism was one-sided so he sought harmony between liberty and authority (state control). His political thinking correlated with his social and moral philosophy in which the conception of harmony was essential. “By keeping to the conception of harmony as our clue we constantly define the rights of the individual in terms of the common good, and think of the common good in terms of the welfare of all the individuals who constitute a society.” 169

3.2.3 Limits and Functions of the State

Because the minimal state theory had flaws, Hobhouse sought to reconsider the limits and functions of the state. The function of the state was to “secure the common ends which recommend themselves to the general will and which cannot be secured without compulsion.” 170 Enemies of liberty included the state, but it was “by the state that we have
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fought them.”

This showed that Hobhouse thought it was necessary to have the state for the sake of liberty. But he was not a proponent of the supremacy of the state. He expressed his reaction against the one-sided exaltation of the state. The power of the state must be limited. For Hobhouse law and ethics set limits to the state power.

Subordination of politics to ethics was a must. Social and political institutions were “organs of social life, good or bad, according to the spirit which they embody”. “The social ideal is to be sought not in the faultless unchanging system of an institutional Utopia, but in the lore of a spiritual life with its unfailing spring of the harmonious growth unconfined.”

There was an ethical basis of the state functions.

Hobhouse made a distinction between legal and moral rights. For legal rights, we could appeal to the law. In addition, there were moral rights that the law did not recognise and which “the moral consciousness holds ought to be recognised.” He agreed that the state should pursue cooperation. “The best organised society will be that in which the cooperation is most perfect and complete”.

Were all actions taken by the state to foster social cooperation good and legitimate? Hobhouse said we could not infer from the principle of cooperation that “the function of the state is to foster cooperation of the society of the same kind or in the same degree.” The general rule he offered was that the sphere “must be determined by considering how far the objects of social cooperation can be furthered by the use of compulsion, or how far, on the other hand, the nature of the methods necessary will itself conflict with the ends desired.”

By methods, he meant state control or compulsion. Hobhouse held that the end of social cooperation was mutual development of the individual and the collective. “In thinking, then, of social life as a form of cooperation we must lay stress not only upon the activities which it cultivates in common, but on the idiosyncrasies which it tolerates, the privacy which it allows, the divergent developments of personality which it fosters.”
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The sphere of public responsibilities, he contended, had to be further enlarged from the old liberalism advocated by the older school of English Liberals and Radicals because in his time the democratic element in politics urged the development of state activity. The government had responsibilities to address problems of poverty, education, physical, mental, and moral efficiency. In general terms, the function of the state was to secure conditions which helped the mind and character develop and which helped citizens realise full civic efficiency. To secure economic conditions for personal development was a chief area of the extension of state functions. This led to Hobhouse’s concept of economic sovereignty. The state “is vested with a certain over-lordship over property in general and a supervisory power over industry in general…”

By advocating the expansion of state functions, Hobhouse aimed to defend certain principles of economic and social reforms, the Labour Movement in particular. Trade unionism, co-operation, state and municipal socialism were such examples of the Movement. He did not believe that the social arrangements in his country were perfect. As the Scottish Liberal politician R. B. Haldane (1856-1928) said, Hobhouse belonged to “a school the leading tenets of which is that the problem of today is distribution and not production, and that better distribution required the active intervention of the state at every turn.”

To deal with the problem of distribution, Hobhouse differentiated public (common) property from private property. Public property was simply control exercised by some definite authority. It served one function, that is, regulated control. Roads, parks, public places, and drinking-fountains could be subject to common use and general regulations. These things could be state-owned. Although Hobhouse favoured state intervention and related politics to ethics, he distanced himself from some idealists, Hegel and Bosanquet in particular. He disagreed with their claim that “we are morally free when our actions conform to our real will, our real will is the general will, and the general will is most fully embodied in the state.” Hobhouse agreed that social and political institutions embodied the spirit and the general will. Even as
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this showed his idealist inclination, his idealism was different from that of Hegel. The problem of Hegelianism consisted in its negation of individual liberty, equality, and democracy. Hobhouse maintained that “there is no distinction between the real will and the actual will, that the will of the individual is not identical with the general will and that the rational order, which the general will is supposed to maintain, is not confined and may be opposed to the state organisation.”

3.3 Carsun Chang’s Theory of the State

Chang’s conception of the state derived from various schools of Western political thinkers ranging from ancient times to the twentieth century. Living in different times and countries, Chang and Hobhouse might stress different aspects of the state, but overall the role they accorded to the state was a positive and enlarged one. Both men thought that the theory of the minimal state was problematic and thus they argued for state intervention. In their opinions, the state was a compulsory and necessary social association, but it must be subject to law and ethics. However, there was a striking difference between Hobhouse and Chang on the subject matter of Hegel. Chang paid attention to the ethical and positive aspects of Hegel’s theory of the state whereas Hobhouse stressed the flaws of Hegelianism which left no room for individuality and freedom. Chang thought that Hegelianism could help China develop the consciousness of the state that was conducive to the state-building of China.

3.3.1 The State as the Major Theme of Political Philosophy

Chang considered theories of the state as an essential part of political philosophy and practical politics. He endeavoured to get a conception of the state established in China. Chang argued that in Chinese political philosophy there was no concept of the state; the substitute was the notion of “tian xia” 天下. This lack accounted for the differences between Eastern and Western governments and political institutions. The Chinese philosophy of “tian xia”
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aimed to establish an order of cosmopolitanism rather than a political order of a nation-state.\(^{196}\)

Chang quoted and accepted the theory of the state offered by the jurist and politician Johann Caspar Bluntschli (1808-1881).\(^{197}\) The state had three indispensable elements: territory, sovereignty, and the people.\(^{198}\) It differed from the concept of the nation.\(^{199}\) He agreed with Bluntschli that a nation was based on a common culture, language, history, rituals or customs and that a nation was connected to a specific race that was not necessarily ruled by the same state.\(^{200}\) A nation, Chang said, was a necessary but an insufficient condition of a modern state. It was not adequate to form a state.\(^{201}\) The state differed from a nation in the sense that it was a political and legal concept which must deal with questions of ethics, law, order, and political institutions.\(^{202}\)

Chang favoured a sociological perspective concerning the evolution of the state. He quoted Hobhouse’s theory of the growth of the state. There were, he said, three stages of the development of the state. The earliest human association was based on the principle of kinship.\(^{203}\) A second phase was dictated by the principle of authority.\(^{204}\) It corresponded with the age of monarchy and dictatorship.\(^{205}\) In a higher form of society the principle of citizenship was observed. This form of human association was founded on the rights and duties of citizens and a state of this kind aimed at the common good and individual rights.\(^{206}\) There were two forms of this kind of the state. One was the Greek city state and the other was the modern nation-state.\(^{207}\)

Reviewing the history of human society, Chang concluded that the life of humanity was guided by principles of progress and freedom.\(^{208}\) He believed that the modern state was a higher form of political organisation. It first emerged in Europe after the Reformation.\(^{209}\)
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China, however, had no such political philosophy and institutions. To contribute to state-building, China should learn and disseminate Western philosophy of the state from Plato onwards.

3.3.2 Western Theories of the State

Chang examined two dominant schools of the theories of the state in the then-scholarship. He regarded one school as a scientific school. This school, he said, included thinkers of empiricism, realism, utilitarianism, positivism, and materialism. The other school was the idealist or philosophical school. The scientific school held that the methods of natural sciences should be applied to the study of politics. Machiavelli, Hobbes, Comte, Marx, James Bryce, George Catlin, and other Anglo-American thinkers who insisted on the investigation of facts to make political study value-free fell into the scientific school. The idealist school, however, held that politics involved questions of right and good and therefore it must be subject to ethics. For instance, the Greek philosophers regarded the state as an organisation which pursued the common good; Plato and Aristotle tended to integrate politics with ethics. This train of thought started from Plato. It was later advanced by Hegel and Fichte in Germany and the British neo-Hegelian idealists such as T. H. Green and Bernard Bosanquet.

Chang summarised the essential points of the two schools’ perceptions of the state. The idealists emphasised the question of “ought to be”. Humans had reason and aimed to realise the common good. The existence of the community was real and freedom was not separable from the community. The state had an ethical personality. By contrast, the scientific school stressed the investigation of facts, holding that the essence of freedom consisted in the absence of external restraints. Empiricists claimed that humans were self-centred; materialists such as Hobbes believed that human nature was not good; positivists recognised the existence
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and importance of the individual; Marxists regarded the state as the tool of exploitation and oppression.220

Chang was not compelled to choose between the two sides. His political thought was characterised by a combination of empiricism and idealism, a feature that also described British new liberals such as Hobhouse and Hobson. Michael Freeden states that the position of British new liberalism was not atomistically individualist, nor hostile to idealism; it combined empiricism both with distaste for the quantification of human behaviour and with a rejection of a value-free approach to the study of man.221 Freeden’s comments are also applicable to the Chinese thinker Chang. Chang thought that the scientific school had several strengths as follows: The investigation of facts drove British political thinkers (Locke, Bentham, and Mill) to accord importance to the form of government and the design of institutions in order to prevent tyranny and produce good politics.222 German idealists, however, stressed the spirit of the nation-state. They thought that the human mind objectified itself in the political and social institutions. Thus, institutional defects that caused the abuse of power were neglected by German idealists.223 Chang commented that the model of science might be applied to some political issues but it could not solve all problems. Social reforms and state-building must be guided by ethics.224 The scientific methodology and idealism could be harmonised to serve our purposes.225

Although Chang described different theories of the state without expressing his preferences, he passed judgement on some particular thinkers. He was definitely opposed to Marx’s view of the state and Hobbes’ theory of the origin of the state and his defence of monarchy.226 In Chang’s opinion, Hobbes’ theory of the state was mechanical in the sense that it was characterised by physical force and authority, leaving no room for human emotions and ethics.227 Chang preferred an organic theory of the state.228 This term “organic” used by Chang derived from German political philosophy. Chang thought that Johann Caspar Bluntschli’s theory of the state was an exemplar of the German tradition which regarded the
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state as organic. Bluntschli wrote: “It is the especial merit of the German school of historical jurists to have recognised the organic nature of the Nation and the State. This conception refutes both the mathematical and mechanical view of the State, and the atomistic way of treating it, which forgets the whole in the individuals.” Chang followed this organic conception of the state. But I hold that Chang’s use of “organic” had its origin in Hegel’s philosophy which had been studied by Chang for some time.

It is worth discussing Chang’s analysis of Hegel. Chang conducted detailed research on Hegel, a representative of German idealism. In addition, Hobhouse published a book criticising the Hegelian theory of the state. Without a presentation of Chang’s understanding of the two schools’ philosophy of the state (the scientific school and the idealist school), Chang may be regarded as a disciple of Hegel or an advocate of statism who overlooked political liberalism. His systematic investigation of Hegel was published in 1935, two years earlier than his lectures on Western theories of the state. In fact, he did subscribe to some idealist elements of Hegel’s theory of the state. But he also absorbed elements of the empirical school, especially British political theorists such as Locke and Mill.

There were three points on which Chang aligned himself with Hegel. First, the state had an ethical end. According to Chang’s interpretation, Hegel’s philosophy of ethics consisted of discussions of the family, civil society, and the state. Nevertheless, this did not mean Chang accepted Hegel’s absolute idealism that the moral whole was the state. Apart from the moral aspect, Chang acknowledged that the state monopolised the use of force and it was also a danger. Second, there was a social bond between the individual and the state. Third, the consciousness of the state was central to state sovereignty and state-building. Chang agreed with Hegel that when a country was endangered by domestic separatism and foreign invasions, its people as a whole should make sacrifices to keep the state integral.
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As for theories of individual liberty, constitutionalism, and representative government, Chang’s influences were Anglo-American thinkers, especially the British empirical school (Locke, Mill) rather than Hegel. 237 He compared Hegel’s theory of the state with the theories of other political thinkers, concluding that the German perception of the state was significantly different. 238 The differences he found were as follows:

First, Hegel viewed the state as the moral whole. 239 By contrast, Locke presumed an antithesis between the people and government; therefore, how to prevent abuse of power was highlighted. 240 The means of exercising power and supervision of the government exercised by the people were stressed by British thinkers but these were not significant concerns of Hegel. 241

Second, in Hegel’s philosophy the law of the state defined individual liberty. 242 The spiritual activity aimed to realise freedom and the state was the real vehicle for this aim. 243 Hence, individual liberty could not be enjoyed beyond the state. Law did not conflict with liberty. Compared with Hegel, the British thinkers referred to liberty as a right possessed by the individual. 244 Law was regarded by the British thinkers as a means of rule whereas the German thinkers believed it was a product of the human spirit. 245

Third, the state itself was not the means but the end. 246 Hegel was strongly opposed to the theory that the state was the means for individuals to pursue their private interests. 247 By saying this, Chang alluded to the British tradition which treated the individual other than the state as the end.

Fourth, the state was the highest human association (Gemeinschaft) and the people should make sacrifices for the interest of Gemeinschaft. 248 However, the British theorists attached great importance to the individual. 249 Constitutionalism was adopted to protect individual rights. 250 The German thinker had a differing opinion. The development of
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personality relied on the state and individual freedom could only be realised in the state as Gemeinschaft.\textsuperscript{251}

Furthermore, Hegel committed himself to the metaphysical theory of the state.\textsuperscript{252} His interest was not an empirical or historical study of the origin and evolution of the state.\textsuperscript{253} Chang implied that empirical or sociological approaches were followed by the British thinkers such as Locke, Mill, and Hobhouse.

In addition, Hegel was against Montesquieu’s theory of the separation of powers. He held that state power must be centralised and a monarchy was the proper form of government to do this.\textsuperscript{254} For this reason, Hegel was believed to be a conservative.\textsuperscript{255} These distinguished Hegel from the French and British thinkers who advocated constitutionalism.

These distinctions that Chang made between Hegel and other thinkers (especially the empirical school) showed that Chang’s ideas about limited and accountable power, human rights, and individual liberty were definitely not derived from Hegel. Chang stated that since he was studying philosophy it was his duty to introduce to China various schools of European thought but that he did this with no intention of propagating Hegelian philosophy or being a follower of Hegel.\textsuperscript{256} Notwithstanding this statement and Chang’s appreciation of British politics, it was true that Chang saw a positive side of Hegelianism—the significant role of the state in a national crisis and in state-building. He appreciated that Hegel made nineteenth-century Germany wake up to the fact that Germany was divided and there was no nation-state.\textsuperscript{257} Hegel’s theory then contributed to Germany’s founding of a modern state which later became a major player in the international community.\textsuperscript{258} Chang thought that Germany’s situation was similar to that of China after the 1911 Revolution, so it was necessary to introduce Hegel’s theory in order to awaken Chinese.\textsuperscript{259} Chang was aware that Hegel’s theory was criticised by many British and French thinkers from the outbreak of WWI who attributed
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the cause of the war to Hegel’s conservatism.\textsuperscript{260} Still, he held that there was value in Hegel’s theory of the state for countries where a modern state was not yet established.\textsuperscript{261}

Chang acknowledged the merits of both Hegel and the British thinkers. The British political theory was applicable to a country where a modern state was already established; in this case the focus of politics was to prevent the abuse of power and protect the rights of the people.\textsuperscript{262} However, when a country was invaded, the people as a whole should make concerted efforts and make sacrifices for the sake of state sovereignty; only this could save the country.\textsuperscript{263} Chang believed Hegel’s emphasis on the state in this situation had its value.

Even if a country did not solve the problem of sovereignty, was it legitimate for a government to encroach upon rights of the individual so as to save the country? Chang did not discuss this. But the following remarks made by Chang showed that he wanted to synthesise different theories. Chang noted that there were three perspectives on the state: evolutionary, institutional, and idealist.\textsuperscript{264} Evolutionary theory investigated the origin and growth of the state. Institutional theory examined how to limit the government and advance the rights of the people. Hegel as an idealist espoused the unity of the state and spirit. In Chang’s opinion, each had its merit. To research the origin and development of the state, one found that an evolutionary theory was useful. Institutional theory could be used by revolutionists or constitutionalists to maintain the independence of its culture and the survival of a nation. The state was an association which embodied the collective demand and pride of its citizens. This Hegelian view was complementary to the evolutionary perspective and institutional perspective.\textsuperscript{265}

I do not think Chang’s use of some aspects of Hegel’s theory of the state made him an apologist of Hegelianism. He rejected statism and preferred Mill’s liberal theory.\textsuperscript{266} Because China was fighting for national rights in the 1930s, Chang thought it was justified to emphasise the conception of the state. As a liberal, Hobhouse also defended national rights and certain forms of patriotism or nationalism.
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The form of democratic theory which ignores national differences and national rights is the result of a false abstraction. It rests on a mechanical view of society, and lays stress on only one element in the democratic ideal. It treats the State as though it could be formed by any aggregated of men selected at haphazard and endowed with equal voting power. It forgets that patriotism is not a product of the ballot-box but rather a heritage and a tradition, that loyalty is not merely a matter of reciprocal benefit but as much a matter of collective pride...

But a nation that is merely standing up for its own rights, and is not seeking either to conquer or to patronise the world at large, has always had the sympathy of liberally minded men. Nationalism of this kind has stood for liberty, not only in the sense that it has resisted tyrannous encroachment, but also in the sense that it has maintained the right of a community to work out its own salvation in its own way. A nation has an individuality, and the doctrine that individuality is an element in well-being is rightly applied to it.

I hold that patriotism or nationalism (emphasis on the importance of the state) that was reflected in Chang’s writings would not encounter objections from liberals like Hobhouse. As was shown, Hobhouse regarded liberty as a social conception, which was related to the concept of the common good. According to his remarks above, the common good of a community such as a nation-state included national rights and collective pride of a nation that did not seek to conquer others. This form of nationalism did not conflict with liberalism. On the contrary, it “stood for liberty” in that it opposed tyranny and protected the right of a community which sought to find its own way of salvation.

3.3.3 Limits and Functions of the State

In Chang’s philosophy, the state was necessary and must be endowed with authority to serve the common interests. It thus compelled individuals as members of the community to fulfil certain duties in some situations. For instance, when a country was invaded by foreign countries, the government needed to levy tax, enforce military conscription, coordinate armies, and control the economy. In addition, the exercise of power, enforcement of laws, foreign affairs, the issue of property, and conflicts between individuals required that the state must have authority.
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The state had force, police, and courts, but these were not good reasons for standing on the side of Marx and anarchists who espoused the "withering-away of the state" or destroying the power of the state.273 The state was constructed according to the principle of rationality and it pursued the common good.274 Nonetheless, Chang disapproved of the theory which put the state above the society and the individual.275 The state also posed a danger.276

What did Chang propose to solve the seeming conflict? His idea was to set a limit to the power of the state. Law and ethics were the means. First and foremost, the state would be subject to constitutionalism. A constitution must exist and specify the fundamental rights of the people to better protect these liberties against infringement.277 The system of basic liberties Chang discussed was the same as the one present in the constitutions of then-democracies in Europe and America. The state was not justified to infringe upon these fundamental rights.278 It was unreasonable to simply deny the value of individualism.279 Individual freedom was not the antithesis of the interests of the state.280 The progress of a society relied on individuals with free will; one purpose of the law was the expression of the free will of the people.281

Furthermore, a constitution should specify how to establish and limit state powers.282 This constitutional idea in fact concerned the institutional design and the form of government. The political system Chang preferred was a constitutional democracy founded on the principles of the separation of powers and checks and balances. Two constitutions he drafted are evidence of this as we shall see in chapter V. Overall, Chang held that the rule of law should be established and the state must be subordinated to law.283 The essence of the rule of law lay not only in the use of the law to govern the country but also in the protection of the rights of the people.284
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Apart from law, Chang argued that power was limited by ethics. A state should pursue what was good and the exercise of power pertained to moral responsibilities. Chang attached importance to the integrity of politicians. The behaviour of politicians would be subject to moral principles. In his opinion, a politician should develop good political personality, observe the moral code, and pursue goodness. Chang did not analyse the meanings of good, but he mentioned several virtues that a good politician should possess. When excising power, a good politician would act upon faith and conscience; he or she would be motivated by a sense of justice and righteousness; thereby the administration could be of benefit to the country and the people; what the politician said and did should stand the test of law and posterity. This stress on the moral responsibilities of politicians was not a new idea in modern China but a tradition of Chinese thought and politics. In this regard, Chang inherited the tradition of Confucianism which advocated the subordination of politics to morality.

So far we can say that Chang’s view of the state was liberal. However, he by no means approved of the minimal state theory. Chang claimed that this theory originated from liberalism. Fearing the expansion of state powers, liberals advocated a minimal state, putting the state in a position of neutrality and non-intervention. Chang said: “This theory of the state now is certainly difficult to be applied to countries which are plagued by economic and social problems”. Neutrality meant justice rather than being a night-watchman. He castigated laissez faire liberalism and excessive economic liberty. The state had a responsibility to regulate economic activities and deal with the wealth gap between the rich and poor. Private property should be recognised and protected for personal security and development; public ownership should also be established for the sake of general happiness and the development of the national economy. What Chang sought was harmonious development between the individual and society. The Constitution of the
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61
Republic of China that Chang drafted showed he strongly supported a welfare state and state intervention in economic activities so that the common interests could be secured.295

Reviewing Chang’s theory of the state, we find that one philosophical principle ran through the whole idea-system—harmony between authority and liberty or harmony between collective interests and individual interests. “A balance should be made between authority and liberty…Equal stress is laid on the interests of the state and the rights of the people.”296 Liberty would not be the antithesis of authority if a balance was made.297 This principle of harmony between authority and liberty was clarified by Chang when he illustrated the relationship of his politics to his philosophy.298 His intention was to examine the falsehood of historical materialism and to promote a functional theory of society.299 Social progress was the outcome of the interaction between free will and social, economic, and political institutions.300

### 3.4 Liberty Compatible with the Common Good

Hobhouse and Chang shared some views on the notion of liberty. Neither Hobhouse nor Chang made a distinction between negative freedom and positive freedom. Liberty meant autonomy and the absence of restraint as well. The state must safeguard liberty. Yet, they saw that one-sided individualism and laissez faire liberalism were problematic. Social freedom and public interests were as fundamental as individual liberty. They attempted to disseminate a philosophy of harmony between individual liberty and the common good.

Notwithstanding these similarities, there were two differences between their conceptions of freedom. First, Hobhouse did not dwell on human rights and constitutionalism while Chang discussed these topics frequently in his writings. As Britain was already a constitutional democracy and some basic human rights were already protected, Hobhouse sought reforms rather than a transformation of the British political system. By contrast, Chang aimed at a transformation of the Chinese political system from a single-party state to a constitutional democracy. He considered constitutionalism as a vital feature of a modern state,
so he emphasised the importance of human rights and constitutionalism in his theory of freedom.

A second difference between Hobhouse and Chang concerned their different ways of modifying theories of freedom and arriving at a theory of harmony between individual liberty and the common good. The British tradition of liberty emphasised individual liberty but ignored or downplayed the social attribute of freedom. Hobhouse found that this tradition of liberty was one-sided and was unable to deal with the labour problem and economic inequality. Therefore, social freedom which aimed at the common good must be added to the established liberal tradition. This helped Hobhouse arrive at a doctrine of harmony between the individual and society.

Compared with the British tradition, Chinese thought such as Confucianism stressed the social aspect of freedom that was not separable from ethics and the good of the collective.301 This Chinese tradition of freedom was not political but ethical. Chang did not attribute the problems of Chinese society to Confucianism. Instead of attacking this tradition, Chang attempted to infuse theories of individual liberty and constitutionalism into the Chinese tradition. In his opinion, the Western tradition of liberty as political and civil rights was complementary to Chinese thought. This was how Chang developed a theory of harmony between the individual and the collective. It differed from the way Hobhouse modified the British tradition of liberty.

3.4.1 Hobhouse: Liberty, Restraint, and Harmony

Hobhouse preached a theory of liberty that was compatible with the common good. Believing that the old liberalism must adapt itself to the new age to foster social reforms, Hobhouse injected new ingredients into the theory of liberty developed by classical liberals. Three points were crucial to Hobhouse’s understanding of liberty. The first point was that a positive conception of freedom matched the negative.302 Second, liberty involved restraint. Last but not least, liberty was a project of social harmony.

Freedom as Self-Determination without External Constraint

Hobhouse was not fascinated by the idea of differentiating negative freedom from positive freedom. Freedom “is determination by internal factors and the absence of constraint from

301 For details, see section 3.4.2.
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Restraint might be internal or external. Passion, for instance, was an internal factor. Because Hobhouse thought freedom was both negative and positive, he rejected Hegel’s doctrine of freedom. Hegel conceived freedom merely as a positive conception—self-determination that was not achieved by the individual on his own account but was subordinated to a system of law and custom of society. Hegel’s state system thus was a negation of liberty. From the viewpoint of Hegel, it was false to regard freedom as the absence of constraints. As a result, the Hegelian conception of the relation of the individual to society was influenced by this doctrine of freedom. Hegel ignored conflicts between individual and universal interests. He only acknowledged the harmony and the unity of the universal and the particular.

**Moral, Social, and Political Freedom**

Based on the meaning of freedom, Hobhouse discussed moral, social, and political freedom which he said were the property of rational beings. Moral freedom was not isolation but “the harmony of the whole self in the multitudinous relationship which constitutes the web of its interest.” With respect to social freedom, Hobhouse referred to freedom in social life or freedom within a community. Once again, this kind of freedom had something to do with harmony. A society or community was free in proportion as its internal life of all members of individuals in close interaction was harmonious. Each man’s liberty involved a restraint upon others. On the practical side social liberty was also a struggle for equality such as equality in the opportunities of education and certain forms of occupation; the social value of the corporation or quasi-corporation, like the trade union, made collective regulations necessary. “Liberty is not founded on the personal right of the individual as opposed to, or as limiting, the right of the community.” The common good limited individual liberty.
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Restraints in this sense took the form of “a system of rights which defines the field of liberty, and where no right is invaded there is no restriction.”

Political freedom was regarded by Hobhouse as a guarantee or condition that was essential to the principle of harmony and made law and government represent either the will or the good of the community. In the narrower sense, political freedom was “the right of contributing by voice and vote to the explicit decisions, laws, and administrative acts, which bind the community.” It was a common freedom of many members of a community and gave no absolute liberty to any one person. Hence, Hobhouse noted:

Political freedom is just the right of every man bound by decisions to contribute whatever it is in him to contribute to the making and remaking of those decisions. It by no means guarantees that his will is to count among the rest in making the decisions, and that the community as a whole will be bound by the main current of will flowing within it, the resultant of all the wills and brains of everyone concerned in proportion to the energy and intelligence which he brings to bear. That the collective actions should in this manner express the prevalent wills of the community and not be imposed on them is essential to the completion of the principle of Harmony.

**Personal Development and Social Harmony**

Although in Hobhouse’s philosophy restraint and the common good correlated with the conception of freedom, Hobhouse was not indifferent to the development of the individual. He defended the value of liberty and individual rights. Liberty was the basis of rational self-determination; man needed liberty because it was the root of all spiritual development. By development, he meant progress which differed from evolution. Evolution referred to any sort of growth. Social progress was “the growth of social life in respect of those qualities to which human beings attach or can rationally attach value”. It was only one among many possibilities of social evolution. Hobhouse cited a caste system as an example to illustrate the difference between social evolution and social progress. A caste system was a product of
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social evolution but judged from the standpoint of human values, it looked more like retrogression.325

Furthermore, Hobhouse’s conception of personal development did not conflict with social development. In his moral philosophy, personal development was only to be sought through one’s rational choice and the cultivation of personality guided by rationality led to the development of the common good.326 If personal development was what Hobhouse defined, harmony between the community and the individual was attainable. The good was the harmony of experience with feeling. The rational good must be consistent and universal; conflicts and contradictions had to be reconciled to achieve harmony.327 When this principle was applied to social development, “the most perfect social harmony must provide the fullest development for each social personality and that is the good for each.”328

In short, Hobhouse’s idea of liberty was connected with rationality, the common good, and harmony. As he expressed, “the principle of liberty is a project of social harmony and the realisation of liberty the measure of its success.”329 Restraints existed in any society but in a free community, restraints were imposed on the members by themselves who were willing to cooperate to materialise their common end that was harmony.330

3.4.2 Chang: Individual Liberty and Collective Interests

Spiritual Freedom as Self-Autonomy

To reconcile individual liberty with collective interests was also a feature of Carsun Chang’s political thought. Chang’s conception of freedom was both positive and negative. First, Chang considered spiritual freedom as self-autonomy that was a positive conception. This spiritual freedom was associated with human reason, harmony, and the good of the whole. He believed that the value of freedom and individualism should be acknowledged. Individualism, he said, meant the personality of self-reliance and independence which contributed to the democratic movements in Europe and America.331 The individualism he exalted here referred to the spirit of personal autonomy which was conducive to the cultivation of an equal and
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independent personality. He argued that the future of the Chinese nation depended on a national culture based on this spiritual freedom. This understanding of freedom was cultural, moral, and philosophical.

In the eyes of Carsun Chang and Zhang Dongsun, spiritual freedom was not foreign to Chinese because Confucianism contained elements of rationalism, independence, and individual autonomy. It was Kantian. Confucian thinkers such as Mencius did not use the Chinese characters “zi you” 自由 (a Chinese equivalent to the English term “liberty” or “freedom”) to express ideas of self-autonomy and independence. However, there were other words that conveyed such ideas in Chinese classics. Before 1949 Chang himself did not discuss a Chinese equivalent to the Western conception of spiritual freedom or individualism, but his friend Zhang Dongsun did express his opinions. I hold that Chang would agree with Zhang on the Confucian conception of freedom. In 1943 Chang wrote a preface to Zhang’s book Sixiang yu shehui 思想与社会 (Thought and Society). In the preface, Chang wrote, “I espouse rationality. This book by Zhang Dongsun illustrates the tradition of Chinese thought: Confucianism and Confucian rationalism. This tradition, I proclaim, is the spiritual heritage of Chinese civilisation.”

Zhang discussed the conception of freedom in Chinese thought. “The conception of freedom is not absent from Chinese thought. Nor does Chinese thought ignore it. Because the good of the whole is always the starting point of Chinese thought, individual freedom can only be transliterated into the Chinese characters ‘zi de’ 自得.” According to Zhang, this conception was different from the Western tradition of freedom as a political concept. The Confucian concept of ‘zi de’, Zhang said, was similar to the Western conception like freedom of the mind or the spirit. This Confucian conception of freedom was not separable from the
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conception of reason or rationality. By saying this, Zhang meant that ‘zi de’ was related to the principles of harmony and the rational good. Human reason would help the individual develop the self that was in harmony with the Chinese philosophy of “dao” 道 (way). Zhang cited the works by Mencius, Kong Ji 孔伋, and Cheng Hao 程颢 to illustrate that ‘zi de’ expressed the idea of spiritual freedom and that the concept of ‘zi de’ was the merit of Confucianism. The Chinese texts Zhang referred to were as follows:

君子深造之以道，欲其自得之也，自得之则居之安；居之安则资之深；资之深则取之左右逢其源；故君子欲其自得之也。  

Mencius said, ‘The superior man makes his advances in what he is learning with deep earnestness and by the proper course, wishing to get hold of it as in himself. Having got hold of it in himself, he abides in it calmly and firmly. Abiding in it calmly and firmly, he repos a deep reliance on it. Reposing a deep reliance on it, he seizes it on the left and right, meeting everywhere with it as a fountain from which things flow. It is on this account that the superior man wishes to get hold of what he is learning as in himself.’

无入而不自得。

The superior man can find himself in no situation in which he is not himself.

万物静观皆自得。

339 It is hard to find an English equivalent to this Chinese term “dao”, but in Confucianism it is closely associated with truth, virtue, and humanity.
340 Kong Ji (483-402 BCE) whose courtesy name was Zisi 子思 was a philosopher and the grandson of Confucius. His masterpiece was Zhong yong (The Doctrine of the Mean), a classic of Confucianism. Cheng Hao (1032-1085) was a Neo-Confucian thinker in the Northern Song Dynasty.
341 Zhang Dongsun did not offer English translations of these texts. But I provide some of the English translations following the Chinese texts. It should be noted that it is difficulty to convey the exact meanings of these Chinese thinkers in English.
343 James Legge, The Chinese Classics: The Works of Mencius (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1895), 322-23. William Theodore de Bary translated the remarks by Mencius. His translation is as follows: “The noble man steeps himself in the Way because he wishes to ‘get it’ by himself. When he gets it himself, he will be at ease with it. When he is at ease with it he can trust it deeply, and when he can trust it deeply, he can find its source wherever he turns. That is why the noble man wishes to get it himself.” See De Bary, Liberal Tradition in China, 45-46.
346 This is a line from the poem “Qiu ri ou cheng” 秋日偶成 (Chance Creation on an Autumn Day) by the philosopher Cheng Hao. The English translation of the poem is not available. But “zi de” in this line conveys the same meaning as it does in the remarks of Mencius and Kong Ji quoted by Zhang. The poem was written after Cheng was demoted because of his opposition to the socioeconomic reforms advocated by Wang Anshi (王安石), the grand chancellor of the Song Dynasty. In this poem Cheng expressed the Confucian ideal of Way and the idea of being oneself (an independent self) in whatever situation or position.
From Zhang Dongsun’s perspective, the Chinese word “zi de” 自得 in these Chinese classic texts expressed a conception of spiritual freedom which sought to keep the self free and independent. I do not think Chang would disagree with Zhang on Zhang’s interpretation of the Confucian conception of freedom. In the 1950s Chang also discussed the Chinese conception of freedom.

The views of Lord, Janet, and Hegel seem to be that the Orient thus far has recognised neither the rights of the individual, nor the broader ideal of human freedom, nor, indeed, the entity of the state itself. I believe that this view is based upon a misunderstanding. Although the Orient does not use the term freedom, it certainly is familiar with the concept of freedom. When Williams says of the Chinese in his book The Middle Kingdom that “Liberty is unknown among the people; there is not even a word for it in their language,” I should like to remind him of what Confucius says: “From the Emperor down the root of everything is in the cultivation of the person.” Confucius further says: “An army can be deprived of its commander, but the common people cannot be deprived of its own will.” What is this will? If a people is conscious of its own power, what is this consciousness but the sense of liberty? When people are conscious of the need for considering the needs and feelings of others, there exists an awareness of the rights and integrity of man.347

Both Chang and Zhang were aware that the Chinese conception of freedom was moral and cultural. It was considerably different from freedom as political and civil rights in the West. Nevertheless, for them this ethical conception of freedom would be the cultural foundation of Chinese democracy. This was why Chang stressed that the future of China relied on a national culture of spiritual freedom.

When discussing the relationship of spiritual freedom to politics, Chang mentioned two sorts of motive to obey laws or orders. When one acted out of self-imposed responsibilities rather than coercion excised by the government or others, one was motivated by spiritual freedom and he called this the spirit of autonomy.348 Good politics depended on the virtues of politicians and the people as well; the people needed to be motivated by autonomy and be capable of independent judgement.349 The value of liberty was that it enabled people to develop full citizenship and an independent personality.350 To Chang, personality meant
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individuality, independence, self-consciousness, and self-responsibility. Personality should be protected for personal development and the wellbeing of a country. He quoted the remarks of Humboldt and Mill on individuality and freedom to support these arguments.

It is worthwhile to mention that Chang and Zhang’s understanding of individualism was characteristic of many Republican liberals who tended to disassociate individualism from egoism or selfishness. Carsun Chang and Zhang Dongsun are thought to be cultural conservatives who tried to seek an indigenous cultural basis for democracy and liberty. Hu Shi was not a cultural conservative. Instead, he was labelled by his contemporaries as an advocate of “wholesale Westernisation”. However, much like Chang and Zhang, Hu also associated a true philosophy of individualism with individuality, freedom of thought (the mind), an independent personality, and self-responsibility. He argued for this true individualism in his articles “Fei gerenzhuyi de xinshenghuo” and “Geren ziyou yu shehui jinbu” in the political thought of Chang, Zhang, and Hu, individual liberty and social progress would not be mutually exclusive to each other if people embraced the individualism they discussed.

Freedom as Political and Civil Rights

Chang’s conception of freedom was also negative. He was influenced by British liberal thinkers other than Hegel in this regard. Chang said Hegel’s theory of the state made him attack “liberty” and “equality” which became popular from the French Revolution onwards. Hegel objected to Rousseau’s theory of natural rights such as equality and freedom. By equality, he only referred to equality before the law which in Chang’s opinion was too narrow. It simply meant that since all persons were human beings, the law should treat all persons as equal human beings. Law could not impose acts or bills of equality on people because inequality which existed beyond this Hegelian conception of equality before the law was natural and permanent. Liberty was not a natural right to which a human being was entitled. In Hegel’s philosophy, it was related to the universal development of the true
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self and man’s rationality. The law of the state rather than the liberty of other persons specified the sphere of one’s liberty. When explaining Hegel’s objective spirit, Chang did not translate the German term “Recht” into concepts of right and liberty.359 The German word was used. He pointed out that some German terms were different from the English translations, so his interpretation of Hegel’s philosophy was based on the German version.360

Chang’s understanding of freedom as a political concept was influenced by Mill and it was a departure from both ancient Chinese thought and the tradition established by the intellectuals of the New Culture Movement from 1915 to the 1920s which made ideas of democracy, individuality, and freedom popular in modern China. Chang’s first publication in 1906 was entitled “Mule Yuehan yiyuan zhengzhi lun” 穆勒约翰议院政治论 (John S. Mill on Parliamentary Politics).361 It was a brief translation of the essential substance of Mill’s Considerations on Representative Government. In this essay, the English words “free” and “liberty” were translated into the Chinese characters “zi you” 自由. There were omissions, free translation, and a number of annotations in Chang’s essay, but Chang’s translation was generally faithful to the original English text. For Chang the meaning of freedom was complex. But to put it simply there were civil liberties such as the rights to personal liberty and property, liberty of faith (freedom of religion and freedom of thought), and political liberty (the right to political participation).362 Liberty in this political sense pertained to constitutionalism.

Chang’s understanding of liberty as civil and political rights was not derived from Chinese thought. In ancient Chinese music, literary works, and historical documents, the word “zi you” usually meant selfishness, unrestrained liberty, disobedience, and contempt for rules and orders.363 It did not refer to political and civil liberties. However, Chang used this Chinese word in a political sense, associating it with constitutional rights and civil liberties.364 Chang said that liberty was the antithesis of tyranny.365 It was the end of politics;
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364 Chang was not the first Chinese intellectual who infused into the Chinese word zi you the modern meanings such as political and civil rights. The first Chinese who did this is probably Huang Zunxian 黄遵宪 who was a poet, educator and diplomat in the late Qing Dynasty. In 1879 Huang mentioned the theory of civil liberties of the United States in his works. Apart from Huang Zunxian, Liang Qichao’s use of zi you was similar to that of Chang. In 1899 Liang discussed the liberalism of the Scottish liberal politician William E. Gladstone in his late years. Liang was a mentor of Carsun
politics that advanced civil rights and the general will of the people was good politics; politics that failed to achieve these was bad politics. By general will, Chang referred to the theory of Jean-Jacques Rousseau.

Moreover, Chang’s conception of liberty distinguished itself from that of many leading figures of the New Culture Movement which stressed freedom from traditional Chinese ethics such as Confucianism. To protect individual rights against the encroachment of the state or the government was not much emphasised. This conception of liberty was directly influenced by the Japanese liberalism in the Meiji era. The modern Chinese word for “liberty” (zi you) was spread to China by returned students who had travelled to Japan at the turn of the twentieth century. These students learned this word from translations of Japanese intellectuals such as Fukuzawa Yukichi and Nakamura Masanao who made significant contributions to the introduction of Western culture to Meiji Japan. Japanese liberalism of the Meiji period referred to liberty and individual independence, but it was an attempt to rid oneself of the shackles of the family, the Shogunate system, rituals, and ethics associated with Confucianism. The end of the emancipation was not to protect the basic rights of individuals by limiting the power of the state or the emperor. Many Chinese students in Japan returned to China and joined the New Culture Movement. Two of the leading figures of the Movement were Chen Duxiu and Li Dazhao who had studied in Japan. Their

Chang. They were aware of the differences between the meanings of liberty in Chinese and in English. In addition, two Chinese intellectuals Yan Fu and Ma Junwu translated Mill’s On Liberty into Chinese. But their translations were not published until 1903. Thus, Huang and Liang were the first generation of Chinese intellectuals who used zi you in a manner that departed from the Chinese tradition. For the detail of Huang and Liang who used zi you in a modern sense, see Jin Guantao and Liu Qingfeng, Guanqianshi yanjiu: Zhongguo xian dai zhengzhi shuyinde xingcheng (Studies in the History of Ideas: The Formation of Important Modern Chinese Political Terms) (Hong Kong: The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 2008), 611, 613.
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Two events made Japan the major destination of Chinese students at the turn of the twentieth century. One was the One Hundred Days Reform (1898). After the failure of the Reform, most Chinese intellectuals who were involved in this event fled to Japan. Liang Qichao, an apologist for constitutional monarchy, was a chief leader of the Reform. Sun Yat-sen, a revolutionary, was also in Japan then. In the meanwhile, it became a trend for Chinese students to study in Japan after the Sino-Japanese War (1894-1895). Japan’s defeating China was hardly expected in Japan. Carsun Chang went to Japan in 1906, studying politics, law, and economics at Waseda University. It was during his study in Japan that he met Liang Qichao. The other event was America’s return to China of the excess of the Boxer Indemnity. With the return of the indemnity, Chinese government was able to send more and more Chinese to Japan, Europe, and America for study.

As translators and educators, they made Western concepts of liberty and individualism popular in Meiji Japan. Nakamura Masanao translated Mill’s On Liberty into Japanese. Fukuzawa Yukichi is regarded by the mainstream as the leading figure of the “Japanese Enlightenment” (Meiji Enlightenment).
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Ibid, 39-40. By 1901 there were in total 200 Chinese children and students living or studying in America and Europe; by 1905 the number of Chinese students in Japan reached 8600 and more than 2000 returned to China. See Qin Hui, “Liangci qimeng,” 35. The New Culture Movement was an intellectual movement which attacked traditional Chinese culture (Confucianism in particular) and disseminated values of democracy, science, liberty, and individualism.
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conceptions of liberty and individualism were characterised by denunciation of Confucianism and patriarchy in the domain of family. They opposed monarchy but they did not stress the idea of protecting individual rights by setting a limit to the power of the state. These arguments can be supported by the research of Jin Guantao and Liu Qingfeng who have investigated the meanings of the Chinese word “quan li” (rights) in the articles of the magazine Xin qingnian (New Youth), the platform for the leaders of the New Culture Movement. By rights those Chinese intellectuals meant individual independence; however, it did not refer to the Western conception of negative freedom but a system of new ethics that was the antithesis of Confucian rites or codes of conduct.

Though Chang studied in Japan in the early twentieth century, his knowledge of liberalism and individualism was not acquired from translations of Japanese intellectuals but the original English works of John Locke, John. S. Mill, John William Burgess, and Woodrow Wilson. This made his understandings of liberty and individualism different from those of the leaders of the New Culture Movement. Confucianism was not a target of Chang’s critique. He was more concerned about limited and accountable power, constitutionalism, and the protection of basic human rights. These Western ideas about freedom as political and civil rights (a negative conception), Chang found, were complementary to the Chinese (Confucian) conception of freedom that stressed spiritual freedom or self-autonomy in an ethical sense.

Liberty, Human Rights, and Constitutionalism

Chang attempted to crystallise concrete liberties into political institutions. Constitutionalism was the means to achieve this end. Thereby, freedom was translated into human rights which Chang thought constituted the foundation of constitutionalism. People had the right to disobey the state if it encroached upon these liberties arbitrarily. The provision of basic rights in the Constitution of the Republic of China drafted by Chang reflected Mill’s harm principle. All freedoms of the people that were not detrimental to public welfare would be
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protected and these freedoms would not be restricted by law except that restrictions were necessary to advance public welfare or to prevent infringement upon the liberty of others.\textsuperscript{377}

Chang argued that basic human rights never stayed the same. They expanded as human society advanced.\textsuperscript{378} The fight for human rights had a long history in Europe and America. Significant written charters of human rights for him were Virginia’s Declaration of Rights in 1774, the United States Declaration of Independence in 1776 and France’s Declaration of Rights of Man and of the Citizen in 1789.\textsuperscript{379} In the times of the French Revolution and America’s War of Independence, basic human rights generally referred to freedoms of life, property, speech, religion, and association. Then no stress was laid upon the right to work, the right to rest and leisure, and the right to economic justice. But nowadays in the twentieth century, it was generally accepted that these rights were included in the fundamental rights of citizens.\textsuperscript{380} Only by protecting these human rights could a government be secured and maintained.\textsuperscript{381}

On the other hand, Chang held that rights such as freedom of speech and freedom of association should be compatible with public interests, especially the interests of the nation-state.\textsuperscript{382} When a country was invaded by another country, all parties and factions should stop arguing with each other and stay united to resist foreign aggression.\textsuperscript{383} As for the right to association, Chang cited relevant laws in Britain and America to illustrate that this right should be enjoyed as long as one did not break criminal laws or pose any threat to social order or security.\textsuperscript{384} Nevertheless, people should not abuse this right to cause political terror or instigate revolutions.\textsuperscript{385} Continuous violence after the French Revolution and the Bolshevik Revolution were cases in which this liberty was abused.\textsuperscript{386} The interests of workers, trade unions or labour parties must be protected, but these associations should not abuse liberty.\textsuperscript{387} Besides, freedoms of speech and press were not unlimited in Continental Europe, Britain, and America. There were relevant laws or bills dealing with the demarcation between
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the abuse of liberty and legitimate freedoms of speech, press, and assembly and association.388

Chang’s reputation as an advocate for the protection of human rights helped him become involved in some international conferences. He had emphasised the importance of the protection of human rights and watched closely the progress of the United Nations on the *Universal Declaration of Human Rights* which was proclaimed and adopted by the United Nations General Assembly in December 1948.389 In 1945 Chang was appointed a member of the committee of the UN Charter and attended the United Nations Conference on International Organisation. As one of the representatives of China, Chang signed the UN Charter. In 1946 he attended the first United Nations General Assembly.390 During his stay in America, he was able to use the Library of Congress with the help of the American president Truman. There he investigated the Constitution of the United States and returned to China later at the request of the Chinese government which invited him to attend the Political Consultative Conference and to draw up the Constitution of the Republic of China.

**Harmony between Individual Liberty and Collective Interests**

In one lecture on the philosophy of the state, Chang discussed two interpretations of liberty. One school was characterised by the theory of the general will.391 Rousseau and Hegel were leading thinkers of this theory.392 To be free was to be the true self that could not exist without interactions with the social union. By remaining members of the union, the individual had to give up some liberties. In this sense, individual freedom was limited by the general will.393 By contrast, the other school tended to define liberty as being free from constraints; these thinkers assumed an antithesis between liberty and control.394

Instead of choosing one side, Chang tried to reconcile the two. Because there were social life and common property, there emerged communities and the state; the highest form of the social union expressed its spirit or will in ethics and laws.395 On the other hand, the progress of a society depended on the creativity of the individual; the state must protect the
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individual’s freedom of thought and expression. It was possible to synthesise individual liberty and the common good. Individuals could not isolate themselves from the collective but the driving force of the progress of a country was derived from the development of the individual. All in all, Chang’s idea of liberty was not one-sided individualism. Nor did he put the collective above the individual. He sought to reconcile the individual with the collective.

3.5 Sources of the Development of New Liberalism

Hobhouse and Chang developed similar political thinking in response to the concrete problems of their societies. There were at least two factors that contributed to the making of their political thinking. Common theoretical sources had an impact on both. Two perceptible theoretical sources were liberalism of Mill and German idealism (Kant and Hegel). A second factor pertained to their contextual problems—capitalism and state-building.

The contextual problems made them inject into their societies some particular concepts which were not well developed in their political traditions. Hobhouse found that the British tradition was lacking in a theory of social freedom and the common good which treated freedom as a moral concept. This ethical understanding of freedom and its relationship to the state was the very thing that Britain needed to deal with capitalism. The concepts of social freedom and the common good, Hobhouse found, were complementary to the tradition of liberty which stressed individual liberty. Accordingly, Hobhouse further developed Green’s idealism whose origin was German idealism such as the philosophy of Kant and Hegel.

In contrast to the British thinker, Chang found that China was lacking in theories of the state and freedom as a political concept. Chang held that to build a modern state, China must disseminate these ideas. As for an understanding of freedom as a moral concept (a positive conception like spiritual freedom), Chang thought that it was already well developed in Chinese thought like Confucianism. In the 1950s Chang further developed Confucianism, attempting to construct an indigenous cultural foundation of democratic politics for China.
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Hence, when Chang discussed the theory of freedom, he paid more attention to the other aspect of freedom—freedom as political and civil rights. Accordingly, a large number of Chang’s writings before 1949 focused on the state, constitution law, and human rights. Chang combined the Chinese tradition, German idealism, and the British tradition, developing them into a variant of liberalism which he believed would enable China to build a modern state in the first half of the twentieth century.

3.5.1 Theoretical Sources: Liberalism of Mill and German Idealism

With reference to the common theoretical sources, both absorbed Mill’s liberalism and German idealism. Chang and Hobhouse inherited the liberal tradition established by Mill. When defending individuality and freedom of expression and thought, Chang invoked Mill’s arguments. On the relationship between the individual and society, Chang quoted Mill’s discussion of social tyranny to argue against the tyranny of the majority. His remarks on the balanced relationship between authority and liberty, his preference for representative democracy, and provisions of the basic rights in the Constitution of the Republic of China were reminiscent of Mill’s teachings of liberty and representative government.400

Chang’s British counterpart Hobhouse stated categorically that the “teaching of Mill brings us close to the heart of Liberalism.”401 From Mill Hobhouse and his contemporaries absorbed the idea that liberty was no mere formula of law, or of the restriction of law; liberty did not rest on the self-assertion of the individual; personal opinions and morality were not socially indifferent.402 Hobhouse’s conceptions of control, social freedom, and rights of the community were connected to Mill’s theory of social rights which led him to put as much emphasis on personal freedom as on mutual aid (collective action).403 In Hobhouse’s opinion, to acknowledge the two aspects of social life was to conceive an organic conception of the relation between the individual and society.404

Compared with earlier liberals, a significant contribution that Mill made was to draw people’s attention to social rights and the social aspect of liberty without overlooking individuality and personal freedom. Liberty was not unlimited. Harmony between individual
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liberty and public interests was obtainable. This was the political philosophy that Hobhouse and Chang attempted to convince their countrymen of. Liberty must be protected but if the individual’s personal conduct affected the interests of others or the public, it was a social act. Then there was a rightful limit to the sovereignty of the individual. The limit might be legal or social. This kind of liberal thinking made Hobhouse and Chang sympathise with certain forms of socialism that were compatible with political liberalism.  

As for the influence of German idealism, its major contribution to the development of the political thinking of Chang and Hobhouse consisted in its emphasis on ethics, in its reviving a positive conception of liberty, a concept of the common good, and an organic conception of society and the state. It should be noticed that some of these idealist elements (the common good and a positive conception of liberty such as spiritual freedom) were not unique to the German tradition. In the political thought of Carsun Chang and Zhang Dongsun, this German tradition of idealism (Hegel and Kant in particular) was comparable to Confucian idealism that did attach value to spiritual freedom or self-autonomy. This spiritual freedom was associated with human reason, harmony, and the good of the whole. But it was true that one German element of idealism was missing in Chinese thought—a Hegelian conception of the state.

In contrast, Hobhouse only discussed the flaws of Hegelianism. Nevertheless, he did appreciate Green’s organic theory of society and his views on the principle of the common good. As Rodney Barker says, Hobhouse drew specifically on Green for his discussion of rights and positive liberty. Barker also argues that Hobhouse’s own works reflected “the influence of the idealist tradition far more than it indicated dissent from it…” Green was the pioneer of British idealism which was influenced by Kant and Hegel. Hobhouse downplayed this point and the influence of German idealism on his political thought. However, Chang regarded Hegel, Green, and Bosanquet as idealists who developed and advanced the idealism of Plato and Aristotle. Although Hobhouse was critical of German idealism, especially Hegelianism, his political thought was influenced by Green who absorbed elements of German idealism into his political and moral philosophy.
3.5.2 Contextual Problems: Capitalism and State-Building

Both Hobhouse and Chang were influenced by Mill and German idealism, but it was the specific contextual problems that made them modify the different traditions of liberty in their cultures and develop a variant of liberalism. They found German idealism and some socialistic elements appealing because they believed that these ideas could deal with capitalism and state-building in their countries.

Social injustice caused by capitalism was the major issue that Hobhouse attempted to rid Britain of. Hobhouse acknowledged the liberal foundation on which the British society developed. Yet, he argued that it was imperfect and reforms must be carried out to cope with the labour problem. To ensure economic and social justice, the distribution of wealth must be fair. The solution he proposed was to distinguish private property from common property, to regulate private wealth, and to make laws protecting the rights of the working class. Therefore, Hobhouse modified classical liberalism by absorbing some conceptions which were not salient in classical liberalism. These conceptions were common property, economic sovereignty, nationalisation, social freedom, the common good, and an organic theory of society. The synthesis of liberalism, some socialistic ideas, and German idealism produced his theory of New Liberalism.

For Chang, China must not follow capitalism despite the fact that it was not as harmful in China as it was in the West. More importantly, China had to find a path to state-building. The solution Chang put forward was a synthesis of democratic politics (constitutionalism, a responsible cabinet, and the protection of basic liberties), a mixed economy (state socialism), and idealism. Democratic politics, Chang maintained, was indispensable to the establishment of a modern state. Issues of poverty and capitalism made Chang develop a theory of a mixed economy combining capitalism and socialism without destroying private property. As the conception of the state was missing in traditional Chinese thought and politics, Chang introduced some elements of Hegelianism to China in the hope of helping China develop a consciousness of the state. As a result, the combination of democratic politics, a mixed economy, German idealism, and the Confucian conception of freedom (as an indigenous cultural foundation) created a system of liberalism that paralleled Hobhouse’s New Liberalism.

Capitalism was the major stimulus for Hobhouse’s development of the new economic thinking. Although Hobhouse did not arrive at a theory of a mixed economy in the same way
as Chang did, he thought out a similar solution to the problem of economic and social injustice in Britain. The necessity for public ownership, a control of private property, and the protection of private property led to a mixture of capitalism and socialism.

Chang advocated a mixed economy on account of two reasons. First, to develop the national economy some capitalist elements (private property and enterprises) should be allowed. China’s economy was vastly different from that of capitalist countries. It was backward. There were no advanced industries or trade unions. The majority of Chinese were not workers but peasants. Poverty was a stark reality. To abolish private property and sectors would discourage individuals to create wealth that was detrimental to the entire national economy. The legitimate rights of the capitalists should be protected.

Second, to adopt a pure capitalist system would create social problems that Western countries faced and therefore an alternative system as a remedy must be established. Chang found that a socialistic economy was such a remedy. He observed that the Soviet Union was experimenting with a new economic system and that considerable achievements were made in the Soviet Union from the 1920s. Chang based this finding on a comparative study of the industrial development of Britain, Germany, France, and the Soviet Union.\footnote{Zhang, *Liguozhao dao*, 167-71.} Britain and Germany completed industrialisation under capitalist systems but the Soviet Union developed its industries under the new economic system which had salient socialist characteristics.\footnote{Ibid, 170-71.} The statistics showed that it took Germany less time to become industrialised though the Industrial Revolution first began in Britain; it took the Soviet Union even far less time than Germany to materialise industrialisation.\footnote{Ibid.} All of them finally became industrialised but the means and policies were different.\footnote{Ibid.} Chang held that considering the conditions of China in the twentieth century it was necessary to find a means that could help China develop the economy rapidly.\footnote{Ibid, 171.} A socialistic economy could serve this purpose. China could refer to the economic policies adopted by the Soviet Union and the SPD during the years of the Weimar Republic. In Chang’s view, socialism emphasised not only equitable distribution but also, and more important in the Chinese case, creation of wealth. Chang was convinced that socialism promoted industrialism and increased production because it set great store by cooperation and harmony between labour and capital, which was what China needed.
He concluded that capitalism and socialism were not necessarily antithetical.416 "Concerning China’s national construction in the future, we cannot model after Britain and adopt the laissez faire system whose national economy relies only on private enterprises; neither can we embrace communism, destroy all private sectors, and substitute them with sole state-owned enterprises by waging a class war.417 This was how Chang arrived at a theory of a mixed economy for the economic construction of China. The term he used to describe this theory was “state socialism”.418 His theory would be misunderstood if we refer to conventional political discourse.

Chapter Summary

This chapter compared Hobhouse and Carsun Chang so as to understand the distinctive character of Chang’s liberal thought. I analysed how they perceived the state and liberty and what made them reformulate the liberal principles with a view to the particular conditions of their societies. Chang developed a Chinese form of liberalism that resembled Hobhouse’s liberal thought as regards an active state and equal emphasis on individual liberty and the common good. Both aimed at social justice. On the other hand, this form of Chinese liberalism was distinctive in two respects. First, Chang developed it in response to China’s specific issues such as Japanese aggression, poverty, civil wars between warlords or between the CCP and the KMT, and authoritarianism under the rule of the KMT. These Chinese conditions were different from British conditions in which Hobhouse sought to deal with capitalism and the labour problem. Second, though Mill and German idealism were common intellectual influences, the idealist flavour in Chang’s political thought was not entirely identical with the idealism in Hobhouse’s new liberalism. In spite of some common elements of German idealism (subordination of politics to ethics, an organic conception of the state and society, and a positive conception of freedom), Chang’s liberal thought distinguished itself from Hobhouse’s liberalism by a Hegelian conception of the state (the importance of the consciousness of the state and the significant role of the state in nation-building and national independence).419 This element of Hegelianism was not characteristic of Hobhouse’s thought. It reflected the different contexts in Britain and in China. Chang attempted to build a modern state in China. He found that the conception of the state which helped state-building was
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absent from Chinese thought. Therefore, he added the Hegelian conception of the state to Chinese thought. This accounted for a flavour of nationalism in the liberal thought of Carsun Chang.
Chapter IV: Hobhouse and Chang on Socialism

4.1 Socialism and New Liberalism

This chapter is an analysis of socialism from the perspectives of Hobhouse and Chang. It is a further illustration of the preceding chapter which argued that Carsun Chang developed a system of political thinking similar to the new liberalism of Hobhouse with a view to the state-building of China. As has been said, the new liberalism had an overlap with social democracy. The political thought of Hobhouse and Chang was a good case in point. They had a liberal perspective on socialism. Both distanced themselves from Marxian socialism because they rejected a mechanical view of history and society which dismissed ethics and liberal values. However, they advocated some form of socialism—liberal socialism or democratic socialism that combined harmonious elements of liberalism and socialism.

In spite of an overlap between “liberal socialism” and “democratic socialism” regarding their economic thinking, a few differences between them were discernible. These differences reflected the different contextual problems and different political traditions in their countries. Hobhouse’s liberal socialism was a critique of capitalism based on the one-sided individualism in Britain. Chang’s democratic socialism was a critique of Chinese society and European societies as well. Western European countries ignored the interests of the working class while China and the Soviet Union had no political democracy, showing contempt for individual liberty and human rights. Because the economic factor was a major cause of the social ills in Britain, Hobhouse put forward the conception of “economic liberalism” which was the key substance of his liberal socialism.

Chang’s concern was different from that of Hobhouse. In his theory of democratic socialism, political democracy was indispensable and far more important than economic democracy given that economic inequality was not a stark reality in China. Chang held that China’s economic problem was more a matter of production than a matter of distribution because China was so poor. The KMT’s political tutelage and the civil wars between the KMT and the CCP as Chang saw were the obstacles to a modern Chinese democracy. These contextual problems made Chang stress political democracy to which Chinese thought and Chinese political traditions did not attach so much importance. As for the socialistic ideas of a fair distribution of wealth and the good of the whole, ancient Chinese thought did contain
these elements. For instance, Confucianism and Mohism emphasised the common good and the importance of a fair distribution of wealth in a country. Chang knew these thoughts very well. In Chang’s opinion, democratic politics rather than a moral theory of distributive justice was the major deficiency of Chinese thought and political traditions. Notwithstanding these differences, Hobhouse and Chang wanted to deal with the tension between individualism and collectivism. Both found that a theory of an organic society was a proper solution to this problem. They finally converged on a theory of harmony between the individual and the collective, seeking to modify the one-sided socialism and individualism. This attempt on the part of Hobhouse and Chang helped them develop distinctive theories of liberal socialism and democratic socialism that were neither Marxian socialism nor social democracy. Rather their proposals of liberal and democratic socialisms might be best described as the new liberalism.

This chapter begins with Hobhouse’s views on three forms of socialism: mechanical socialism, official socialism, and liberal socialism. It then examines Chang’s discussions of pre-Marx socialism, Marxism, Marxism-Leninism, European social democracy, socialism as an economic system, and his own theory of democratic socialism as a proposal for the state-building of China. The next section analyses how both Hobhouse and Chang used theories of an organic society (German idealism) to deal with the tension between the individual and the collective and therefore developed their theories of “liberal socialism” and “democratic socialism”. Both of them recognised the merit of some socialist ideas which they thought were complementary to individual liberty. The comparison shows that democratic politics was indispensable to Chang’s theory of democratic socialism and that economic justice constituted the core of Hobhouse’s liberal socialism. Although both embraced an organic conception of society, the way they developed German idealism was different. Chang incorporated German idealism to counterbalance the influence of Marxism in China. Hobhouse advanced the idealism of Green because he thought it was a remedy for capitalism. This comparison between Hobhouse and Chang enables us to have a new understanding of Chang’s complicated relationship to broader trends in socialist thought and therefore the inadequacy of any simple depiction of Chang as a representative of social democracy.

4.2 Hobhouse’s Discourse on Socialism

Hobhouse was conscious of various forms of socialism. He distinguished at least three forms of socialism: Mechanical Socialism, Official Socialism, and Liberal Socialism. He attacked the former two variants which from his viewpoint had nothing to do with democracy and
liberty.\textsuperscript{420} Because “Liberal Socialism” then was yet to be coined and developed, Hobhouse’s comments were moderate. “If, then, there be such a thing as a Liberal Socialism—and whether there be is still a subject for inquiry—it must clearly fulfil two conditions.”\textsuperscript{421} The two conditions were the principles of democracy and individual liberty.

Hobhouse’s views on socialism were related to the social and economic problems of Britain. From the late 1860s to the late 1890s the British government featured a Gladstonian era of liberalism. William Ewart Gladstone (1809-1898), a member of the Liberal Party, served as prime minister four times during these thirty years. However, his financial and economic policies based on laissez faire liberalism could not respond effectively to the needs of the changing British society in the late 1890s. The increase of the urban proletariat and the extension of the parliamentary franchise to male workers required that a political party represented their interests. It was against this background that the Labour Movement took place. Hobhouse was for the movement and called for economic and social reforms. His book \textit{The Labour Movement} was first published in 1893 with a preface by the Scottish politician Richard Burdon Haldane (1856-1928).\textsuperscript{422} By labour movements, Hobhouse referred to trade unionism, cooperation, and state and municipal socialism in Britain from the late 1890s.\textsuperscript{423} In this book, he justified active state intervention in the distribution of wealth for the sake of the common good or the welfare of the masses. State intervention was seen by Hobhouse as a remedy for Britain’s economic injustice and social misery. These “socialistic” ideas could be traced back to his study at Oxford. Then, he was regarded by the majority at Oxford as a radical and collectivist.\textsuperscript{424} The member of the Fabian Society George D. H. Cole (1889-1959) later discovered that Hobhouse was “the recognised head of university socialism”.\textsuperscript{425} Hobhouse would disapprove of Cole’s description of him because he was critical of the Fabian Society. In the early 1910s, he commented on Fabianism (Official Socialism) which in his opinion showed no moral force and no faith in the capacity of the average human beings.\textsuperscript{426}
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4.2.1 Mechanical Socialism and Official Socialism

Mechanical Socialism referred to Marxism and Marxian socialism though Hobhouse did not use these terms. He argued for the falsehood of Mechanical Socialism regarding its view of history, its economic analysis, and its political analysis. According to Hobhouse, Mechanical Socialism had a mechanical conception of history and society. “It attributes the phenomena of social life and development to the sole operation of the economic factor, whereas the beginning of sound sociology is to conceive society as a whole in which all the parts interact.”

Hobhouse advocated an organic conception of society which stressed interactions among all parts of the social life. Moreover, he claimed that the economic analysis of Mechanical Socialism was false in that value was reduced to a single factor—labour. It denied or distorted functions of the direction of enterprises, the necessary cost of the use of capital, the productivity of nature, and complex social forces which affected movements of demand and supply and the rates of exchange at which goods were traded. In addition to the economic analysis, Hobhouse argued against the political analysis of Mechanical Socialism which “supposes a class war, resting on a clear-cut distinction of classes which does not exist.”

Contrary to the claim of Marx, Hobhouse maintained that modern society featured a more and more complex interweaving of interactions.

Hobhouse’s explanation of Official Socialism was more abstract. Official Socialism began with contempt for ideals of liberty, confusing liberty and competition; it further showed “contempt for average humanity in general”. “Socialism so conceived has in essentials nothing to do with democracy or with liberty. It is a scheme of the organisation of life by the superior person, who will decide for each man how he should work, how he should live, and indeed, with the aid of the Eugenics, whether he should live at all or whether he has any business to be born.”

Hobhouse did not mention any particular person or the Fabian Society. Neither did he expand these points or explain them in detail. However, it was generally agreed by scholars that the target was British Fabianism including the eugenics advocated by members of the Fabian Society such as H. G. Wells. It was official “not in
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the sense of being orthodox, but in the sense of being run by officials.” Hobhouse was critical of Fabianism mainly because it was based on a mechanical view of human life and society which dismissed morality and values of the older liberalism. He was a moral reformist. Both Peter Clarke and Stefan Collini agree that in the opinion of Hobhouse the British Fabians had to learn that they needed to incorporate into their political beliefs elements of value represented by the older liberalism.

4.2.2 Liberal Socialism

Although Hobhouse opposed Mechanical Socialism and Official Socialism, he thought that liberal socialism would be acceptable. This liberal socialism in essence was his attempt at solving the tension between individualism and collectivism. He contended that liberal socialism must fulfil two conditions.

In the first place, it must be democratic. It must come from below, not from above. Or rather, it must emerge from the efforts of society as a whole to secure a fuller measure of justice, and a better organisation of mutual aid. It must engage the efforts and respond to the genuine desires not of a handful of superior beings, but of great masses of men. And, secondly, and for that very reason, it must make its account with the human individual. It must give the average man free play in the personal life for which he really cares. It must be founded on liberty, and must make not for the suppression but for the development of personality.

Hobhouse intended to reconcile liberalism with socialism. He observed the incorporation of some socialistic elements into the old liberalism represented by the Liberal such as William E. Gladstone in his late years, which replaced the antagonism between socialism and liberalism in the earlier period of the nineteenth century. He argued that socialistic legislation to protect the interests of workers fulfilled two distinctive ideals of older liberalism—liberty and equality. It did not destroy them. Both the liberal and the socialist attacked a common problem of social justice that was necessary for progress. But they
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criticised it from different perspectives.\textsuperscript{442} The liberal reacted against repression by law, government or society and stood for “the unimpeded development of human faculty as the mainspring of progress.”\textsuperscript{443} In contrast, “The Socialist, or if the vaguer term be preferred, the Collectivist, is for the solidarity of society…His watchwords are cooperation and organisation.”\textsuperscript{444} Continuing on, Hobhouse argued that the two ideals of the socialist and the liberal “are not conflicting, but complementary.”\textsuperscript{445} Based on an examination of the Programme adopted in 1891 by the German Social Democrats and the socialistic practice that was underway in Britain, Hobhouse ventured to conclude that “the differences between a true, consistent, public-spirited Liberalism and a rational Collectivism ought, with a genuine effort at mutual understanding, to disappear.”\textsuperscript{446}

Hobhouse’s support for some socialistic practices was an attempt at modifying the established liberal tradition in Britain that emphasised individualism but neglected the interests of the community. This attempt was reflected in Hobhouse’s conception of economic liberalism that was a modification of both classical liberalism (individualism) and traditional socialism (collectivism) on the basis of four main points.

First, for Hobhouse the fundamental problem in economics was not to destroy property, but to restore a social conception of property. “It is to be done by distinguishing the social from the individual factors in wealth, by bringing the elements of social wealth into the public coffers, and by holding it at the disposal of society to administer to the prime needs of its members.”\textsuperscript{447}

Second, the individual element in production should be acknowledged. Personal effort should be stimulated as a necessity for a good economy.\textsuperscript{448}

Third, he advocated the principle of economic justice “to render what is due not only to each individual but to each function, social or personal, that is engaged in the performance of useful service, and this due is measured by the amount necessary to stimulate and maintain
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the efficient exercise of that useful function.” Hobhouse held that this was the true meaning of economic equality.

Forth, Hobhouse supported the principle of economic sovereignty whereby the state “is vested with a certain over-lordship over property in general and a supervisory power over industry in general”. It implied state control of economic activities.

Hobhouse admitted that these points embodied many of the ideas that made up the framework of socialistic teaching. At the same time, he also mentioned one difference between his economic thinking and traditional socialism. His theory of economic liberalism also stressed “elements of individual rights and personal independence, of which Socialism at times appears oblivious”. The difference from individualism and socialism he claimed was that economic liberalism “seeks to do justice to the social and individual factors in industry alike, as opposed to an abstract Socialism which emphasises the one side and an abstract Individualism which leans its whole weight on the other.”

4.3 Chang’s Discourse on Socialism

Much like Hobhouse, the Chinese thinker Carsun Chang developed a similar and distinctive theory of socialism—democratic socialism. Chang never defined socialism because he was aware of a variety of socialisms. The socialisms he discussed in his writings included pre-Marx socialism, Marxism, Marxism-Leninism (Russian Communism), European social democracy, and socialism as an alternative to a capitalist economic system. Chang strongly opposed Marxism and Russian Communism whereas he approved of the socialistic ideal embodied in pre-Marx socialism, social democracy, and a socialist economic system. For instance, he spoke favourably of the British Labour Party. Chang claimed if China was to practise socialism, it must be democratic socialism. This democratic socialism had an overlap with Hobhouse’s liberal socialism in terms of its economic thinking, but it was not entirely the same. Hobhouse’s liberal socialism was a moral theory of distributive justice that tried to address social injustice from an economic perspective. Chang’s democratic socialism placed a priority on political democracy given that injustice in China was more political than economic.
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4.3.1 Marxian Socialism and Social Democracy

In the 1910s socialist currents appealed to a number of Chinese students and public intellectuals who converted to Marxism. Chang resisted this trend because he feared that Marxian socialism, especially Russian Communism, would have a negative influence on China. From then on, there were continuous debates between Chang and Chinese disciples of Marxian socialism.

To rebut Marxism and Russian Communism, Chang distinguished “socialism” from “Marxism”. Chang thought that pre-Marx socialism and social democracy were different from Marxism and Marxism-Leninism. Socialist theory traced back to thinkers such as Henri de Saint-Simon, Charles Fourier, and Robert Owen who castigated private ownership and disseminated the idea of equality. The direct stimulus for socialist movements was laissez faire economics that prevailed in the epoch of the Industrial Revolution. Chang held that this current of pre-Marx socialism correlated with religious creeds and ethics. With reference to the socialism in Germany and Britain, Chang associated it with two positive changes in the conception of socialism that were especially conspicuous during and after WWII. One was that human beings were not a means to an end but an end in themselves. Liberty, equality, justice, and mutual aid thus became widely accepted notions within socialism. The other change was the emergence of the view that political democracy was a distinctive characteristic of this form of socialism.

Supporting these developments in social theory, Chang argued against Marx’s tenets of class struggle, dialectical materialism, his concept of the dictatorship of the proletariat, and the theory of “withering away of the state”. Predictions made by Marx and Lenin were imaginary and their ideal was a Utopia. In Chang’s opinion, Russia’s practice of the proletarian dictatorship that emerged from the teachings of Marx was the opposite of Anglo-American democracy because it infringed upon the political and civil rights of the individual. The theory of a conflict between workers and capitalists resulted in the antagonism of workers who might oppress anyone in the name of the majority. Borrowing a term from John S. Mill, Chang argued that to decide whether one was entitled to some human
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rights based on one’s social class amounted to social tyranny. Another Marxist theory that Chang criticised was the “withering away of the state”. Armies, police, and all government functionaries were what a state needed but they were not the state itself. There were Hegelian reasons for not abolishing the state. The state had ethical foundations. People, territory, politics, society, language, customs and characters were elements of a state; even after a social revolution these elements could not be abolished.

In addition, Chang analysed Marx’s dialectical materialism, concluding that it was false. His targets were economic determinism and historical materialism as a social theory. From his viewpoint, economy, politics, and law were all indispensable constituents of a society. Marx isolated the economic system from the mental aspect of humanity. Not only did the economic system constrain the human mind but also it determined politics, ethics, law, and ideologies. Marx thought that in capitalist countries a revolution was a necessary result of the contradiction between the forces of production and relations of production. To make progress, the economic relations between the working class and the capitalists must be changed. However, Chang argued that there were various causes of a social contradiction and that the economic factor could not explain all conflicts.

Chang claimed that the root cause of Marx’s errors was that Marx did not acknowledge that the human spirit played a role in social phenomena and that there was an interaction between the physical world and the human mind. This perspective on Marx’s theory of materialism was related to Chang’s beliefs in German idealism, especially organic theories of the state and society.

4.3.2 Democratic Socialism

Democratic socialism was first proposed by Carsun Chang and Zhang Dongsun in the 1930s. The 1930s was an era of Japan’s military aggression in East Asia. China was a major target. The KMT became the ruling party in 1928 and imposed a period of political tutelage on China. Not only did the government need to deal with the Soviet Republic established by the Chinese Communists but also it had to respond to the aggressive behaviour of Japan.
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Meanwhile, the West was trying to recover from the economic crisis. Another phenomenon that attracted the attention of Chinese intellectuals was the emergence of dictatorships in Europe. From the viewpoint of Chang and Zhang the Soviet Union, Italy, and Germany represented different forms of dictatorships. In the meanwhile, a number of Chinese intellectuals and the KMT held that dictatorships and authoritarian regimes could deal with national affairs more efficiently and effectively during a state of emergency such as the war against Japan. Accordingly, those people suggested that an authoritarian regime should be established in China. Chang and Zhang disapproved of this current and attacked the Kuomintang’s theory of political tutelage. They agreed that democracies had low efficiency and low effectiveness when the life of a nation was threatened by war, invasion or disorder. But this should not be an excuse for the establishment of a dictatorship. To improve efficiency and effectiveness, they referred to the governments of Britain and France in times of war and adapted these democracies to Chinese conditions of the 1930s (Japanese invasion, political tutelage, state-building) in order to establish a Chinese democracy. They supported the creation of a unified and centralised government but one that would be subject to the spirit of democracy. They called the solution they put forward “minzhu shehuizhuyi” 民主社会主义 (democratic socialism) or “xiuzheng de minzhu zhengzhi” 修正的民主政治 (modified democratic politics). This theory was also the political platform of their party—the National Socialist Party which was renamed as the China Democratic Socialist Party in 1946.

The general principles of modified democratic politics were as follows:

1. By relying on the state strength the Chinese people develop a national consciousness. Social organisations coordinate with each other. Individuals enjoy freedom of development. As for international relations, we seek to participate in international affairs on an equal footing with other countries in the hope of permanent peace.

2. Our plan regarding political, economic, and educational construction is based on three principles: equality, individual liberty, and improvement of efficiency and effectiveness.

3. Democracy is the fundamental principle of the political system. We endeavour to establish a democratic system that suits Chinese conditions and to make this system as democratic as possible when conditions are met.

4. While dealing with national affairs we attach importance to efficiency and effectiveness. Centralisation is needed to achieve this aim. As regards the development of Chinese society and
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culture, we advocate decentralisation and openness so that freedom, diversity, and differences are respected.

5. A certain number of key posts in all political institutions are reserved for experts in order to counterbalance manipulations by any political party or faction.473

These five principles thus contained some core concepts of liberalism: liberty, individuality (freedom of personal development), limited and accountable power (democracy, decentralisation), and progress (improvement, efficiency, and effectiveness). But Chang and Zhang also laid equal emphasis on equality, a core concept of socialism.

To put it simply, democratic socialism was a synthesis of democratic politics and “state socialism” that was a type of a mixed economy as an alternative to capitalism. It incorporated some socialist practices into democratic politics and sought harmony between capitalism and socialism. These socialist practices included economic planning, nationalisation of some economic sectors, and the regulation of private property.

According to Chang and Zhang, economic planning played a key role in the economic system of state socialism. However, their proposal for state socialism was also different from the economic system of Russia (despite the fact that Chang and Zhang had a positive opinion of Lenin’s New Economic Policy and Stalin’s Five-Year-Plans). A distinction was made between private property and public property to advance both individual development and the national economy.474 Both public and private sectors were to be incorporated into a national plan. Private property was protected but it would be regulated by the state for the sake of economic justice or national defence. State control of private property, however, should follow the principle of justice. The state was supposed to use peaceful means to transfer or redistribute personal wealth. Chang and Zhang called this economic system state socialism. Chang himself also wrote several essays to explain this conception of state socialism.475

Thus, the theory of state socialism reflected some socialistic ideas: public property, the redistribution of wealth, and state control of economic activities. At the same time, it did not seek to abolish private ownership. This economic system was a modification of capitalism as well as Russian collectivism.
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In regard to the system of government, Chang and Zhang advocated for a modified form of Western democracy, based mainly on a parliamentary system. This showed their belief in liberty and limited and accountable power. They called for a unicameral parliament which would have the authority to make laws and pass a budget resolution. The cabinet would be made up of a committee elected by the parliament; the Head of the cabinet elected by the committee would act as the Head of the State. The judiciary was to be independent of the parliament and the cabinet; judges would have no party affiliation and they must be paid decently to ensure honesty. The presidential system of America was not considered because it was more likely to produce a power conflict between the legislature and the executive branch. To create an efficient government, they thought the legislature and the executive branch should be connected. Therefore, they mainly referred to the British political system with some modifications. For example, to avoid frequent changes of government, they suggested that a vote of no confidence and impeachment by the parliament could not be used when the country was in a state of emergency. This did not mean that the power of the executive branch was not limited. They argued that by separating the judiciary from the parliament and the cabinet it would be able to act as a check on executive power.

Chang held that democratic politics was essential to democratic socialism as well as indispensable to a modern state. He maintained that to build a modern state, China must do three things. First, some basic liberties must be guaranteed. Academic freedom, freedom of speech, and freedom of the press were important for seeking truth. Second, the Chinese government should discard the tradition of obscurantism, replacing it with a policy of educating and enlightening the people. Third, a democratic political system would be established that would include a constitution, a legislative body, a voting system, and a judicial body.

Chang’s highlighting of political democracy in the first half of the twentieth century distinguished him from the social democratic parties of Europe, where theories on democracy and liberalism had already emerged long before. He thought it was the mission of the Chinese intelligentsia to explain and disseminate ideas of democracy, liberty, constitutionalism, and human rights because these ideas were not as well developed in Chinese thought. His theory of democratic socialism was an attempt to adapt Western ideas (liberalism and some socialist
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ideas of German social democrats and the British Labour Party) to the Chinese conditions of the 1930s.

4.4 Organic Society: Individualism and Collectivism

As was discussed, both Hobhouse and Chang laid equal emphasis on individual liberty and the good of the whole society. Their theories of liberal socialism and democratic socialism were significantly influenced by their social philosophy of an organic society. They used an organic conception of society to modify one-sided individualism and one-sided socialism and therefore to solve the tension between individualism and collectivism. Their theories of an organic society had similarities and differences that reflected the different ways they applied German idealism.

4.4.1 Hobhouse: An Organic Conception of Society

When referring to the relation of the individual to society, Hobhouse commented that an organic conception of the relation was the one “towards which Mill worked through his career”. In fact, Hobhouse espoused such a conception. According to Hobhouse, the term “organic” was applicable to the social life which was comparable to the life of an individual. He stressed the interdependence between parts and whole and argued that we must not treat a single element as if it was isolated from the social structure as a whole; it had an effect on the whole; nor was it sensible to think that the whole was of value without its parts.

Thus, Hobhouse noted:

For an organism is a whole consisting of interdependent parts. Each part lives and functions and grows by subserving the life of the whole. It sustains the rest and is sustained by them, and through their mutual support comes a common development. And this is how we would conceive the life of man in society in so far as it is harmonious.

This then justified Hobhouse’s organic conception of society.
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A thing is called organic when it is made up of parts which are quite distinct from one another, but which are destroyed or vitally altered when they are removed from the whole...Now, the organic view of society is equally simple. It means that, while the life of society is nothing but the life of individuals as they act one upon another, the life of the individual in turn would be something utterly different if he could be separated from society. A great deal of him would not exist at all.484

Based on his organic conception of the relation between the individual and society, Hobhouse argued that liberty was limited by the equal rights of others or the rights of a community.485 The community and any constituent element essential to the life of the community—such as a family, a municipality, a company, and a trade union—could have just claims upon its members.486 Hobhouse used “community” in a broad sense to distinguish an individual and a communal principle which was imperfectly represented by organised bodies—states, churches, and associations in all kinds.487 He held that collective action was no less fundamental than personal freedom and that in the field of social life all elements were closely interwoven.488 Because Hobhouse recognised the community, he did not favour the one-sided individualism which “attributes to the individual as against society anything which really belongs to him only as a member of society”.489 Rather, harmony between the individual and society was desirable.490

4.4.2 Chang: A Functional Theory of Society

Like Hobhouse, Chang also advocated a functional (organic) theory of society. He posited the existence of the state, civil society, and the individual in any modern country with all three interacting ideally in an organic way to produce harmony and mutual development.491 Each had an appropriate role and a legitimate sphere of activities. The state was the highest organ of power; it promulgated laws and enacted decrees. Within a society, there were various unions, clubs, associations, and corporations based on various professions and interests; these were organised voluntarily by the members of a society. Finally, the individual was a citizen of the state, who contributed to society through his or her intellectual, moral, and physical
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development, and participated in politics as a right and a duty. As a constituent member of the country, Chang argued, the individual should never be neglected.\textsuperscript{492}

This functional theory of society complied with three core concepts of liberalism—liberty, the general interest, and sociability (the notion of interdependence among people). It did not ignore the individual, nor did it elevate the community above the individual. Therefore, it was different from a core concept of socialism—the constitutive nature of the human relationship (group membership), which historically put the community above the individual and regarded the community as focal unit of analysis.

As a result of this organic conception of society, Chang disapproved of any imbalance in the relations between the individual, the state, and society. He found three main recurring forms of such imbalance in history. Each form put one element—society, the state, or the individual—in a position of supremacy and subjected the other two elements to the former.

First, European history showed that the relative position of the state and the civil society varied. The church in the Middle Ages was above the government but gradually its position was diminished. In modern times it was part of the civil society; separation of the state and the church was generally accepted.\textsuperscript{493} Another variant of this form of imbalance was to endow social organisations with supreme power. Mussolini’s practice of cooperativism was a case in point.\textsuperscript{494}

Second, there were cases of statism. Chang gave examples of monarchical dictatorship, fascism, authoritarianism, totalitarianism, and proletarian dictatorship within this category. All these put the state above the society and the individual. He particularly castigated proletarian dictatorship as a form of social tyranny, borrowing again from John S. Mill. According to Chang, social tyranny was far more horrifying than political repression because the collective imposed its will on the individual and interfered in a sphere where it should not play a role, which he compared to the forced servitude of souls. In countries such as the Soviet Union, he argued, the state was the end and people became the means.\textsuperscript{495}

Although Chang mainly focused on cases where the supremacy of either the state or social organisations caused encroachment on individual rights, he also saw that a political system that allowed excessive individual liberty had consequences, too. An example was
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laissez faire economics, which was connected with classical liberalism. When this economic system was adopted, employers were free to decide the working conditions and their activities were neither controlled nor regulated by the government. Consequently, workers struggled to earn a living.\footnote{Ibid.}

Chang contended that the state, society, and the individual were equally important; it was difficult to identify which was ranked high and which was ranked low.\footnote{Ibid.} Then, what kind of relationship would be the best to secure both order and liberty? Chang’s answer was to integrate political democracy with socialism. The term Chang used to describe the synthesis was “democratic socialism.” In explaining his position Chang noted:

How to deal with the relation of the three so that each is assigned an appropriate role is indeed a big issue. This must be acknowledged. In modern democracies, the human rights of each individual are safeguarded by the constitution. Thereby, the government shall not intrude upon these rights. Furthermore, the exercise of the sovereignty of the state is subject to the supervision of the people. That is to say, decisions on declarations of war and peace treaties shall be made on the condition that people give their consent. Thus, the power of the state is limited by the will of the people. As for social justice, it concerns the ownership of property. Whether the property is of public ownership or private ownership shall not be determined arbitrarily by one party but by the majority of the parliament. As the property becomes public, representatives of each social organisation can participate in the management of the property. In addition, every year the public sector shall present reports to the parliament and each member of the parliament has a right to make comments. This is socialism based on the principles of democracy and liberty. To put it another way, democratic socialism is the best means to deal with the relationship between the three.\footnote{Ibid, 22.}

The statements above showed that by socialism Chang meant social justice and some socialistic industries or sectors. At the same time, he never implied that the common end of a state was socialism though social justice was included in his ideal. Social democracy was not adequate to capture his political thinking. To him, socialism was more a means of redressing economic injustice which affected social justice than the end of a political entity. He was not committed to a systematic transformation of the economy from capitalism to socialism. Rather, Chang supported the protection of private property. He argued that a country needed both state ownership and private ownership. The key problem was to decide which industries should be controlled or regulated by the state.
In short, Chang deemed that the individual, the state, and society were interdependent. Individuals could not isolate themselves from society and the welfare of the state depended on the development of the individual.\footnote{Zhang, *Mingri zhi zhongguo wenhua*, 130; *Liguo zhi dao*, 98.}

Chang used this organic theory of society to refute Marx’s dialectical materialism and to manage the tension between authority and liberty and between collectivism (socialism) and individualism (liberalism). He wrote:

Speaking of politics, I once mentioned a principle. “To deal with political affairs of a state, efficiency is of significance; flexibility and feasibility are of great value; as for society and culture, freedom and differences shall be respected for the sake of development. That is the demarcation between centralisation and openness.” This principle reflects two things: one is authority and the other is freedom. We should not tilt the balance in favour of either side. I suggest a sensible solution for the reasons below. “We seek for efficiency of the state because the executive branch is like the constitution of a human body. If your body can move resiliently your arms will be flexible. The state has nothing to do with civil society...To improve efficiency, it is better to centralise the executive power of the government. This being said, centralisation is confined to the administration. That is the limit. It must not be applied to society and impinge upon the freedom of the people.”\footnote{Zhang, *Liguo zhi dao*, 369.}

Having expounded this principle, Chang proceeded to illustrate what he saw as the falsehood of Marx’s materialism. He maintained that as a principle of social philosophy, historical materialism was wrong.\footnote{Ibid.} In his view, Marx failed to acknowledge the human spirit which embodied itself in political, social, and economic structures. Politics, law, and economy were three aspects of social life; there was an interaction between all institutions and the will of man. The three aspects were constituents of a society as a whole; each had an influence on social development; we could not tell which was the base and which was the superstructure.\footnote{Ibid, 377-79.} Chang said these were the gist of a functional theory of society.\footnote{Ibid, 379.}

### 4.4.3 Similarities and Differences

To what extent was Hobhouse’s social theory similar to Chang’s? Both men stressed the interdependence between the parts and the whole that could be a society, an association or a state. They put equal emphasis on individual liberty and the common good. This kind of
social theory made them disapprove of classical liberalism as well as Marxian socialism (Marxism and Marxism-Leninism). From their viewpoints, both classical liberalism and Marxian socialism were one-sided which caused an imbalance of the relationship among the individual, society, and the state.

At the same time, there was a difference between the two thinkers as regards the origin of their theories of an organic society. Chang paid attention to the role of the human mind in political, economic, and social institutions. This idealist element (German idealism) in Chang’s political thought was developed by Chang to respond to a particular phenomenon in his time where he observed that many Chinese intellectuals advocated Marxism and wanted to follow the Soviet Union. Accordingly, he had to shift the balance towards idealism, which attached importance to the human mind and the ethical basis of political, economic, and social institutions in a particular society. By contrast, the role of the human mind was not much stressed by Hobhouse in his theory. The idealist flavour (moral force) in Hobhouse’s thought was not attributed to the influence of Marxism on British intellectuals but the social ills caused by capitalism. Hobhouse noticed a difference between Britain and Germany regarding their socialist movements. He said that in England there was “no sign of the kind of class war to which German Socialists appealed”. Hence, refuting Marx was not a major factor which motivated Hobhouse to develop Green’s idealism and a moral theory of distributive justice—liberal socialism.

**Chapter Summary**

This chapter compared Hobhouse and Chang with a view toward reaching a new understanding of Chang’s discourse on socialism. Chang put forward a theory of democratic socialism as a way to make China a modern democracy during the war years. This democratic socialism was distinctive in that it was different from both Marxian socialism and social democracy. Chang’s concept of democratic socialism contained most core concepts of liberalism, some elements of socialism, and German idealism, which was also characteristic of Hobhouse’s conception of liberal socialism. Hobhouse engaged with a tradition of neo-Hegelian liberalism (New Liberalism) and Chang himself espoused this tradition of liberty. In this way, Chang’s democratic socialism was akin to Hobhouse’s liberal socialism. Nonetheless, there was also a dissimilarity. Chang stressed democratic politics whereas Hobhouse attached importance to economic justice. They ultimately converged on an organic
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504 Hobhouse, *Democracy and Reaction*, 237. Hobhouse used the German Social Democrats and German Socialists interchangeably.
theory of society that aimed to achieve harmony between the individual and the collective. Although both embraced an organic conception of society (a tradition of German idealism), the differences between them highlighted the different ways they applied this idealism. Chang’s organic theory of society was a response to the growing influence of Marxism on the Chinese intelligentsia. Hobhouse meanwhile was endeavouring to find a remedy for capitalism. For both men, though, this led them to seek an ethical theory that could promote the common good without neglecting the value of individual liberty. The liberal thought of Mill and German idealism also significantly influenced how both Chang and Hobhouse perceived Marxian socialism in their development of the concepts of democratic or liberal socialism. The preceding chapter and this chapter show that a better understanding of Chang’s political philosophy can benefit from a comparison with Hobhouse. Both men modified different streams of political thought in their times (liberalism, socialism, and idealism) and developed liberalism in the direction of social democracy in order to solve different problems in their countries.
Chapter V: Carsun Chang and Constitution-Making

5.1 Institutional Design: Constitutional Democracy

This chapter will explore Carsun Chang’s liberal thinking and its relationship to two constitutions in Republican China: *Guo xian yi* (The Draft Constitution of the Conference of Significant Affairs of State 1922) and *Zhengzhi xieshang huiyi dui Wu wu xiancao xiuzhengan caoan* 政治协商会议对五五宪草修正案草案 (The Draft Revision of the Fifth of May Draft Constitution of 1936), which became the Constitution of the Republic of China in 1946. It revises the mainstream view which regards Chang as a social democrat. In addition, it corrects Edmund Fung’s view that Carsun Chang overlooked the flaws of the Weimar constitution. I will highlight the differences between *Guo xian yi* and the Weimar constitution in that the differences are essential to Chang’s discourse on federalism, a responsible government, and parliamentarianism (the application of a British type of democracy) in the Chinese context.

I argue that Chang embraced constitutional liberalism and he did not neglect the weaknesses of the Weimar constitution. He abandoned some German ideas (referendums, extensive presidential power, and the German federalist system) when conceiving of the future political system for China. To be precise, Carsun Chang adapted the democratic systems of the Weimar Republic, Britain, America, and Canada to Chinese conditions without detracting from fundamental values of liberalism (the separation of powers, a responsible government, federalism, and the protection of basic liberties) in order to establish a Chinese democracy. Chang’s political arguments are clearly liberal. The two constitutions he drafted are evidence of this argument. Roger Jeans and Edmund Fung examine in detail the influence of German social democracy on Chang and portray Chang as a thinker of reformist socialism. This interpretation is too limited because it ignores the other influence of liberalism on Chang, including Anglo-American liberalism and the liberalism of Hugo Preuss who was the principal drafter of the Weimar constitution. Chang himself identified

505 *Guo xian yi*, Carsun Chang’s interpretations of this constitution and the constitution he drafted in 1946 (the Draft Revision) were compiled into one book entitled *Xianzheng zhi dao* 宪政之道 (The Way of Constitutionalism). This book was published in mainland China in 2006. For convenience, I will use the Draft Revision to refer to *Zhengzhi xieshang huiyi dui Wu wu xiancao xiuzhengan caoan*.

Preuss as a thinker of liberalism rather than socialism. Chang wrote, “He believes in liberty and the rule of law…Preuss is a thinker of liberalism…”507

Chang’s constitutional thought had an influence on the current constitution of the Republic of China (Taiwan) because this constitution was based on the constitution Chang drafted in 1946—*the Draft Revision*. In different times the concrete institutions Chang designed might be different in some respects, but the overall framework was always a constitutional democracy—a hybrid of democracies such as Britain, the Weimar Republic, America, and Canada depending on the particular conditions of China. His design of the semi-presidential system, the legal system, and economic and social policies resembled the systems of the Weimar Republic. Chang’s conception of a vote of no confidence and a responsible cabinet sprang from the British system. As for the federalist system, Chang held that a Canadian type was more suitable for China.

The chapter begins with Chang’s constitutional thought in the 1920s. *Guo xian yi* was the first constitution Carsun Chang drafted at the request of Chinese civil society. While drafting this constitution, Chang referred to the Weimar constitution and other Western constitutional law and adapted them to a different Chinese context. Chang’s earlier constitutional thought remained a significant influence on his later thought. In the 1940s he drafted the *Draft Revision*, seeking to change the KMT’s constitution into a liberal one. A revised version of Chang’s constitution was adopted by the government and it became the Constitution of the Republic of China. This constitution was eventually enforced in Taiwan. Based on the elaboration of Chang’s constitutional thinking in the 1920s and in the 1940s, I will then discuss the consistency of Chang’s constitutional thought. The investigation of Chang’s constitutional thought will enable us to have a new understanding of Carsun Chang whose political thought is too complex to be simply described as social democracy by most past studies. I contend that Chang embraced constitutional liberalism.

5.2 The 1920s: Draft Constitution of 1922

In the early 1920s, China was still in the warlord era. There were continuous power struggles among warlords who controlled different regions and desired to expand their sphere of influence. The instability made it hard to establish a constitutional republic though attempts had been made to implement democratic constitutions since the Revolution of 1911. From 1913 to 1922, there were four presidents who were elected by representatives of the

507 Zhang, *Xianzheng zhi dao*, 344-49.
provincial assemblies or the national assembly. None of these governments was durable. It was in this background that a federalist movement gathered momentum and reached its heyday in the early 1920s.\textsuperscript{508} Many warlords and liberal intellectuals were actively engaged in this movement, advocating the establishment of a federal republic. This was the context in which Carsun Chang drafted \textit{Guo xian yi}. It reflected the Chinese elite’s demand for a durable republic.

\textit{Guo xian yi} was of significance in the sense that it was the outcome of the first constitutional movement organised voluntarily by the civil society of China.\textsuperscript{509} On 15 March 1922 eight national associations—commerce, education, farmers, workers, banks, lawyers, journalists, and provincial assemblies—convened a meeting in Shanghai.\textsuperscript{510} They discussed the idea of a conference, the “Eight Associations Conference of Significant Affairs of State”. The aim was to fight for political participation which was constrained by the senate then. The first conference was held on 7 May. Thirty-five representatives from fourteen provinces attended.

Carsun Chang had just returned to China from Germany in 1922. By then his reputation as an expert in constitutional law had been recognised by the Chinese elite. The attendees of the Conference considered Chang as a competent and suitable person to draft a constitution for China. He was the first intellectual who translated into Chinese the Weimar constitution and the 1918 Constitution of the Soviet Union. The Chinese term for Soviet was first introduced to China by him. Chang acquired relevant knowledge of constitutional law and Western political systems mainly in Japan (1906-1910) and in Germany (1913-1916, 1919-1922) in particular. When he was pursuing his doctoral degree in Germany in the 1910s, he studied law and the philosophy of the state.\textsuperscript{511} In December 1919 he visited Hugo Preuss, the major drafter of the Weimar constitution, who sent Chang a copy of the constitution. Chang later translated it into Chinese and introduced it to Chinese audiences. Although Chang spoke favourably of the liberal thought of Preuss and the Weimar constitution, he rejected some ideas of Preuss when devising the Chinese political system. A striking difference was that Chang’s constitution did not create a very powerful president compared with the Weimar

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item[508] For reference about the federalist movement, see Prasenjit Duara, \textit{Rescuing History from the Nation: Questioning Narratives of Modern China} (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1995), 177-204.
\item[510] Among the eight associations which proposed drafting a new constitution in 1922, only the association of provincial councils was part of the government. The other seven national associations were all elements of the civil society.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
constitution. This difference reflected Chang’s attempt to check presidential power given that most past Chinese governments tended to create a powerful emperor or president.

There were two drafts by Chang with different designs, but the one that Chang preferred was based on the principles of representative democracy and federalism. Britain’s parliamentary politics was a model of representative democracy. As for federalism, systems adopted in Germany, Canada, and America could be considered. Chang drafted this constitution independently, but he benefited from discussions with some individuals. For instance, he acknowledged that Zhang Dongsun contributed to the discussion of a unicameral parliament.512 The other constitution was drafted at the request of the scholar, Zhang Taiyan (章太炎).513 Zhang Taiyan held that China should model after Switzerland.514 I will select the text of Guo xian yi Chang preferred for analysis. Moreover, Chang’s own interpretation of this constitution is available. The interpretation reflected his own opinions rather than the collective decision of the eight national associations. Though Chang and the eight associations devoted themselves to constitution-making, Guo xian yi was not enforced due to the power struggle among warlords who were accused of election rigging at the presidential election of 1923.

5.2.1 A Republic of Federated Provinces

Guo xian yi specified that the political system of China was a republic of federated provinces.515 Carsun Chang thought that the most distinct characteristic of a federal republic was to draw a demarcation between the power of constituent states and the power of the central government.516 His discourse on federalism enhanced the view that provincialism and nationalism could coexist which Prasenjit Duara discussed in his book.517 However, Chang’s narrative of federalism differed from the narrative emphasising provincial identity that was stressed by Duara. Chang supported the form of provincialism which would be in harmony with national interests.

Chang compared the federalist systems of America, Canada, and Germany and analysed their suitability to China, concluding that the Canadian system was the most suitable for

512 Zhang, Xianzheng zhi dao, 8.
514 Ibid.
515 Ibid.
516 Ibid, 112.
517 Ibid, 15.
518 Duara, Rescuing History from the Nation, 178.
In Chang’s opinion, powers should be fairly divided between the central government and state governments in China. Compared with the Canadian system, American federalism and German federalism tended to create local governments that would challenge the authority of the central government. By contrast, in the Canadian system, the constitution enumerated the powers of both; as for the powers which were not included in the provisions of the power of the central government, they were not definitely granted to state governments. The general rule was to identify the nature of the issue; if it was of national interest, it should be decided by the central government; if it only concerned the interests of individual states, local governments were to make decisions. This differed from America and Germany where all powers except those listed as powers of the central government were granted to the states even if they were not enumerated in the constitution. Chang thought that some powers of the remainder were of national importance; under this situation if the state was to act freely it would challenge the authority of the central government which affected the republic as a whole. Considering this defect, Chang contended that Canadian federalism suited China better than other federalist systems.

Following the federalist principle, the federal government would have the authority to make and enforce laws in the fields of diplomacy, military, custom duty, national tax, immigration, civil law, business and commercial law, criminal law, labour law, and railways. Self-governance would be exercised at local levels. Each province would have its own constitution as long as it did not contradict the constitution of the federal republic. The administrative head of a province could be represented by one person or a committee elected by the provincial assembly or directly elected by the people of the province.

China was reduced to political instability after the collapse of the monarchical government, so in Chang’s opinion the rule of law, order, and stability were important. A strong and efficient central government was needed to deal with national affairs. This could explain why Chang preferred Canadian federalism as a model for China. If the provincial governments were too powerful, it was likely that local interests would be pursued at the expense of national interests. For instance, Chang held that the federal government had the responsibility to ensure that the local government was democratic; if it attempted to change
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the political system from a republic to other non-democratic systems, intervention of the federal government was a must.\textsuperscript{525} Chang’s idea of federalism in the 1920s also influenced his thinking in the 1940s.

5.2.2 The Legislature, the Executive, and the Judiciary

Chang endeavoured to balance the power of the legislative and the executive. The domination of either was detrimental to good politics. As he considered that China was experimenting with democracy, \textit{Guo xian yi} allowed flexibility in terms of suffrage and the structure of the legislature.

The legislative power was delegated to a unicameral parliament consisting of members who would be elected by universities, provincial councils or provincial-level administrative regions, special administrative regions, associations of education, farmers, workers, business and commerce, and Chinese citizens residing abroad.\textsuperscript{526} The parliament would have the right to make laws, impeach the president, vice president, prime minister, and cabinet ministers. This unicameral structure of the parliament was temporary.\textsuperscript{527} When the literacy rate increased, accurate statistics of the national census of the population, and the electoral roll were available, universal suffrage, and a House of Commons or Representatives directly elected by the people would be added to form a bicameral parliament.\textsuperscript{528}

Chang held that democracy was not unconditional. The prerequisites of democracy Chang mentioned included literacy and virtuous electors. Popular election was what democracy required and he agreed. But education was needed to train qualified voters so that electoral fraud would be minimised.\textsuperscript{529} With a literacy rate estimated at less than twenty percent nationwide in early twentieth-century China, Chang’s considerations were sensible.\textsuperscript{530} Chang’s view was that universal suffrage, a popularly-elected parliament, and government by plebiscite (referendum) would only be considered when these conditions were met.

\textsuperscript{525} Ibid, 115.
\textsuperscript{526} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{527} Ibid, 44, 115.
\textsuperscript{528} Ibid, 42-44.
\textsuperscript{529} Ibid, 324-25.
As regards the executive branch, it was comprised of the president and a cabinet (state council). The cabinet was composed of a prime minister and other ministers. Military men were not allowed to run for President.\textsuperscript{531} How the president was elected showed that Chang wanted to make the president reflect the will of the representatives as much as he could in the specific Chinese context. Chang designed a type of two-round system to elect the president. In the first round, six presidential candidates would be elected by the parliament. The second round would elect a winner among the six presidential candidates across the country. There were three steps. First, one needed to be a presidential candidate. To be an eligible candidate one must be nominated by at least fifty MPs or five legal associations (provincial councils, provincial associations of education, business and commerce, farmers, and workers).\textsuperscript{532} Second, the parliament would vote and decide the eligibility of presidential candidates. A successful candidate needed to get the consent of at least two-thirds of the MPs present.\textsuperscript{533} Six candidates would be elected in this round. Third, all provincial councils and all provincial associations of education, business and commerce, farmers, and workers would act as the Electoral College and vote for President among the six candidates. The candidate who won at least two-thirds of the voters present would become President. This round of presidential election would only be valid if the number of voters present exceeded half of the whole Electoral College. By designing such a two-round system, Chang aimed to make the president accountable to the Electoral College.

In addition, Chang made the executive branch accountable to the parliament. The president, prime minister and cabinet ministers should be impeached if the parliament found that they violated the law.\textsuperscript{534} MPs would have the right to question the cabinet.\textsuperscript{535} Furthermore, the convention of cabinet responsibility was adopted. If the parliament had no confidence in the whole cabinet or any minister(s), the government or the minister(s) should resign.\textsuperscript{536} Chang’s word choice allowed for two forms of responsibility. It could be a collective responsibility if the parliament was not satisfied with the entire cabinet. Otherwise, there was no collective responsibility. Only those individual ministers who failed to win a confidence vote should resign.

\textsuperscript{531} Zhang, \textit{Xianzheng zhi dao}, 57.
\textsuperscript{532} Ibid, 117.
\textsuperscript{533} The number of MPs present should exceed half of the entire parliament.
\textsuperscript{534} Zhang, \textit{Xianzheng zhi dao}, 116.
\textsuperscript{535} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{536} Ibid, 119.
According to Chang, the president as the head of the state would have the following powers: command of the army, navy, and air force of the country; the powers of amnesty, pardon, and remission of sentence; appoint and dismiss civil and military officers; conclude treaties, declare war, and make peace. The prime minister would be nominated by the president but other cabinet ministers would be nominated by the prime minister. The whole cabinet would help the president exercise executive power. At the same time, the cabinet should also check presidential power. The orders issued by the president would not be valid unless they were countersigned by the prime minister or other ministers concerned.

The judiciary resembled that of the Weimar Republic. Its power resided in the Supreme Court of the federal republic and provincial courts. Chang examined three categories of legal systems and concluded that a German legal system would work for China. One category was the American system. There was no uniform code nationwide and state courts were created by the states which had their own constitutions. The Swiss legal system had national legislation but state laws were determined by individual states. Unlike America and Switzerland, the German legal system was the most hierarchical one. There were uniform codes which applied to the states. Chang maintained that in China it was better to have uniform codes because uniform codes would prevent individual provinces from interpreting provincial constitutions differently. Ultimately, the court system was closer to the German type. The Supreme Court was the federal court. Besides, there were military courts, administrative law courts, and the Constitutional Law Court. In America, the Supreme Court had the authority of constitutional interpretation. Chang’s constitution, however, delegated it to the Constitutional Law Court just as the Weimar Republic did. Chang referred to the Weimar constitution while designing the Chinese legal system. However, when he drafted the constitution in 1946 he changed his mind and also referred to the American legal system. In his 1946 constitution, the Supreme Court had the authority to interpret the Constitution.
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5.2.3 Basic Rights of Citizens

Basic liberties were not significantly different from those in Western democracies. The Constitution only listed one duty of citizens—payment of tax. But Chang’s wording of two articles might be subject to criticism. “Unless restrained by law” was added at the end of articles concerning freedoms of expression, press, and association. Chang did explain this phrase. He noted that the expression to the effect of “unless restrained by law” appeared in the constitutions of almost all monarchoes or democracies; it meant that fundamental liberties should not be constrained unless citizens themselves gave consent. What’s more, Chang assumed that good law was supposed to express the will of the people. In this sense, he expected no conflict between law and liberty.

Another notable point was that economic and social rights were written into the Constitution. Relevant articles were drafted on the basis of the Weimar constitution. Industries or economic organisations which affected people’s livelihood should observe the principle of justice so that the individual was provided with decent means of subsistence. Laws should be made in respects of labour, trade unions, and freedom of business and contract; ownership of land would be regulated for the sake of common interests. Chang related these rights to people’s livelihood which was an indicator of social justice. He seemed to conceive these policies as provisions about socialism.

5.2.4 The Weimar Constitution and the Constitution of 1922

Before Chang drafted the constitution in 1922, Chang had published the book Xin deguo shehui minzhu zhengxiang ji 新德国社会民主政象记 (The Politics of a New Germany: Social Democracy) in the same year. In this book, Chang introduced to China the revolution which helped Germany establish the Weimar Republic, the Weimar constitution, and the economic system of Germany. Chang argued that the Weimar constitution combined

544 Zhang, Liguozhidao, 105.
545 Zhang, Xianzhengzhidao, 358.
546 Ibid, 92. Relevant articles (Article 151 to Article 165) appeared in the Weimar constitution, see Kraus, The Crisis of German Democracy, 210-14.
547 Chang, Xianzheng zhidao, 123.
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550 Because the chapter on the economic system in the constitution was derived from the theory of the Social Democratic Party, Chang mainly introduced this party’s policies and relevant articles of the Weimar constitution.
unitary and federalist systems, presidential and parliamentary systems, representative democracy and direct democracy.\(^{551}\)

When drafting *Guo xian yi*, Chang drew on the Weimar constitution regarding the form of government, the legal system and the social and economic rights of the citizens. On the other hand, Chang abandoned some German political institutions. However, most past studies have dismissed these differences. According to Roger Jeans, Chang held that China should follow the Weimar constitution and implement direct democracy.\(^{552}\) Edmund Fung claims that the Weimar constitution had flaws regarding the allocation of presidential powers and the unbalanced distribution of power between the central and state governments; these flaws “were not, however, immediately apparent to Zhang Junmai”.\(^{553}\) In fact, Chang’s constitution differed from the Weimar constitution concerning the implementation of direct democracy, the federal system, presidential elections, and presidential powers during national emergencies. Given Chinese conditions, Chang abandoned the idea of government by plebiscite and a German system of federalism. He preferred a fair distribution of power between the central and provincial governments. Furthermore, he favoured representative democracy and a responsible government checked by the legislature. Thus, he also regarded the British system as a model for China.

There were at least four significant differences between *Guo xian yi* and the Weimar constitution. First, Chang did not think the German federalist system suited China because local governments would have too much power and would be able to challenge the authority of the central government. Hence, he found Canadian federalism more suitable for China in that it complied with the principle of a fair division of power.

Second, the constitution Chang drafted did not grant the president extensive power. The president’s term of office was shorter than that of the Reich President.\(^{554}\) More importantly, the Weimar constitution entrusted the Reich President with emergency power that was not checked by the legislature whereas Chang’s constitution did not allow the president to act in this manner. During a national emergency, the Reich President could use the armed forces to temporarily suspend, either partially or wholly the fundamental rights of the citizens and
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\(^{552}\) Jeans, *Democracy and Socialism in Republican China*, 35.


orders would be valid if the President got the countersignature of the Chancellor or the competent minister. By contrast, Chang’s constitution did not mention the use of forces to restore public order or the suspension of fundamental rights during a state of emergency. Moreover, the orders and decrees of the president in emergency situations should be subject to the consent of the legislature.556 Most of the warlords in the 1910s and the 1920s tended to create a powerful executive branch led by the president. Chang knew the consequences. His aim was to establish a legislature to check the executive power while giving an important role to the president.

Third, none of the articles in Guo xian yi discussed the practice of referendums, which was a distinctive feature of the Weimar constitution. Carsun Chang had reservations about the practice of direct democracy or a plebiscitary government given Chinese conditions (a large population with a low literacy rate, a lack of civic virtues, etc.). Many Chinese scholars agree that Chang’s preference for representative democracy is attributed to the influence of John S. Mill whom Chang read in his early years of study in Japan. Chang’s first publication in 1906 dealt with Mill’s theory of representative government. Mill was indeed an intellectual influence on Chang. Another reason was Chang’s considerations about the conditions of direct democracy. He held that it was a risky experiment to establish a government by plebiscite in China within several decades because China had a long history of monarchy and a large illiterate population. In his opinion, even representative democracy was not unconditional. Some of the prerequisites of democracy as he saw included a high literacy rate and the virtues of Chinese voters.

A fourth difference pertained to the means of electing the president. The Reich President was elected by the whole German people. This way of choosing a president actually weakened the power of the legislature. In Chang’s constitution, the legislature rather than the whole Chinese people played a key role in nominating and electing the president. Chang sought to create a legislature to check executive power. He was not fond of the idea of a popularly-elected president who would be entrusted with extensive power and therefore would compete with the legislature as a result of an unbalanced distribution of power between the president and the parliament.

555 Kraus, The Crisis of German Democracy, 190-91.
556 Zhang, Xianzheng zhi dao, 118.
5.3 The 1940s: Constitutional Movements

There was a thread of consistency in terms of Carsun Chang’s constitutional thought. His liberal thought in the 1920s found its expression in the 1940s. He eventually became the drafter of the Constitution of the Republic of China, seeking to establish a constitutional democracy in China. The 1940s saw the heyday of Chinese liberalism and democratic movements in the history of modern China. Different parties and public intellectuals were allowed to participate in politics and exert their influence on the government. Constitutional movements took place from 1940 to 1945. These constitutional movements were a prelude to the Draft Revision of the Fifth of May Constitution of 1936, which was the fruit of the Political Consultative Conference (PCC) in 1946. Chang participated in all these activities because he was a member of two important committees—the Advisory Council of National Defence (ACND) and People’s Political Council which substituted the ACND in 1939. These committees paved the way for the establishment of the PCC.

When the PCC was held in January 1946, Chang joined the Constitutional Draft Reviewing Committee of the PCC. His expertise in constitutional law made all parties respect him. Even the representative of the Chinese Communists Zhou Enlai thought highly of him and showed his willingness to work on a good constitution. The Constitution of the Republic of China (the revised version of the Draft Revision Chang drafted) was drafted according to twelve principles of constitutional revision agreed upon at the PCC. Chang was selected to draft the Constitution of the Republic of China according to these principles. This was an attempt to revise the KMT’s the Fifth of May Draft Constitution of 1936. Although these principles of revision were not solely the output of Chang’s work, it was widely recognised that Chang contributed much to the discussions of these principles. This was confirmed by Lei Zhen (雷震), the secretary-general of the PCC, who was responsible for consulting with all parties. Chang’s own narration was also consistent with Lei’s description.

Unfortunately, the relationship between the Communists and the KMT deteriorated on account of several military conflicts. It was in April 1946 that Chang completed the Draft Revision which was to be reviewed by the government. Chang thought that this Draft Revision would probably become waste if the two parties could not solve their differences.
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558 Xue, Minzhu xianzheng, 173. The principle concerning fundamental national policies was proposed by the Communist representative Zhou Enlai. See, Xue, Minzhu xianzheng, 176.
Even under this situation, he delivered lectures to universities interpreting the constitution he drafted. These lectures were later compiled into the book Zhonghua minguo minzhu xianfa shijiang (Ten Discourses on the Future Constitution of the Republic of China). My analysis of Chang’s institutional design in the 1940s is based on the twelve principles of revision, the Draft Revision he completed in April 1946, and his own interpretation of these texts.\(^{560}\) Though the Draft Revision was based on these principles, it was a result of negotiations between the KMT and opposition parties. Hence, the twelve principles better reflect Chang’s own views.

### 5.3.1 Principles of Revision

The twelve principles of revision changed the political system Sun Yat-sen and the KMT designed and made it as liberal as Western democracies. To put it simply, Chang made the executive branch responsible to the legislature by adopting a vote of no confidence which was absent in Sun’s political thought and Wu wu xiancao (The Fifth of May Draft Constitution of 1936). To understand the implications of the revision, it is important to review Wu wu xiancao that was the first formal draft constitution drawn up by the KMT. Wu wu xiancao strictly followed Sun Yat-sen’s doctrines of the Three Principles of the People and a five-power government.\(^{561}\)

The five powers represented five branches of the government. They were the Legislative Yuan, the Executive Yuan, the Judicial Yuan, the Control Yuan, and the Examination Yuan. The Control Yuan had the power to impeach government officials. The Examination Yuan was similar to the institution of the civil service examinations in the West. But the idea of the powers of control and examination was derived from traditional Chinese political institutions. Sun thought these two Chinese political institutions were democratic and should be preserved. Hence, he added them to another three powers of the government, making the government a five-power government.

Following Sun’s theory, the KMT created a powerful government led by the president, which was not responsible to the Legislative Yuan. The president had the power to appoint the head of a cabinet, the deputy head, and all cabinet ministers who were responsible to the president. The president, the head of the cabinet, and the deputy head of the cabinet were
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\(^{560}\) Xue Huayuan also holds the view that the Draft Revision rather than the one passed by the government is closer to Chang’s own thinking. See Xue, Minzhu xianzheng, 189.

responsible to a so-called “National Assembly” that was supposed to represent the whole Chinese people. Cabinet ministers were neither responsible to the National Assembly nor the Legislative Yuan. By responsible, the KMT did not refer to a vote of no confidence. It was reflected by the power of recall exercised by the National Assembly. In addition, the Legislative Yuan was not independent because it was responsible to the National Assembly. Chang held that these (the powers of the president, the National Assembly, and the Legislative Yuan) were the biggest problems with Wu xu xiancao.

First, Chang argued that the structure of the National Assembly Sun designed defeated its purpose because the Assembly consisted of representatives who were indirectly elected by the Chinese people; an institution like this could not represent the will of the people. Sun intended to make the National Assembly an institution of direct democracy which would entitle the people of China to rights such as election, initiative, recall, and referendum. However, the de facto Assembly consisted of only representatives of the people rather than the entire electorate of China.

Second, Chang held that the National Assembly made the Legislative Yuan weak. The “National Assembly” was borrowed by Sun from the West. He translated it into the Chinese word “guomin dahui” 国民大会. However, the assembly the KMT designed was significantly different from a national assembly in Western democracies. The KMT turned it into a hybrid of the electorate and the legislature under the control of the KMT government. A pure legislature was absent. The Legislative Yuan in Wu wu xiancao was different from the legislative branch of Western governments although Sun used the term “legislative” (li fa 立法). The Legislative Yuan designed by Sun could not approve a budget. Neither did it have the power to hold the Executive Yuan responsible. Chang thus complained that the Legislative Yuan was not a parliament but a legal reference council of the central government.

Third, the executive branch was too powerful because neither the National Assembly nor the Legislative Yuan was able to hold it accountable. The Assembly was only convened every three years with a session of one month. Chang held that during two years and eleven months an assembly of this sort could do nothing and its responsibility was merely confined to recall when the president, vice president, and the (deputy) head of the cabinet were found
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guilty of a violation of the law.\textsuperscript{564} Therefore, Chang argued this Assembly could not regularly supervise the policies and activities of the government.\textsuperscript{565} Furthermore, the Executive Yuan (the cabinet) was not responsible to the Legislative Yuan. Because the Assembly already failed to supervise the Executive Yuan and the President effectively, this design only helped produce a more powerful President and the Executive Yuan that had close ties with the President.

Considering these flaws of \textit{Wu wu xiancao}, Chang intended to make it more liberal. The principles of revision reflected this endeavour. Chang said that he attempted to reconcile the five-power constitution of Sun Yat-sen with fundamental principles of constitution-making in democracies over the world.\textsuperscript{566} The twelve principles of revision which made the political system more liberal were as follows:

(1) Concerning the National Assembly:

The entire electorate, when they exercise the rights of election, initiative, referendum, and recall, are called the National Assembly. Pending the election of the President by universal suffrage, the President shall be elected by an electoral body, composed of the members of the district, provincial and national representative assemblies. The exercise of the rights of initiative and referendum will be defined by appropriate laws.

(2) Concerning the Legislative Yuan:

The Legislative Yuan will be the supreme law-making body of the State and will be elected by the electorate. Its functions correspond to those of a Parliament in a democratic country.

(3) Concerning the Control Yuan:

The Control Yuan will be the Supreme organ of control of the State and will be elected by the provincial assemblies and the self-governing areas of minority peoples. It will exercise the functions of consent, impeachment, and control.

(4) Concerning the Judicial Yuan:

The Judicial Yuan will be the Supreme Court of the State and will not be responsible for judicial administration.

(5) Concerning the Examination Yuan:

The Examination Yuan will be in the form of a Committee whose members will be appointed on the nomination of the President of the National Government and with the consent of the Control Yuan. Its functions will be

\textsuperscript{564} Zhang, \textit{Xianzheng zhi dao}, 176.
\textsuperscript{565} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{566} Ibid, 131.
mainly to examine candidates for civil service and technical experts. Members of the Examination Yuan shall be without party affiliation.

(6) Concerning the Executive Yuan:

The Executive Yuan is the supreme executive organ of the State. The Head of the Executive Yuan is to be appointed on the nomination of the President of the National Government and with the consent of the Legislative Yuan. The Executive Yuan is to be responsible to the Legislative Yuan. If the Legislative Yuan has no confidence in the Executive Yuan as a whole, the latter may resign or ask the President of the National Government to dissolve the Legislative Yuan. But the same President of the Executive Yuan may not ask for the dissolution of the Legislative Yuan for a second time.

(7) Concerning the Presidency of the National Government:

The President of the National Government may promulgate emergency decrees according to law, when the Executive Yuan has so decided. But the action must be reported to the Legislative Yuan within one month. The right of the President of the National Government to call the Presidents of the Executive, Legislative, Judicial, Examination, and Control Yuan into conference need not be written into the Constitution.

(8) The Province is to be regarded as the highest unit of local self-government. The powers of the provinces and the Central Government will be divided according to the principle of “fair distribution of power”. The Provincial Governor is to be elected by the people. The province may have a Provincial Constitution which, however, must not contravene the provisions of the National Constitution.

(9) All freedoms and rights which are generally enjoyed by the peoples of democratic countries should be protected by the constitution. Laws shall not be made to restrict the liberty of the people but to secure liberty.

(10) A separate chapter on elections should be provided in the Constitution. Only those of twenty-three years of age and over have the right to be elected.

(11) Concerning fundamental national policies:

A separate chapter in the Constitution should be devoted to fundamental national policies, including items on National Defence, Foreign Relations, National Economy, Culture and Education.

(12) Concerning amendments to the Constitution:

The right to amend the Constitution shall be vested in a joint conference of the Legislative and Control Yuan. The proposed amendments should be passed by that body in which is vested the right to elect the President of the National Government. \(^{567}\)

These principles showed that Chang created a more liberal political system by adhering to the following principles of liberalism: a responsible government, the separation of powers,  

liberty, and federalism. First and foremost, he made the Executive Yuan responsible to the Legislative Yuan. A vote of no confidence was adopted to achieve this goal. This idea sprang from the practice of British politics. Chang adapted it to the Chinese system. Second, Chang tried to make the Legislative Yuan and the Control Yuan independent of the National Assembly so that both Yuans could function as a parliament. Because the KMT insisted on a structure of a five-power government, Chang kept the Control Yuan. But it was also designed to check the executive power. For instance, it had the power to impeach the Executive Yuan and the president. To Chang, the structure of the parliament, be it unicameral or bicameral, did not influence the function of the legislature. Finally, Chang added a principle of freedom to ensure the protection of basic liberties. This principle was missing in the KMT’s constitution. These principles reflected Chang’s liberal thinking. He infused liberal elements into the constitution, seeking to create a Chinese liberal democracy compatible with the fundamental principles of Western democracies.

5.3.2 Revision of the Draft Constitution of 1936

Based on these principles of revision, Chang drafted Zhengzhi xieshang huiyi dui wuwu xiancao xiuzhengan caoan (The Draft Revision of the Fifth May Draft Constitution of 1936) and completed it in April 1946 without consulting others. At that time there were conflicts between the Kuomintang and the Chinese Communists. Chang was not optimistic about the political situation of China. Hence, he regarded this constitution as his personal project rather than as a realistic possibility. Though the Draft Revision generally followed the twelve principles, there were four noticeable changes concerning a responsible government, the National Assembly, self-governance of local governments (provincial autonomy), and amendments to the constitution.

First, a vote of no confidence was not adopted. As a counterbalance, the President had no power to dissolve the Legislative Yuan. This was a result of the negotiations between the KMT and opposition parties. On the question of a vote of no confidence, Chang argued for

568 Chang, The Third Force in China, 192. Though Chang drafted the constitution without consulting others, he then knew the views of all parties concerned. To make the draft be accepted by the government, a series of negotiations were carried out after the twelve principles were passed at the PCC. Because the government was not willing to make concessions on a few questions, some articles in Chang’s Draft Revision were somewhat different from his own thinking. For the text of the Draft Revision, see Qin Xiaoyi, Zhonghua minguo zhongyao shiliao chubian, 523-35; Lei Zhen, Zhonghua minguo zhixian shi—Zhengzhi xieshang huiyi xianfa caoan [History of Constitution-Making of the Republic of China—The Draft Revision of the Fifth May Draft Constitution of 1936], ed. Xue Huayuan (Taipei: Daoxiang chubanshe, 2010), 387-401.
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the adoption of it, but the KMT was not willing to make a compromise. Then the Communist representative Zhou Enlai persuaded Chang to give up a vote of no confidence so as to resume talks with the KMT. Finally, the Draft Revision took into account the positions of all parties concerned, who did not support a vote of no confidence.

A second difference concerned the National Assembly. The KMT government decided not to abandon the legacy of Sun Yat-sen and therefore it disagreed with Chang. The KMT wanted to make the Assembly an institution which would function as the Electoral College consisting of electors who were indirectly elected by the people. In addition, the Assembly would also exercise other powers such as initiative, recall, and referendum. Chang, however, disapproved of this institution and aimed to change it into an institution representing the will of the people. According to Chang, the National Assembly would represent the whole people of China and therefore it would include the entire electorate. Furthermore, Chang had reservations about the rights of initiative and referendum. He preferred not to give these two rights to the National Assembly at the initial stage of democratisation.

Another change pertained to provincial autonomy. Chang intended to fairly divide the power between the central government and provinces. Hence, provinces could make their own constitutions and elect their own governors. However, the KMT revised Chang’s ideas and a compromise was made between the KMT and other parties. The constitution adopted by the government would allow provinces to make provincial laws rather than provincial constitutions. In addition, provincial governors would not be elected but appointed by the central government. These demands of the KMT undermined the principle of federalism Chang proposed.

Fourth, the KMT revised the articles concerning amendments to the constitution. In Chang’s Draft Revision only the parliament (the Legislative Yuan and the Control Yuan) had the power to initiate an amendment to the constitution. But the KMT changed this. The National Assembly would also exercise this power.

When reviewing the constitution Chang drafted, the KMT did not make a compromise in these four respects. But other articles were approved by the KMT. To make the government accept the Draft Revision, Chang had to take into account the demands of all parties, the KMT in particular.
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I tried my best to make China live under a truly democratic form of government, that should still be in harmony with the political doctrines of Dr Sun Yat-sen, and also provide an important role for Chiang Kai-shek. I attempted a reconciliation between the plebiscite form and the parliamentary form and drew a line of demarcation between the Legislative Yuan and the Control Yuan. The Kuomintang members’ opposition to a political structure like that of France, which would produce too many cabinet changes, had also to be taken into consideration. Lastly, the demands of the Chinese Communist Party and the Democratic League had to be satisfied.572

If this was the aim of Chang and other democratic parties, the Draft Revision was a successful constitution. The political system as reflected in Wu wu xiancao (the Draft Constitution of 1936) was changed into a constitutional democracy. Chien Tuan-sheng, a jurist and political scientist, was a contemporary of Carsun Chang.573 He agreed with Chang that Wu wu xiancao produced a powerful president whose power was not effectively checked. The critics including Chien himself “saw in the draft only a powerful president, compared with whom the other organs of government were all dwarfs.”574 “To them, the dangers of a constitutionalised personal dictatorship were too apparent to be ignored.”575 This was an account of a liberal scholar. Liberals within the KMT shared similar views. Lei Zhen, a member of the KMT, wrote that the presidential system in Wu wu xiancao was actually a dictatorship; it was never a democracy.576

The Draft Revision transformed the form of the government created by the KMT. Article One of Wu wu xiancao read that “The Republic of China is the San-min chu-yi Republic”.577 Chien said that this was in imitation of Article One of the Soviet Union’s Constitution of 1918.578 Advocates of this expression emphasised the unique characteristic of the Chinese Republic which was distinguishable from the Soviet Union and representative democracy of the West.579 While revising Wu wu xiancao, Chang understood the problem of the phrase

572 Ibid, 195.
573 Chien (1900-1990) got his Doctor’s degree from Harvard when he was 24. He returned to China and began teaching political science and constitutional law at prestigious universities. In Chinese history, he was one of the trailblazers in modern political science and comparative constitutional law. Chien finally stood on the side of the Chinese Communists and became a member of the Party. The political beliefs of Chien before 1949 and after 1949 underwent a great change.
575 Ibid.
576 Ibid.
577 “San-min chu-yi” refers to Sun Yat-sen’s Three Principles of the People.
579 Ibid.
“San-min chu-yi”. Hence, he tried to solve it without provoking strong opposition from the KMT.

If the phrase “San Min Chu Yi” were to be used as an adjective before the word “Republic”, the phrase would have legal validity and, further, it would produce the impression that “San Min Chu Yi” were something in which everyone and every party should believe. But Dr. Sun Yat-sen himself was not quite definite about the interpretation of “San Min Chu Yi”, especially concerning the affinities of “San Min Chu Yi” and Communism. As a constitution was to be a legal document, Dr. Sun Yat-sen’s book would be the first source to which the judges of the Supreme Court would refer when they interpreted the Constitution. It was better that such a political platform as “San Min Chu Yi” be left out of the document. It was, however, generally acknowledged that the driving force behind the movement of founding the Chinese Republic was derived from Dr. Sun Yat-sen’s political theory. So the first article was devised to read “The Republic of China, founded on the Three Principles of the People, is a Democratic Republic of the people, for the people and governed by the people.” Mencius had said: “The people are the foundation of the country.” Another version comes from Abraham Lincoln’s phrase, “government of the people, by the people, and for the people.”

Chang held that the power of the state belonged to the people and a government must serve the interests of the people rather than the interests of a ruling party. Therefore, he changed the KMT’s expression that the Republic of China was the “San-min chu-yi Republic”. Chang endeavoured to make the constitution as liberal as he could. Though the conservative faction within the KMT expressed opposition, the twelve principles of revision were accepted by all parties as a basis for drawing up the Constitution of the Republic of China. The KMT government finally revised the constitution drafted by Chang and promulgated the Constitution of the Republic of China on 1 January 1947. The majority of the articles in the Draft Revision were accepted by the KMT. The current constitution of Taiwan is based on the Draft Revision. Overall, the political system remains a variant of a constitutional democracy — a semi-presidential system — that generally adhered to the principle of checks and balances, the separation of powers, and the protection of basic human rights.
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5.4 Development of Chang’s Constitutional Thinking

Reviewing the development of Carsun Chang’s constitutional thought in the 1920s and the 1940s, we can observe that there is consistency regarding the political system Chang envisioned for China. He was a defender of federalism, representative democracy, and the republican form of government.

5.4.1 Consistency

Chang’s constitutional thinking in the 1940s bore a close resemblance to his thinking in the 1920s. Fundamental principles of the political structure included federalism, constitutionalism, the separation of powers, and checks and balances. The form of the state was a republic. Speaking of the relationship between the central government and local governments, Chang advocated federalism and local self-governance. In the two periods, the federalist system was close to the Canadian type.

Chang’s idea of the form of the government was similar in the two periods. It was a semi-presidential system. This political term then was not coined so Chang did not use it to describe the form of government in his constitution. I will not dwell upon every aspect of this political system, but it is worthwhile to mention four essential points that were consistent in his thinking: the structure of the legislature, a responsible cabinet, representative democracy, and the basic rights of citizens.

First, on the structure of a parliament, Chang did not insist on the establishment of a bicameral parliament. It could be a unicameral one or a bicameral one. He left this question to the future generations who might amend the constitution. In the constitution he drafted in the 1920s, he thought a unicameral parliament suited China at the initial stage of an experiment with democracy. In the future, a bicameral structure would be considered. In the 1940s he also discussed this question and had similar views.

Someone may raise a question. Is the parliament as provided for in the Revision of the Draft of 1936 unicameral or bicameral? I will answer that it can be either. In accordance with Mr. Sun Yat-sen’s five-

583 For Chang’s thinking in the 1940s, I refer to his thought reflected by the twelve principles of revision and the substance of the Draft Revision which followed these principles.

584 A “responsible cabinet” was the original word Chang used to refer to a responsible government. He thought the form of government he designed for China was closer to a parliamentary system. Taiwanese usually use “neige zhi” 内阁制 (a cabinet system) to refer to “yihui zhi” 议会制 (a parliamentary form of government). I hold that Chang’s use of the language has influenced Taiwanese.
power constitution, the institution of the Control Yuan shall be preserved. Members of the Control Yuan are elected by councils of provinces and ethnic autonomous regions...It shall exercise the power of rectification and impeachment. In foreign countries it is the legislature that will hold the executive responsible. Now in the constitution of China we add the Control Yuan that may access the documents of all ministries, urge corrective measures and impeach government officials. If the two Yuans, the Legislative Yuan and the Control Yuan, function as an integral system, we can call it a bicameral form. If we separate them, it is a unicameral system. 585

Second, Chang was fond of the notion of a responsible government. He was never willing to give up this notion though the mechanism of responsibility he figured out at different times might be somewhat different due to the circumstances. By a responsible government, Chang meant that there must be a mechanism to check the power of the executive branch and to hold it responsible. He advocated the adoption of a vote of no confidence to achieve this aim.

Third, as regards the application of democracy in China at an early stage of democratisation, Chang preferred representative democracy to direct democracy. Neither of the two constitutions he drafted in different periods entrusted the whole people of China or the masses with the rights such as initiative and referendum.

Finally, Chang espoused the protection of basic human rights. He considered this as the fundamental substance of constitutionalism. Theories of Western political philosophy and the constitutions of democracies influenced him in this regard. But there was another factor which contributed to the development of his thought on human rights. That was the repressive government. After the KMT became the ruling party, Chang called for constitutional democracy and fled to Germany twice on account of his criticism of the government. In 1929 he was detained by the government and in the 1940s he was put under house arrest for nearly two years because of his involvement in several constitutional movements. His efforts to establish magazines and a few colleges and research institutes encountered interference from the government. The KMT forced him to shut them down. These experiences made him attach great importance to liberty. He thought that constitutionalism was a necessary means of protecting basic human rights.
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5.4.2 Change

In spite of consistency, there was a subtle difference in the articles of the basic rights of citizens. In the 1940s Chang added more social and economic rights into the constitution. Moreover, he changed the wording of the articles about basic liberties. In the constitution of 1922, articles on some basic liberties read that unless restrained by law people should have freedom of speech and publication, freedom of privacy of correspondence and freedom of assembly and association. However, the expression “unless restrained by law” was deleted in the Draft Revision. Chang added two articles to the Draft Revision and his suggestions were accepted. The articles (Article 23 and Article 24) read: “All other freedoms and rights of the people that are not detrimental to social order or public welfare shall be guaranteed under the Constitution. All the freedoms and rights enumerated in the preceding Article shall not be restricted by law except by such as may be necessary to prevent infringement upon the freedoms of other persons, to avert an imminent crisis, to maintain social order or to advance public welfare.” The change in the wording of the articles concerning basic liberties did not mean that Chang changed his views on the importance of the protection of human rights. Rather, it reflected his development of constitutional thought about human rights in different periods in the broad international community. As was said, Chang was interested in charters on human rights including the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. He watched closely the development of relevant charters in the West and intended to infuse them into the Chinese constitution.

Chapter Summary

This chapter investigated Carsun Chang’s liberal thought in relation to two democratic constitutions in Republican China. Chang believed in constitutional liberalism. Guo xian yi was the first and the only Chinese constitution that was drafted at the request of the civil society in the history of modern China. The Constitution of the Republic of China, a revised version of the constitution drafted by Chang in 1946, “was widely believed to be the most democratic among the over a dozen constitutions made in China since the late Qing”. However, previous scholarship (the works by Jeans and Fung in particular) on Carsun Chang usually interprets Chang as a thinker of reformist socialism. I contend that this interpretation is too limited and it neglects the liberal arguments of Chang in the debates over

\[586\] For relevant articles, see Qin, Zhonghua minguo zhongyao shiliao chubian, 552-53.
\[587\] Zhang, Xianzheng zhi dao, 122.
\[588\] Qin, Zhonghua minguo zhongyao shiliao chubian, 521.
constitutionalism, presidential democracy, parliamentary democracy and their applications to China. Chang was a committed liberal and constitutionalist.

I have argued that when drafting the constitutions, Chang always embraced the following liberal ideas: the separation of powers, a responsible government, federalism, and the protection of basic liberties. Concerning the concrete political institutions, he referred to the democratic systems of the Weimar Republic, Britain, America, and Canada. Chang tried to adapt these democratic systems to Chinese conditions. Given the political traditions of China (political systems which tended to give an important role to an emperor or a president), he finally designed a semi-presidential system though in theory he preferred a parliamentary system.

Chang’s choosing a semi-presidential system was by no means an accident. It was derived from the Weimar constitution. The Weimar Republic exemplified an early form of a semi-presidential system. Chang met Hugo Preuss and had a good opinion of the liberal thinking of Preuss and the Weimar constitution. Yet, a significant difference between Chang and Preuss was that Chang sought to create a responsible government. By contrast, the Weimar constitution produced a powerful president. Chang’s preference for parliamentarianism explains why the semi-presidential system he designed for China was different from that of the Weimar Republic. He cast doubt about the application of presidentialism to China given that most past and existing Chinese governments tended to create a powerful leader. The KMT, the China Democratic League, and the Communist Party often used “neigezhi” 内阁制 (a parliamentary system) to describe the form of government Chang designed in the Draft Revision.

I conclude that while devising a political system for China, Carsun Chang always took Chinese conditions into consideration without overlooking some fundamental values of political liberalism. To avoid creating powerful local governments and a powerful executive branch led by the president in China, Chang abandoned American presidentialism, some institutions of the Weimar Republic such as a German federalist system, direct democracy, and extensive presidential power. It is not correct to think that Chang dismissed the flaws of the Weimar constitution and that he subscribed to the implementation of direct democracy in
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China unconditionally. Most past studies have neglected these significant differences between Chang’s constitutional thought and the German constitution. Taiwan remains a semi-presidential system but the amendments make the system develop towards presidentialism.\textsuperscript{592} As a result, there emerge calls for parliamentarianism and an amendment to the current constitution of Taiwan. The reasons for parliamentarianism in Taiwan are reminiscent of Carsun Chang’s arguments for a responsible government.

\textsuperscript{592} For the discussion of the relationship between the current constitution of Taiwan and Chang’s constitutional thought, see Conclusion.
Zhang Dongsun and Carsun Chang were known as “intellectual twins” in that they had similar views on Chinese culture, Western culture, liberalism, European social democracy, Russian Communism, and the future political system of China. In spite of these similarities between Chang and Zhang, a gulf developed between the two long-time friends. This chapter and the next chapter deal with Zhang Dongsun’s political thought and reveal an ideological cause of the split between them in the 1940s. Zhang’s liberal thought in the 1940s had Marxist leanings in the sense that he associated the ideal of Marx and the CCP with his conceptual system of democracy. He trusted the CCP not because he approved of the party ideology of the CCP but that he had a good opinion of the CCP who called for constitutionalism, democracy, a coalition government, and the protection of human rights. This made him disassociate the CCP from Russian Communism. Chang, however, believed that the CCP and the Soviet Union had close ties. A breakdown of political negotiations between the CCP and the KMT also caused the split between the two. I focus on the divergence between Zhang and Chang regarding their political views.

In this chapter, I re-evaluate key aspects of Zhang Dongsun’s political thought about democracy in the 1940s. His theory of democracy was actually a synthesis of core concepts of liberalism and socialism but it shared more overlapping political concepts with the family of liberalism. Thus, to understand Zhang’s liberal thought, we need to examine his theory about democracy. Zhang regarded democracy as a conceptual system of several interrelated ideas: liberty, rationality, individuality, progress, equality, tolerance, justice, and human rights. In his opinion, the future political system of China should be “xin xing minzhu”新型民主 (Democracy of a New Type), an alternative to the British system and the Soviet type of democracy. A parliamentary system, a multi-party system, a mixed economy, and the protection of basic freedoms were key characteristics of this new type of democracy. Zhang cited Russian Communism and European capitalism as two cases of an imbalance between individual liberty and equality of opportunities. He argued that while carrying out social reforms or building a modern democracy, a country should put equal emphasis on liberty, equality, and progress; for agrarian countries like China that was in a transition to democracy, economic growth set the limit to the degrees of liberty and equality relative to each other.

593 This is explained in detail in the next chapter.
The chapter consists of six sections. It begins with a short biography of Zhang Dongsun. Then I briefly present his ideas about democracy before the 1940s. This helps to understand how Zhang changed some of his views and how some ideological differences developed between Zhang and Chang in the 1940s. Section 3 analyses Zhang’s conception of democracy in the 1940s. Because Zhang considered liberty and equality as the basis of the conceptual system of democracy, section 4 is devoted to his understanding of the relationship between liberty and equality in a transition to democracy. In section 5 I examine Zhang’s views of the applicability of “Democracy of a New Type” to China. The last section attends to Zhang’s affinity with the new liberal tradition in Britain and America. This chapter about Zhang Dongsun’s theory of democracy discloses his connections with some new liberals in the West and the ideological divergence between Zhang and Chang in the 1940s. I hold that this divergence had an influence on the two thinkers who ultimately made different political choices—to support the CCP or not.

6.1 Zhang Dongsun as a Philosopher and Political Figure

Zhang Dongsun (1886–1973) was a philosopher and public intellectual in Republican China. He made a great contribution to Chinese and comparative philosophy, being the first modern Chinese thinker who created his own theory of knowledge—a pluralistic epistemology which was a revision of Kantian philosophy and Confucianism. As a political figure, Zhang devoted himself to the cause of Chinese democracy. He was one of the leading figures of the China Democratic Socialist Party and the China Democratic League. When the KMT ruled China he castigated the political tutelage enforced by the government and participated in constitutional movements of the time. In the late 1940s, Zhang had no trust in Chang Kai-shek. He ultimately believed in the CCP. In early 1949 Zhang was one of the key figures who were involved in the negotiations between the CCP and Fu Zuoyi (傅作义), a general of the KMT. Then General Fu still controlled and defended important regions in the north of China including Beijing. As one of the representatives of Fu, Zhang negotiated with the CCP. Finally, the CCP controlled Beijing and other parts of the north without military attacks.594

After the CCP founded the PRC, Zhang became a member of the Central Government Committee, the highest policy-making body of the new-born regime. It was not until later that

594 Dai Qing. Zai rulaifo zhang zhong: Zhang Dongsun he ta de shidai [In the Palm of Buddha: Zhang Dongsun and His Era] (Hong Kong: Xianggang zhongwen daxue chubanshe, 2000), 10-12. Neither the CCP nor the KMT has officially described this event in the history of modern China. But some figures of the third force such as Carus Chang and Liang Shuming acknowledged Zhang’s contribution to the peaceful negotiations. See Dai, Zai rulaifo zhangzhong, 12.
Zhang realised Mao’s conception of new democracy was considerably different from his theory of democracy. From the 1950s Zhang was persecuted and lost his professorship. He was accused of being a spy for America because he disapproved of Marxism-Leninism and Mao’s diplomatic policies towards the Soviet Union and America. According to the description of Dai Qing (戴晴), the charge was merely Mao’s retaliation against Zhang.\textsuperscript{595} Zhang cast the lone “nay” vote in Mao’s election as head of the new government.\textsuperscript{596} During the Cultural Revolution, Zhang was imprisoned at the age of 82. He tried to commit suicide four times but failed. In 1973 he died. The last sentence he said just before his death was: “I am right.” By saying this, Zhang alluded to Mao’s controversial diplomatic policies. Then the PRC and the US had just resumed diplomatic ties. Three generations of his family were persecuted because of Mao’s charge against Zhang.

Zhang Dongsun and Carsun Chang had been friends for more than 40 years before they split after the mid-1940s. They met each other in Japan in the early twentieth century. During their study in Japan, Liang Qichao was their mentor. From then on the three intellectuals were close friends and collaboratively organised several academic and political activities. In the early 1920s, they were involved in the debate over metaphysics and science. Chang was labelled “a metaphysician” by a school of scholars who believed in the power of science. Liang and Zhang defended Chang. After Liang’s death in 1929 Chang and Zhang remained intimate friends. In the early 1930s, they founded the National Socialist Party and co-authored the manifesto of this party. In the 1940s they took great pains to prevent a civil war between the CCP and the KMT. Unfortunately, the breakdown of political negotiations forced them to split. Zhang finally stayed in mainland China whereas Chang left mainland China for self-imposed exile. They never met each other from then on. When Zhang was 80 years old, Chang who lived in America sent his good wishes and congratulations. Zhang did not know this since China and America then were still hostile to each other and the communication never arrived.

6.2 Perception of Democracy before the 1940s

Throughout his life, Zhang Dongsun was an advocate of democracy. But his views of democracy did not remain unchanged in different periods of time. From the 1910s until the early 1920s, Zhang tended to discuss democracy as a form of government which followed principles of the separation of powers, the rule of law, self-governance, and the protection of

\textsuperscript{595} Ibid, 3-6.
\textsuperscript{596} Ibid, 4.
the private sphere.  

In the early 1930s, Zhang co-authored with Chang and published “Women suoyao shuo de hua 我们所要说的话” (Our Parole) as the manifesto of the NSP.  

In this long article, they proposed a theory of modified democratic politics to defend democracy during a particular period when there was a growing trend of dictatorships at home and abroad. “Our Parole” reflected their shared views on democracy and its application in China.

Until the 1920s, many of Zhang’s political writings centred on democratic systems or institutions (presidential systems, parliamentary systems, federalism, and constitutionalism) and their applicability to China. He seemed to regard democracy as a better form of government, advocating a parliamentary system and self-governance. These ideas were actually his responses to the political reality of Warlordism in the aftermath of the 1911 Revolution. After the revolution, the political systems of Republican China were not durable. When different warlords became presidents, they tended to change the previous system. There were two attempts to restore a monarchy, which were short-lived. These governments led by warlords also experimented with presidential systems, parliamentary systems, and a hybrid of these systems. They referred to the French system, the British system, and the American system. But most of the warlords tended to create a powerful president. Along with Liang Qichao and Carsun Chang, Zhang Dongsun called for the establishment of a parliamentary system and a federalist system in China. They held that a presidential system in China would only make China worse in that China already had a powerful president and government. What China needed was a parliament of a British type so as to hold the executive branch accountable. As for the federalist system, Zhang’s idea was similar to the view of Carsun Chang. Zhang compared German, American, and Canadian federalist systems and concluded that a Canadian system suited China better. In addition, Zhang had a preference for representative democracy that had a flavour of elitism. At that time his conception of democracy was influenced by Plato and Mill.
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In the 1930s Zhang Dongsun’s theory about democracy was similar to that of the 1920s. It was a further development of his earlier ideas in response to the particular Chinese conditions of the 1930s. His ideas then were not significantly different from those of Carsun Chang. The two thinkers shared some views on democracy and its application in China. Thus, they collaborated with each other and proposed a theory of “modified democratic politics” (democratic socialism).

On the whole, until the early 1930s Zhang’s political thought about democracy was not significantly different from Chang’s conception of democracy. They disapproved of Marxism because in their opinions the tenets of Marx were neither compatible with democracy nor with individual freedom. Like Chang, Zhang was a new liberal then. However, in the 1940s Zhang’s understanding of democracy became different. A conspicuous change pertained to his association of Marx and the CCP with his political ideal of democracy.

6.3 Democracy as a Cultural Conception and a Political System

In the 1940s Zhang Dongsun proposed a unique theory of democracy. Democracy was not only a political system but also a form of society that was related to a specific culture. To illustrate this point, he mentioned several Western thinkers who had similar conceptions of democracy. He agreed with the American sociologist Malcolm M. Willey (1897-1974) that thinkers such as Dewey, Russell, Hobson, and Hobhouse used democracy in a wider scope and most of them considered democracy as a form of society. This understanding of democracy made Zhang give up the conventional approach to democracy, i.e., to provide a particular definition of democracy. When explaining the method, he wrote that there was an interaction between concepts and a particular culture and the interaction made both evolve. Accordingly, he developed a conceptual system of democracy which had a prescriptive function for the development of a society.
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6.3.1 The Conceptual System of Democracy

Zhang regarded democracy as a system of several interrelated concepts that formed the basis of a particular culture. These concepts were individuality, liberty, rationality, progress, equality, justice, tolerance, and human rights.\textsuperscript{606} Under a morphological analysis proposed by Michael Freeden, liberalism is composed of seven core concepts: individuality, liberty, rationality, progress, sociability, the general interest, and limited and accountable power. Socialism hosts five core concepts: equality, the constitutive nature of the human relationship, human welfare as a desirable objective, human nature as active, and history as the arena of beneficial change. Zhang’s theory of democracy combined some core concepts of liberalism and socialism. Most concepts in his theory of democracy were the core concepts of liberalism and equality was the only core concept of socialism.

In Zhang’s conceptual system of democracy, both equality and liberty were related to the notion of justice in ancient Greece though connotations of “justice” in the Greek context were more associated with “equality” than with “liberty”.\textsuperscript{607} Equality referred to equality before the law and equal opportunities.\textsuperscript{608} As regards the idea of tolerance, it contributed to the development of the conception of individuality or personality.\textsuperscript{609} Zhang held that recognition of the personality of an individual was indispensable to the progress of human civilisation.\textsuperscript{610} But this was true only when the principle of rationality was observed in a culture.\textsuperscript{611} Rationality or reason meant intelligence, logic, and order that was connected with the notions of law and fairness.\textsuperscript{612}

Zhang held that among all the concepts liberty and equality formed the base of the conceptual system of democracy.\textsuperscript{613} Other concepts such as justice, human rights, and rationality emerged as resultants of interactions between liberty and equality when a society strived for liberty and equality.\textsuperscript{614} Then, these later concepts and the two fundamental concepts (liberty and equality) added up to the conceptual system of democracy. Based on the history of human societies, Zhang found that there were three media to link the ideal of

\textsuperscript{606} Ibid, 1, 9-10. Zhang used the same English terms to describe these concepts. Though Zhang wrote in Chinese, he provided English equivalents to these Chinese words. I expound Zhang’s understanding of liberty, individualism, liberalism, socialism and communism in chapter VII.
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democracy with the practice of democracy so that human beings obtained more freedom and equality and developed other conceptions such as justice, human rights, and rationality. The three media were nationalism with the independent nation-state as a unit, individualism and its by-product capitalism, and a planned economy.⁶¹⁵

The three media made democracy no longer a utopia though they had demerits. For instance, the form of nationalism characterised by expansionism and militarism caused wars and ignored the national rights of weak countries. Capitalism based on the culture of individualism neglected the wretched conditions of the working class. On the other hand, both capitalism and nationalism had merits. Nationalism contributed to the emergence of modern nation-states which pursued national rights, development, and independence.⁶¹⁶ Concerning individualism, it played a significant role in the Industrial Revolution and in the cultivation of the spirit of freedom. In spite of its problems, capitalism made contributions to the development of the national economy and personal wealth of individuals, which was an important condition of democratic politics.⁶¹⁷ A planned economy served as a remedy for the problems of capitalism in that it made the ideal embodied in socialism (equality and justice) no longer a utopia.⁶¹⁸ All in all, Zhang held that the conceptual system of democracy and the actual system of democracy must be linked. The interactions between concepts and real societies helped modify the concepts and integrate them into a system of democracy.

6.3.2 Interaction between Concepts and Society

Zhang paid attention to the interaction between the conceptual system of democracy and the social structure. History and environment were factors which influenced the meanings of the concepts. First, the internal meanings (intension) of the concepts and the range of applicability of these concepts (extension) were not absolutely rigid.⁶¹⁹ Some concepts emerged earlier than others in the history of democracy.⁶²⁰ For instance, the notion of liberty was an earlier concept compared with equality.⁶²¹ Tolerance and individuality, however, were more recent than equality and liberty. In addition, the meanings of concepts such as liberty were subject to modifications depending on the development of human society. The actual system of rights and liberties expanded in a progressive and accumulative manner across
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time. In reality, the notion of liberty underwent a change from a negative concept to a positive one. Movements of liberalism in Europe at the beginning were reactions against a repressive government whose power was not limited. As a result, the minimal state theory was preached in the eighteenth century. Then the idea that more freedom meant a better government was popular. But in the twentieth century the old liberalism was outdated and state intervention was justified.

Second, democracy in practice was an ongoing process and experiment and therefore it had different forms. The spirit of democracy was universal but concrete democratic systems were various depending on the conditions of a specific country and the characteristics of its people. This allowed for a variation of the quality of democracy over time and space. There was always a gap between the ideal of democracy and the democratic systems in the real world. In ancient Greece, not all people enjoyed liberty. The notion of liberty then differed from that of modern times. Furthermore, some countries were more democratic than others and no existing democracy was perfect. Zhang was especially interested in the practical implementation of democracy in agrarian countries with a long history of absolutism. China was such a country.

In Zhang’s view, democracy as a political system must be based on the general will or consent of the people. Consent was not an outcome of coercion or deception but an outcome of the autonomy and free will of the governed. The theory of consent and the general will that Zhang discussed derived from the political theory of Jean-Jacques Rousseau. Nonetheless, he did not think that the general will could be fully embodied by actual political institutions. The will of a few was always excluded and therefore in actuality the general will was translated into the will of the majority. Nor did he agree that the social contract was the genesis of the state or government. Like Carsun Chang, he believed that sociologists better explained the origin of the state.

Because Zhang related consent to autonomy and free will, he thought that a government based on the consent of the governed recognised self-government and equal personality of the individual.
individual. The notions of equal personality and self-government were actually consistent with liberty and equality which were believed by Zhang to be two of the fundamental principles of democracy. Could any actual democratic system reach the highest level of liberty and the highest level of equality simultaneously? How did a country in a transition to democracy assign the weight of liberty and equality relative to each other? Zhang Dongsun’s answers to these questions on the practical implementation of democracy were interesting and significant considering that in the 1940s most countries around the world were not democracies and that countries such as China were debating over capitalism, socialism, liberalism, and suitable paths towards democracy.

6.4 Liberty, Equality, and Transitions to Democracy

“Progress” seemed to be the yardstick Zhang used to decide the degrees of liberty and equality relative to each other within the system of democracy. He did not discuss whether we needed to refer to each of the core concepts of democracy to build a modern democracy or carry out social reforms. But he singled out individual liberty, equality of opportunities, and progress as three fundamental principles of democracy and social reforms.632 Any institution that advanced liberty and equality at no cost of the progress of a society was good. Zhang did not specify the indicators of the progress of countries that were already industrialised and politically free. Nonetheless, he identified economic growth or increases in production as one indicator for the progress of poor and agrarian countries such as China which were in a transition from absolutism or authoritarianism to democracy.633 This indicator was used to strike a balance between economic liberty and economic equality. Zhang did not identify specific indicators for measuring economic development. In my opinion, Zhang thought that this involved the practical implementation of democracy in individual countries. The limits to liberty or equality were not known unless people drew lessons from the experiment with democracy for some time. This was a trial-and-error experiment.

6.4.1 Imbalance between Liberty and Equality

Zhang Dongsun held that theoretically it was possible to reach simultaneously the highest level of freedom and the highest level of equality, but it was extremely difficult for any actual country to achieve this.634 He regarded Western capitalism and Russian dictatorship as two examples of an imbalance between liberty and equality. Capitalist countries ignored

632 Ibid, 246.
633 Zhang, Zhang Dongsun xueshu wenhua suibi, 252,332; Zhang, Minzhuzhuyi yu shehuizhuyi, 65.
634 Zhang, Minzhuzhuyi yu shehuizhuyi, 65.
economic inequality while socialist countries like the Soviet Union despised political liberalism (political and civil rights of the individual).\textsuperscript{635}

In Zhang’s opinion, the old liberalism based on beliefs in atomic individualism and laissez faire economics failed to meet the needs of the twentieth century and economic exploitation caused by capitalism was an obstacle to democracy because it was against justice and equality.\textsuperscript{636} He thus regarded economic justice as a condition of the well-being and freedom of a society as a whole. A revolution of the economic system must take place after the political revolution of the eighteenth century and the Reformation of the sixteenth century if human beings were committed to the ideal of democracy.\textsuperscript{637}

At the same time, Zhang Dongsun argued that the utopian form of socialism should also be discarded.\textsuperscript{638} He held that a good social reform or revolution was the one that had economic growth or progress of a society as its purpose.\textsuperscript{639} Zhang did not think economic growth and progress were identical because progress also referred to the overall development of other aspects of a society such as politics, morality, and culture. Socialist countries which enforced the proletarian dictatorship pursued economic equality at the expense of individual liberty, which had a negative impact on the progress of the society.\textsuperscript{640} Looking back upon the history of socialism in Europe, Zhang said socialism was nothing but a tragedy.\textsuperscript{641} Experiments with socialism failed because equality was pursued at the expense of progress.\textsuperscript{642}

\textbf{6.4.2 Economic Growth: The Limit to Liberty and Equality}

Zhang Dongsun argued that poor countries with a long history of absolutism must refer to economic growth to decide the limits to economic liberty and economic equality when they carried out social reforms.\textsuperscript{643} It was justified to limit equality if too much equality prevented production. It was likewise legitimate to limit liberty if excessive liberty created an obstacle to the progress of a society.\textsuperscript{644} But he did not support the elimination of private property. The
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right to property should be protected although it might be properly regulated by the state for the common good.

From Zhang’s viewpoint, the cause of injustice in poor and dictatorial countries was not entirely the same as capitalist countries. Injustice in dictatorships was more political than economic. Accordingly, these countries faced two challenges at the same time. One was to get rid of absolutism and the other was to increase economic production. This was because the real problems of poor and dictatorial countries were poverty and the absence of social, political, and civil rights. Zhang argued that to rid China of absolutism China must develop a culture of liberalism and individualism. To develop the national economy, some elements of capitalism would be preserved on the condition that the principle of justice was not violated. Socialism was doomed to failure if these countries pursued an equal distribution of wealth and ignored the reality of poverty and absolutism. By contrast, the reality of the West was different. Injustice was attributable to the capitalist economic system. Hence, capitalist countries that were already wealthy and politically free must attend to the distribution of wealth to make progress.

6.5 Applicability of Democracy to China

Believing that democracy suited China and that the future of China depended on democratic politics, Zhang Dongsun put forward in the late 1940s a theory of “Democracy of a New Type” as an alternative to the British system and the Soviet system. This new type of democracy was based on some universal principles of democracy (liberty, equality, and progress) but it allowed modifications of Anglo-American political systems and Russia’s economic system. According to Zhang, democracy of a new type was characterised by a parliamentary republic, a multi-party system, and a mixed economy of private enterprises, state-owned enterprises, and cooperatives. However, he did not specify concrete democratic institutions.
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6.5.1 Political Democracy: Democracy of a New Type

When the final showdown between the KMT and the CCP loomed large, Zhang Dongsun wrote that a way out of the crisis was democracy. The future democratic system of China fell into a third broad category between the Soviet system and the Anglo-American system—“Democracy of a New Type”. This term was borrowed from the Marxian economist Eugen Varga who used it to describe a few European countries (Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Poland, and Albania) which were carrying out political, economic, and social reforms in the aftermath of WWII. In Zhang’s opinion, the democratic system of Czechoslovakia was the ideal type.

Zhang’s interpretation of this third type of democracy was not entirely the same as “democracy of a new type” coined by Varga. Varga focused on economic democracy (economic systems and land reforms) and its implications for the political and social structure of these European countries whereas Zhang was more concerned with the political system. Varga did not cite Finland as an example of democracy of a new type. Zhang included Finland in his category of the third type of democracy. Why Zhang included Finland was a mystery. He only said that democracy of a new type was a general category. No distinctions between Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Finland were discussed by him.

Zhang identified three features of Czechoslovakia, Poland, and Finland as models of new democracies that distinguished themselves from Soviet democracy. First, in terms of politics, it was not a single-party system. Different parties were allowed to compete in elections. Second, they had mixed economies. Private capital, public capital, and cooperatives existed in parallel. Third, the land there was re-distributed in a moderate manner. Apart from the three features, Zhang argued that China as a new democracy must model herself after the West regarding the protection of freedom, academic freedom in particular.

With reference in particular to the first feature, several questions could be raised. Were elections held in Czechoslovakia, Poland, and Finland since WWII fair and free? Were
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elections in the three countries different or similar? Was it good for a communist party to dominate the election and therefore create a Communist-led coalition government? Zhang did not discuss these questions. He was concerned about the early stage of democratisation of countries like China. The first thing that a single-party state must do was to grant opposition parties legal status and allow them to compete in elections. Zhang thought Czechoslovakia, Poland, and Finland (especially Czechoslovakia) set good examples for China, whose political conditions to some extent were similar.

Democracy of a new type in essence was a further development of the “middle-of-the-road politics” Zhang discussed in 1946. Zhang made two points concerning this middle way. First, as regards foreign policy, China must have an independent stance. To be close to the Soviet Union would make Britain and America unsatisfied. In the same vein, to follow the West would cause hostility from Russia. Hence, China was to find its own way of development that was different from capitalism and communism. Second, as regards domestic politics, China needed a third political force outside the KMT and the CCP to establish a democratic system.

To be exact, the political system of the middle road was based on the principles of liberalism and democracy. In this sense, the Chinese political system was to be similar to that of Britain and America. Meanwhile, China was going to adopt economic planning so its economic system would resemble the system of the Soviet Union. Zhang said: “We want democracy and abandon capitalism. We adopt socialism but discard the proletarian dictatorship. We advocate liberty and cooperation rather than laissez faire economics and class struggle.” To put it simply, this middle way in a broad sense was democracy, but it was not a pure Western type, let alone the Soviet type.

It should be noted that after the mid-1940s Mao Zedong and the CCP also argued for the establishment of new democracy and a coalition government. However, Mao’s new democracy (xin minzhuzhuyi 新民主主義) was different from the new type of democracy Zhang advocated. When Zhang realised this it was too late. Zhang Heci (张鹤慈), a grandson
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of Zhang Dongsun, recalled that his grandfather expressed a negative opinion of Mao.\textsuperscript{666} “My grandfather told me that Mao Zedong was not a reliable person…To understand the real Mao one should never rely merely on Mao’s writings. He never kept his word. If you only read his articles you would be deceived.”\textsuperscript{667} It was not until his late years that Zhang Dongsun told his grandson these thoughts on Mao. Another factor that explains why Zhang in the 1940s believed that the CCP had a commitment to democracy was that some articles such as “On a Coalition Government of China” in \textit{Selected Readings of Mao Zedong} published before 1949 differed from those published after the founding of the PRC. Zhang Heci who got the earliest and limited edition from his grandfather compared the two editions and discovered this difference.\textsuperscript{668} According to the description of Zhang Heci, the tone and many words in the article “On a Coalition Government of China” were significantly different from a later edition, especially the paragraphs discussing America.\textsuperscript{669}

### 6.5.2 Economic Democracy: A Mixed Economy

Another thing that may confuse us is Zhang’s remarks on the applicability of Russia’s economic system to China. On the one hand, Zhang said China’s future economic system was socialism, similar to that of the Soviet Union. On the other hand, he distinguished the Soviet system from the economic system of new democracies. In fact, Zhang Dongsun had a unique understanding of Russia’s planned economy (socialism). He thought that it was a mixed economy rather than pure socialism.

Lenin’s vision of Russia’s economic system during the transition from capitalism to socialism accounted for Zhang’s misinterpreting Stalin’s planned economy as a mixed economy. It was not because Zhang misunderstood Lenin’s ideas but because Zhang misunderstood the actual economic system adopted by Stalin. He thought that Stalin’s Five-
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Year Plans followed Lenin’s doctrines of state capitalism which combined elements of both capitalism and socialism. Zhang wrote:

The idea of a planned economy is not derived from the doctrines of Marx. Instead, it is attributed to the German economist Georg Friedrich List who belongs to the school of national economics. To be honest, the reason that a planned economy works for the Soviet Union is that state capitalism has been adopted. I use “state capitalism” and this term is the original word that Lenin used. He said that under a Soviet government state capitalism constituted three-quarters of socialism. (According to the book Economic Planning in Soviet Russia by Boris Brutzkus, this sentence Lenin expressed appeared on page 484 in the 23rd volume of All Works of Lenin. But I only find it on page 100 in Brutzkus’s book).670

In the late 1940s, Zhang held that a planned economy was a suitable economic system for Russia to achieve the transition to socialism. “The Soviet Union does not acknowledge that communism has been realised. When Russia will make it is uncertain. At present, Russia is in a transition. During the transitional period, what Russia can do is to strive for the goal that Lenin set. This goal is to establish an economic system in which state capitalism constitutes three-quarters and socialism makes up one-quarter of the economy. This system can also be seen as a hybrid of socialism and state capitalism.”671 These remarks actually pertained to Lenin’s economic thinking. Zhang did not misinterpret Lenin’s theory about a mixed economy during the transition. He referred to Lenin’s economic thinking. Lenin said:

But what does the word “transition” mean? Does it not mean, as applied to an economy, that the present system contains elements, particles, fragments of both capitalism and socialism? Everyone will admit that it does. But not all who admit this take the trouble to consider what elements actually constitute the various socio-economic structures that exist in Russia at the present time. And this is the crux of the question. Let us enumerate these elements: (1) patriarchal, i.e., to a considerable extent natural, peasant farming; (2) small commodity production (this includes the majority of those peasants who sell their grain); (3) private capitalism; (4) state capitalism; (5) socialism.

Russia is so vast and so varied that all these different types of socio-economic structures are intermingled. This is what constitutes the specific feature of the situation.672

671 Zhang, Minzhuzhuyi yu shehuizhuyi, 60.
Zhang misinterpreted Stalin’s planned economy as a hybrid of socialism and state capitalism that Lenin designed for Russia during the transition from capitalism to socialism. In spite of the misinterpretation, the economic system that Zhang himself advocated for China’s economic development was a type of a mixed economy. He discussed Russia’s economic system in order to provide an alternative to pure capitalism and to argue that China should modify Russia’s economic system to build the national economy.

In the West, a planned economy then was usually associated with a particular version of socialism or communism that would not allow any capitalist element. Zhang had different views. He argued that a planned economy was by nature neutral and capitalist countries could also adopt it; economic planning was not a matter of presence or absence but a matter of degree. 673 Zhang regarded economic planning as a means of building the national economy. Capitalist countries used this means at a late stage of their economic development and fascist countries also used this means. However, not all instances of economic planning would bring about good changes. In capitalist countries, economic planning was still subject to the principle of laissez faire liberalism. To make progress, economic planning must comply with the principles of socialism—equality and justice.

In addition to a different interpretation of a planned economy, there is a second point that helps us understand the consistency of Zhang’s idea—the applicability of a mixed economy to China. When Zhang published the theory of “the middle way”, the economic systems in Czechoslovakia, Poland, and Finland were at an early stage of development. It was just one year since the end of WWII. To Zhang a mixed economy as an alternative to pure capitalism was then represented by the Soviet Union. But in the late 1940s, Zhang made a distinction between the Soviet type of democracy and the new democracies. A significant difference between the two types of mixed economies was that the latter respected the right to private property. The other difference was the internal structure of a mixed economy—the relative weight of private enterprises, public enterprises, and cooperatives. Zhang did not provide the statistics of these new democracies. He only said that these countries were different from the Soviet Union and that China’s future democratic system was supposed to be the general category of democracy of a new type.
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6.6 Zhang Dongsun and the New Liberalism in the West

Zhang tried to integrate liberalism and some form of socialism into one idea-system—democracy. Most of the constituent concepts of democracy were the very core concepts of liberalism and socialism but his theory was more liberal than socialistic. The form of socialism he espoused was the one that was subject to the fundamental principles of democracy and liberalism. He argued that genuine democracy must contain this form of socialism and socialism as a remedy for injustice was the same thing as democracy.674 Advocates of democracy considered absolutism or authoritarianism as the most severe problem in their societies whereas thinkers with socialist leanings observed that economic exploitation was the greatest evil in their world.675 Democracy and socialism must converge and become a composite.676 Zhang maintained that this composite was not entirely the same thing as social democracy which was historically associated with the ideologies and policies of socialist parties.677 To avoid ambiguity and misunderstanding, he preferred not to use the term “social democracy” to describe the composite.678

Zhang Dongsun made very positive comments on the incipient trend of political thought in the first half of the twentieth century—to absorb socialism without compromising liberalism. In an article published in 1947 Zhang made the following comments:

John Dewey has recently published the book Problems of Man which consists of essays about his political and social thought. This book shows that the recent trend of his thinking is to fully absorb socialism or communism without sacrificing liberalism. Personally, I appreciate such an attitude. Liberalism and socialism can be integrated into one system and there should not be a conflict between the two regarding the substance...In my opinion, if socialism is to be transplanted into China, this form of socialism must be integrated with liberalism.679

In Zhang’s opinion, the Labour government of Britain and the American government under the leadership of Roosevelt were good examples of the implementation of democracy that integrated good aspects of liberalism and socialism. This kind of practical politics was not separable from the ideas of political thinkers or economists at that time. Chinese
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intellectuals such as Liang Qichao, Carsun Chang, and Zhang Dongsun embraced the new liberal tradition. In the early 1920s, they organised an academic association that would employ prominent Western thinkers to disseminate new ideas in China. The British economists J. A. Hobson and John Maynard Keynes were on the list. Before this association had difficulty with funding, it had managed to pay three Western philosophers, John Dewey, Bertrand Russell, and Hans Driesch who worked for the association. These scholars stayed in China for at least one year. They delivered lectures to Chinese audiences and published some works on China. Dewey published *China, Japan and the USA* in 1921 and Russell had *The Problem of China* published in 1922. These books concerned their observations of China, especially Chinese culture, politics, and society in the early 1920s.

A very important reason for employing these Western scholars was that Liang, Chang, and Zhang thought their ideas helped to solve the problems of Republican China. Democracy and political liberalism would rid China of authoritarianism and Warlordism. A liberal or democratic form of socialism would help deal with economic inequality and a communist revolution. Both Russell and Dewey supported the federalist movement in China, advocating provincial autonomy. In addition, they held that transformation from within was the sole way out and China must work out her own salvation which would not discard the merits of Chinese culture. Concerning Bolshevism, Dewey and Russell were well aware of its attraction to some Chinese intellectuals. Dewey supported China’s transformation that would be based on Chinese culture and spirit. Russell disapproved of the application of Bolshevism to China and advocated education and social reforms as the proper means of transforming China. Liang, Chang, and Zhang had similar views on the federalist movement, Chinese culture, and Bolshevism.
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The ideas of these Western and Chinese scholars then were well received by many Chinese students and some local governments and they had a positive influence on the federalist movement of China in the 1920s. From October to November in 1920 the government and scholars of Hunan province invited some of these Western and Chinese scholars to deliver lectures.\(^{686}\) Dewey and Russell accompanied by Zhang Dongsun arrived in Changsha, the capital city of Hunan. All discussed the social transformation of China and argued for a moderate means of transformation.\(^{687}\) In addition, Dewey and Zhang Dongsun mentioned federalism and China’s movement of self-governance. Both were for self-governance and the application of federalism in China. They suggested that Hunan and other local governments in China should first create conditions for federalism and self-governance. Dewey said in the aftermath of wars the priority for China was to develop education, industries, commerce, and businesses so that people could live in peace and order.\(^{688}\) Zhang agreed with Dewey. Moreover, Zhang proposed three principles for China’s social transformation: liberty, equality, and progress.\(^{689}\) China should lay equal stress on each of them.\(^{690}\) These lectures and speeches helped Hunan promote federalism. Mao Zedong attended these lectures and was responsible for recording some speeches.\(^{691}\) At that time he was for self-government and federalism but he disapproved of the moderate means of transformation proposed by Zhang Dongsun, Dewey, and Russell. In 1922 Hunan became the first local government that made its own draft constitution. This movement also produced the first elected provincial Governor and female councilors in Chinese history before 1949.

In spite of their similarities, there were two differences between Zhang and Western thinkers such as Dewey, Hobhouse, Hobson, and Russell. After the mid-1940s Zhang devoted much space to the argument that democracy and socialism were the same thing and the two must converge. A second difference was that Zhang associated the socialist ideal of Marx to democracy. These differences reflected a distinctive Chinese context—the influence of the CCP on Chinese politics and the intelligentsia was growing. This did not take place in Britain or America. Nevertheless, Dewey and Russell discussed Chinese democracy and socialism during their visits to China in the late 1910s or the early 1920s. Both opposed revolutionary socialism and advocated moderate means of social transformation so as to make China a democracy. Zhang shared these views with Dewey and Russell. Zhang’s argument that
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democracy and socialism must converge was not only a critique of the old liberalism and Russian Communism but also an endeavour to persuade the CCP to pursue a form of socialism that was compatible with democracy and liberalism. His book *Democracy and Socialism* was published in July 1948. In January 1949 he sent this book to Mao Zedong. Mao in return gave him *Selected Readings of Mao Zedong*. Although Zhang did not treat Mao’s writings as serious and scholarly works he then pinned hopes on the CCP. It was not until later that Zhang found out the truth.

**Chapter Summary**

In this chapter, I investigated Zhang Dongsun’s theory of democracy in the 1940s in order to understand the features of his liberal thought and the developing gulf between Zhang Dongsun and Carsun Chang. Zhang integrated several core concepts of liberalism (liberty, individuality, rationality, and progress) and a core concept of socialism (equality) into the conceptual system of democracy. The concepts such as tolerance and human rights in Zhang’s conceptual system of democracy could be derived from other core concepts of liberalism like sociability and limited and accountable power. Zhang’s theoretical construction showed his attempt at reconciling liberalism with socialism. His conception of “Democracy of a New Type” was an application of his theory of democracy to Chinese conditions. It sought to establish a Chinese democracy with some socialist elements in terms of the economic system. This kind of liberal thought that contained basic principles of political liberalism and some socialist ingredients was also discernible in Britain and America. Liang Qichao’s research group including Zhang was fond of this liberal tradition. These Chinese thinkers tried to invite some British and American new liberals to come to China for lectures in the 1920s. Till the 1940s Zhang still paid attention to the political thought of John Dewey. Notwithstanding a similarity between Zhang and those new liberals, Zhang finally related the socialist ideal of Marx to his theory of democracy. He probably thought that if the CCP followed the ideal of Marx rather than Russian Communists, the CCP could be trusted.
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Chapter VII: Left Liberalism of Zhang Dongsun

This chapter is a further elaboration of Chapter VI, which contends that until the early 1930s Zhang’s political thought was similar to that of Carsun Chang and the new liberalism in the West in many respects, but in the 1940s his political thinking turned left, bearing some Marxist leanings. I will investigate Zhang Dongsun’s perspective on liberalism, socialism, and the divergences between Zhang and Chang in the 1940s. To examine Zhang’s split with Chang enables us to understand an ideological cause of a divided Chinese liberalism that undermined China’s prospects for democracy. At that time, there were at least two streams of Chinese liberalism: new liberalism and left liberalism. Zhang became a left liberal while Chang remained a new liberal. The CCP might have reconsidered its decision if the third force represented by the Democratic League had reached a consensus to form a coalition government with the KMT. Unfortunately, many members of the Democratic League were sympathetic towards the CCP. This split within the third force was not much caused by a belief in the political ideology of the CCP but divided opinions on the nature of the CCP and its correlation with Marxian socialism in general. Zhang was a representative of those who supported the CCP. Along with Zhang, many of the third force in the 1940s changed their negative views of the CCP and preferred the CCP to the KMT.

The chapter is divided into four sections. In the first section, I discuss the context of left liberalism in the 1940s. Section 2 deals with Zhang Dongsun’s understanding of liberty, liberalism, individualism, and his contemplation of their relationships to Chinese democracy and state-building. Section 3 illustrates how Zhang perceived socialism and its variants. It shows that Zhang opposed Marxism-Leninism but had a good opinion of social democracy. His views of Marx, however, underwent a great change in the 1940s. Until the 1930s he disapproved of the teachings of Marx while in the 1940s he regarded Marx as a genuine democrat. The last section analyses an ideological divergence between Zhang Dongsun and Carsun Chang. The divergence had an influence on their different political choices.

7.1 Left Liberalism in the Chinese Context of the 1940s

Events that happened in 1946 had great implications for Chinese politics because agreements reached at the Political Consultative Conference provided for a constitutional democracy with a coalition government of all parties. Delegates of the KMT, the CCP, the DL, and some
Independents attended the Conference and discussed five key issues: government organisation, national reconstruction, military problems, the National Assembly, and constitution-making.

The Conference passed five resolutions on these issues. All parties had few disputes over resolutions on national reconstruction, military problems, and constitution-making. Some questions on government organisation and the National Assembly remained to be negotiated by the CCP and the KMT. But ultimately an agreement on the National Assembly was also reached. The major controversy concerned government organisation—the number of seats at the State Council allocated to the CCP. Pending the convocation of the National Assembly, the State Council was the supreme organ of the Government in charge of national affairs. The State Council would consist of 40 councillors. Half of the State Councillors would be the KMT members. General resolutions before the State Council would be passed by a majority of the Councillors present. If a resolution involved changes in an administrative policy, it must be passed by a two-thirds vote of the State Councillors present. To veto a change that would be initiated by the KMT, the CCP demanded that 14 Councillors be chosen from the CCP and the Democratic League. The KMT finally agreed to give 13 seats. However, the CCP was determined not to make a compromise. This dispute indeed became one of the pretexts for the CCP to boycott the new constitution and the National Assembly despite the fact that the substance of the constitution Chang drafted was not considerably different from the one the CCP had discussed in detail with Carsun Chang.

Meanwhile, there were continuous military attacks between the CCP and the KMT. The KMT decided to convene the National Assembly as soon as possible but the CCP refused to send delegates to the Assembly. Apart from the quota of seats at the State Council, the CCP stated other reasons for boycotting the Assembly, claiming that the KMT violated the agreements of the PCC. The KMT attacked the CCP and announced the convocation of the National Assembly without negotiating with the CCP and the DL. The Communists argued that the Constitution made the KMT dictatorship legal. But the CCP’s description was one-

For the texts of these resolutions, see Lei Zhen, Zhonghua minguo zhixian shi, 56-79; The United States Department of State, ed., The China White Paper, August 1949 (California: Stanford University Press, 1967), 610-16.

Even if the KMT met the demand of the CCP, it was not certain that the CCP would recognise the Constitution and attend the National Assembly. In 1967 Zhou Enlai made some remarks which revealed the true intention of Mao Zedong. "After I attended the PCC of 1946 I went back to Yanan and reported the Conference to Chairman Mao. Liu Shaoqi was present, too. Chairman Mao explicitly said that our purpose for peaceful negotiations with the KMT was to buy some time so that we were able to maintain our strength and train our armies. We needed to do three things simultaneously to prepare for a war with the KMT: army training, production, and land reform…In addition, Chairman Mao instructed that we could sign the agreements of the PCC and pay lip service to the Resolutions.” See Zhou Enlai, “Zhou Enlai tan pipan Liu Shaoqi” [Zhou Enlai on the Question of Liu Shaoqi]. Wenxuecheng boke [Blog on Literature], updated 28 April 2009, http://blog.wenxuecity.com/blog/frontend.php?act=articlePrint&blogId=42701&date=200904&postId=44609.
Both the CCP and the KMT violated agreements of the PCC. The CCP also attacked the KMT and occupied the Northeast of China with the help of the Soviet Union. To accuse the KMT of promulgating a constitution that legalised the dictatorship of the KMT was groundless. Clauses of the new constitution were based on the resolution on constitution-making at the PCC and Zhou Enlai as the representative of the CCP discussed the details and agreed upon the bulk of the substance. However, it was true that the KMT announced the convocation of the National Assembly unilaterally. The DL criticised this, too.

Not only did these events in 1946 cause the breakdown of political negotiations between the CCP and the KMT but also they caused a split within Chinese liberals, especially the DL. In the year 1948, Zhang Dongsun said he agreed that until the convention of the Political Consultative Conference of 1946 Chinese intellectuals were committed to political liberalism but events that happened after the Conference made the Chinese intelligentsia split. This also described the split between Zhang Dongsun and Carsun Chang. They had to decide whether to attend the Assembly or not. Both were leaders of the same party and the DL but they made different choices. The KMT government reserved quotas of the delegates for the CCP and other parties. Chang thought it was necessary to include the CCP in a coalition government. However, the CCP refused to join the new government. Chang decided to let his party attend the Assembly on the condition that the government would pass and enforce the constitution he drafted. Zhang had a different opinion. He held that even if the KMT approved of the constitution and a coalition government was formed without the participation of the CCP, the KMT would still be the largest party dominating the reformed government.

The KMT’s understanding of democracy is totally incorrect. They think that a democratic constitution and elections will bring about democracy. We hold that a constitution is a mere scrap of paper. If elections are manipulated by one party, there will be no democracy but anti-democracy. Therefore, a democratic constitution and elections are not the kernel of democracy. We subscribe to the co-existence of all parties and this is the essence of genuine democracy.

Zhang and Chang split not because they had different political ideals but because Zhang changed his opinions of the CCP and Marx. Until the mid-1930s Zhang was still a new liberal. “I am a disciple of democratic politics. I am also a follower of liberalism. My hope of
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establishing democratic politics is not different from the hope of entitling each individual the right to liberty.” Zhang’s opinions of the CCP and Marx were evident in the 1940s. I describe Zhang’s differences in these respects as “left” relative to the views of Carsun Chang. Their divergences were concerned with the nature of the CCP and its relationship to Marx and Russian Communism. Zhang assumed that the CCP was committed to democracy. By contrast, Carsun Chang did not think the CCP’s political ideal was different from the Communists of the Soviet Union. Never did Chang pay a compliment to Marx.

7.2 Modifications of Classical Liberalism

Zhang held that classical liberalism was not sufficient to solve the problems of the twentieth century and therefore it must be complemented by a democratic form of socialism. In his opinion, it was very difficult to establish constitutionalism and democracy without a culture of individualism. To get democracy established, China should not discard individualism. If socialism was imposed on a country which had no individualism, socialism would definitely lead nowhere. As was analysed in the preceding chapter, Zhang thought that socialism and democracy must converge and socialism must be compatible with liberty and democracy. Zhang thought that any socialist society which did not develop cultural individualism would have no democracy or constitutionalism. A socialist society was pointless with no democracy and constitutionalism.

Though Zhang attached importance to liberalism and individualism, he did not have a one-sided view of liberalism or individualism. When liberalism or individualism combined with capitalism or laissez faire economics, it resulted in economic inequality and relevant social problems. Zhang thus modified classical liberalism and developed it in the direction of liberal socialism or social democracy in the hope of solving China’s problems including authoritarianism, poverty, and the power struggle between the KMT and the CCP.

7.2.1 Liberty, Personality, and Restraint

Zhang did not emphasise the differences between “freedom” and “liberty” when he referred to civil or social rights. Freedom to him was more associated with the philosophical conception of the will of the individual whereas liberty was more connected to liberation—
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civil or social rights. However, he quoted Mill and explained that his discussion likewise was more concerned about the civil or social rights whose opposite was coercion or repression. This use of freedom departed from the tradition of Chinese thought such as Confucianism. Zhang said that Chinese thought was always characterised by holism. Accordingly, freedom of the individual was related to the concept of harmony with the whole. Confucianism did not regard freedom as being free from external constraints. Overall, Zhang’s conception of liberty was not significantly different from that of Carsun Chang and Hobhouse. Liberty was both negative and positive. On the one hand, he related liberty to concepts of the self and personality. On the other hand, he conceived liberty as a social conception that involved control or restraint. Among all liberties, Zhang argued that spiritual freedom or the liberty of thought and discussion was supreme and absolute. This liberty was indispensable to individualism and liberalism.

Liberty to Zhang meant individual growth and consciousness of the self. It did not merely mean being free from external restraints. It was also a positive concept which made a person recognise equal freedom of others. He agreed with the American philosopher John Dewey and the Italian liberal and historian of philosophy Guido De Ruggiero concerning their views on freedom. He quoted their remarks on freedom. Dewey said, “Freedom for an individual means growth, ready change when modification is required.” De Ruggiero wrote, “Liberty is consciousness of oneself, of one’s own infinite spiritual value; and the same recognition in the case of other people follows naturally from this immediate revelation. Only one who is conscious of himself as free is capable of recognising the freedom of others.”

Zhang argued that real liberty involved control and restraint. The social dimension of liberty made it necessary to recognise the same and equal liberties of other members in a society. From the viewpoint of Zhang, this kind of restraint was legitimate and necessary. First, freedom could not conflict with the rule of law. The spirit of the rule of law not only
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required that the power of the state be limited but also that restraint be necessary for the protection of liberty. \textsuperscript{712} Second, true freedom was not separable from the concept of equality. \textsuperscript{713} It meant that freedom an individual enjoyed should not conflict with that of others and one could not impinge on the same freedom of others. Equal personality would be recognised. \textsuperscript{714} Third, Zhang subscribed to Hobhouse’s view that liberty as a social conception was a right to be shared by all members of society. \textsuperscript{715} He went further to justify Hobhouse’s advocacy of state intervention and a collective responsibility in a society that was negatively influenced by atomic individualism and laissez faire economics. Zhang said: “For such a society the essential question is not to discuss whether freedom is good or whether intervention is bad. The real problem is how to strike a balance and draw a line between individual freedom and state intervention.”\textsuperscript{716} Zhang argued for the separation of government and society. The government should not intervene in the social sphere and private sphere of the individual because the cultivation of personality depended on a free society.\textsuperscript{717} Education, ethics, religious beliefs, and some local affairs were some areas state interference was not legitimate. \textsuperscript{718}

Among the basic rights, Zhang attached supreme importance to spiritual freedom the immediate embodiment of which was liberty of thought and discussion. \textsuperscript{719} This freedom was part of cultural liberalism—a critical or suspicious spirit and an attitude of tolerance. \textsuperscript{720} The antithesis of freedom of thought was dictatorship in forms of Russian Communism, fascism or other isms. \textsuperscript{721} He held that all liberties relied on the protection of one liberty—spiritual freedom or liberty of thought and discussion. \textsuperscript{722} As the kernel of freedom, this liberty meant that the individual had an independent personality and was capable of self-autonomy and independent judgement without the control and interference of others. \textsuperscript{723} To defend the significance of freedom of thought, Zhang quoted Mill’s liberal principles and the relationship of this liberty to the pursuit of truth. \textsuperscript{724}
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7.2.2 Liberalism, Individualism, and China’s Path to Democracy

Zhang Dongsun did not define liberalism, but he related liberalism to several concepts: liberty, democracy, individuality, self-governance, tolerance, and constitutionalism. A historical manifestation of liberalism that promoted and advanced these values was the European liberal tradition in the eighteenth century. Zhang argued that liberalism was the precondition of all isms because the existence of all isms depended on the protection of freedom of thought. Moreover, concepts such as liberty, democracy, and self-governance would never be outdated. Nevertheless, Zhang’s perception of liberalism was not all positive. A particular phenomenon in the history of Western liberalism was a capitalist society based on doctrines of laissez faire liberalism. Zhang was critical of this phenomenon. He described this kind of liberalism which evolved from the liberalism in the eighteenth century as the “old liberalism”.

Zhang believed that a liberal or democratic form of socialism was complementary to the old liberalism.

I do not mean that liberalism is not good but that given the situation of today it is not adequate to promote only liberalism. Nowadays in the West some people advocate liberal socialism and others promote social democracy. We can see that to preach a single ism such as liberalism is not sufficient to cope with the problems we face today. This is a growing tendency all over the world.

Apart from liberalism, Zhang also related the emergence and development of democracy to individualism. He regarded individualism as a philosophy of the moral self, personality, individual consciousness, and personal responsibility. It was not selfishness or indulgence as was misinterpreted in traditional Chinese culture. In a society which was based on a culture of individualism, the individual was the agent and the state was an instrument for the
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happiness of the individual.\textsuperscript{732} Nevertheless, Zhang also associated individualism with capitalism, a crisis of the West.\textsuperscript{733}

In spite of the phenomenon of capitalism, Zhang maintained that China still needed a culture of individualism and liberalism. “Individualism helps develop a consciousness of self-respect and personal responsibility. Individuals who have these attributes have no fear of authority and are able to observe the principle of spiritual freedom and independence. This is a widely accepted conception of liberalism.”\textsuperscript{734}

Zhang held that the real challenge for China was not whether individualism was applicable or not but how to deal with the relationship between individualism and collectivism and between human rights and the right to private property in the future. He wrote: “Will China first develop a culture of individualism and then lead a collectivist life? Or will individualism and collectivism develop in parallel? Shall we in some areas advocate individualism and in other areas promote collectivism? This is the real and tricky problem that we should contemplate.”\textsuperscript{735} It would be perfect that individualism developed in parallel with collectivism, but in practice there was a conflict between the two due to the particular traditions of China.\textsuperscript{736} Zhang noted that the question of property was a good case in point:

\begin{quote}
In theory, if we recognise the value of personality that is associated with individualism, we must recognise the right to private property. And human rights are not separable from the right to private property. However, Chinese society and politics were negatively influenced by a monarchical tradition. In this kind of political and social system, Chinese people had no human rights or the right to private property. Neither was protected. According to the principle of individualism, if China is to respect human rights, China must respect the right to private property. Without the right to private property, it is impossible to have an independent and integral personality. Here lies the difficulty China must overcome. China has not undergone an industrial revolution.\textsuperscript{737}
\end{quote}

Zhang maintained that China must develop individualism that was conducive to the protection of all individual rights, the right to private property included.\textsuperscript{738} In his opinion, the industrial revolution, individualism, and constitutionalism were closely related and they
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helped the establishment of democracy. If China was to pursue socialism, this form of socialism must be compatible with democracy and liberty. This was a great difference between his view of socialism and that of the CCP. However, in the 1940s Zhang neglected this difference.

As was shown, Zhang was opposed to the abolition of private property. How did he reconcile this with the tenets of Marx and the practices of the CCP? Zhang did not discuss Marx’s views on the matter of private property but his standpoint on the protection of the right to private property in all his works at different times was always consistent. With reference in particular to the CCP, Zhang was critical of its ideology which advocated the abolition of private property. However, Zhang did not discuss much about the CCP’s perspective on private property because from the 1930s to 1949 the CCP did not dwell on the idea of the abolition of private property. Instead of promoting the “abolition of private property”, the CCP used “land reforms” (the redistribution of land) more frequently to attract people in rural areas. Zhang disapproved of the radical land reforms that confiscated the properties of landlords and rich peasants. Relevant policies were formulated in the late 1920s and land reforms were carried out in limited areas controlled by the CCP from the 1930s.739 Moreover, the CCP’s policies on land reforms were flexible. Collective farms and radical land reforms were not always practised by the CCP from 1930 until 1949. When it needed support or supply of produces from rural regions to fight against the KMT, the CCP did not confiscate all properties of landlords or rich peasants. Thus, after the 1930s Zhang only passed judgements on the CCP’s implementation of land reforms other than its views on private property. He opposed radical land reforms carried out by the CCP.

7.3 A Liberal Perspective on Socialism

The socialisms Zhang Dongsun discussed included the tenets of Marx and Engels, revolutionary Marxism such as Marxism-Leninism (Russian Communism), and socialism or communism as a social ideal, socialism as an alternative to capitalism, and the practice of social democracy in Europe. He rejected revolutionary Marxism as a political system but accepted the form of socialism or communism which pursued justice, equality, liberty, and democracy. This attitude towards socialism influenced his perspective on the applicability of socialism to China. Zhang held that as a social ideal that pursued justice, equality, liberty, and

739 By contrast, the KMT did not carry out such land reforms. According to the laws promulgated by the KMT government the right to private property was protected.
democracy, socialism was progressive and it was applicable to all countries including China. However, not all instances of socialism were applicable to a specific country.

From the 1910s to the 1920s he advocated an empirical and analytical approach to all instances of socialism including moderate socialism in Britain. In his opinion, to implement socialism in China which had little capital and few workers would be unrealistic and destructive. What China needed was a thorough academic investigation of socialism.

Socialism is yet to be validated. The experiment with socialism has not been completed. All existing forms of socialism have flaws though Britain’s guild socialism is relatively better than others. Socialism in all forms is being revised. This being said, I believe the world will ultimately develop towards a good form of socialism…China does not need propaganda of socialism because propaganda exposes China to Russian Communism.

In the 1930s Zhang disapproved of the application of Marxism to China and supported a democratic form of socialism. He thought that socialism as an economic system and social democracy were applicable if they were appropriately modified to suit Chinese conditions. Zhang’s defence of the application of a democratic form of socialism to China remained unchanged in the 1940s. Accordingly, he argued for the convergence of socialism and democracy and developed a theory of democracy which integrated core concepts of socialism and liberalism.

7.3.1 Socialism and Communism as a Social Ideal

Zhang did not oppose socialism or communism as a social ideal of justice, equality, mutual aid, and human welfare. When he referred to this ideal, he did not distinguish communism from socialism.

The socialism we advocate is not guild socialism that has a national guild. Nor is it Bolshevism that is characterised by the proletarian dictatorship. In addition, it is not anarchism which has all organisations eliminated. Neither is it state socialism that confiscates all properties and nationalises all industries…The form of socialism we accept refers to a tendency that is against the status quo. If the status quo features
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parasitic lifestyle, capitalism, free competition, and hedonism, socialism I advocate is nothing but the
tendency towards a communal life, work, mutual aid, wellbeing, and happiness of the society as a whole.  

According to Zhang, socialism had its moral and theoretical principles and it was a great
mistake to interpret socialism as the antithesis of capitalism that was not a theory but a
phenomenon of a society based on laissez faire economics. The tradition of communism in
the West could be traced back to proto-communism. Plato’s republic was a form of proto-
communism. By “tradition of communism” Zhang meant an ideal of social reforms
towards equality and solidarity. To clarify this tradition of communism, he classified
communism into two categories. One was negative and the other was positive. Negative
communism aimed to remove obstacles to a fair distribution of wealth caused by political and
economic privileges. Positive communism concerned the establishment of concrete
institutions to ensure equality. There were various institutions to achieve this. However,
negative communism was a consensus among all countries which aimed to pursue justice and
equality. Zhang said he espoused only this negative category of communism. From the
perspective of negative communism, both socialism and Christianity followed the Western
tradition of equality, justice, and liberty. In the 1940s Zhang related Marx to this social
ideal of communism. He argued that according to the theory of Marx the spirit of
communism was not different from that of democracy.

7.3.2 Marxism and Marxism-Leninism

When Zhang referred to Marxism, he meant two versions: the doctrines of Marx and Engels
and Marxism-Leninism. Zhang rejected Marxism-Leninism because he held that Russian
Communists aimed to incite revolutions and to destroy freedom. “When Communists came to
China they tried to deceive Chinese peasants into a peasant revolution. China should never
develop industries at the cost of agriculture and force the peasants to become workers.” In
regard to the tenets of Marx, Zhang had different understandings at different times. From the
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1920s to the mid-1930s he had negative opinions of Marx but in the 1940s he tried to re-interpret Marx as a democrat. Though Zhang changed his views on Marx, he did not change his objections to class struggle, Marxian dialectics, the dictatorship of the proletariat, and economic determinism. His change of attitudes towards Marx centred around one question: Did Marx himself oppose democracy and advocate the proletarian dictatorship and economic determinism (historical materialism)? Before the 1940s Zhang did not make a distinction between Marx and Marxists who interpreted Marx while in the 1940s he separated the two and re-interpreted Marx’s understanding of the proletarian dictatorship and historical materialism.

In the early 1930s, Zhang Dongsun was explicit about the flaws of Marx and his theories. He initiated a debate over Marxism, disapproving of the way that Chinese intellectuals treated Marx and his doctrines. Zhang wrote: “Marxists in China, Japan, and Russia consider Marx as God as if his teachings were absolute truth. By contrast, attitudes towards Marxism are very different in Europe and America. It is not a good phenomenon that Chinese should trust in Japanese translations of Marx’s works.” To challenge Chinese Marxists, Zhang edited and published *Weiwubianzhengfa lunzhan* (Critical Essays on Red Philosophy). He used the pejorative word “red philosophy” to show his disapproval. The contributors were Chinese scholars who were critical of Marxism. Zhang contributed an essay on Marx’s dialectical materialism. Carsun Chang wrote a preface to the book. In addition, the book included three articles by Bertrand Russell, John Dewey, and Morris Raphael Cohen who explained why they were not Communists. Zhang said that contributors of the book agreed with the three Western scholars on the reasons for opposing Communism: the dictatorship of the proletariat, class struggle, personality cult of leaders, and advocacy of violence or revolutions. These doctrines were against the principles of freedom and democracy.

In the 1940s Zhang changed his perception of Marx. He objected to some views of Marx but made positive comments on other tenets. Marx’s theory was divided into five parts: surplus value, class struggle, dialectics, the proletarian dictatorship, and historical
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materialism. He commented that the theory of surplus value was a significant contribution to scholarship in that it revealed and explained the phenomenon of exploitation from the unique angle of economics. However, dialectical materialism was not scientific at all. Marx’s dialectics originated from Hegel’s philosophy. Their theories were not based on inductive reasoning but on deductive reasoning. But not all premises were true. Some terms were not clear. These made their conclusions about history implausible or even wrong. Hegel thought that contradiction was the principle of the changing world. Marx developed it and changed it into the theory of class struggle that was seen as the driving force of social changes or revolutions. Zhang argued that neither Hegel nor Marx clarified three terms while discussing the triad of thesis, antithesis, and synthesis. The three terms were negation, contrariety (contrast), and contradiction. Hegel and Marx equated the three terms with one word “opposite”. Zhang argued that not all actual things had their opposites and contradiction was not a universal principle in the universe. For instance, “cold” and “hot” were not opposites but contrasts. Likewise, negation did not necessarily mean that the relationship between two things was polarity.

Speaking of the conception of the proletarian dictatorship, Zhang contended that Marx was a democrat and that the dictatorship of the proletariat Marx mentioned was not the one that Marxists after Marx and Engels described.

Marx himself did not think the proletarian dictatorship was an inevitable and necessary stage of social revolutions. He did not regard dictatorship as a form of government. A dictatorship is a method for realising Communism in a transitional period. Even during the transition, the government is limited. It is accountable to the proletariat. This is not inconsistent with the spirit of democracy in theory. Yet, there is always a gap between theory and practice. The practice of the proletarian dictatorship does not turn out to be something as Marx thought.

---
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Zhang maintained that Marx intended to improve existing democracies and he made a great contribution in this regard.\textsuperscript{770} The liberation of the proletariat was indispensable to the spirit of democracy.\textsuperscript{771} Zhang hardly commended Marx from the 1910s to the 1930s. When refuting the dictatorship of the proletariat, Zhang attacked both Marx and Marxists. “Marx’s theory is not truth in terms of scholarship and argumentation. It is propagated and used by its followers to instigate social movements…To understand Marx one must refer to psychoanalysis. He was motivated by a sentiment of hatred towards capitalists.”\textsuperscript{772}

Not only did Zhang change his views on Marx’s understanding of the proletarian dictatorship but also he changed his perception of the correlation between teachings of Marx and economic determinism (historical materialism). In the debate over Marx and Marxism in the 1930s Zhang associated Marx with economic determinism and rejected historical materialism. He thought that the economic structure interacted with politics, law, and ethics and therefore there was a functional (organic) relation instead of a casual relation.\textsuperscript{773} Marx turned this interaction into economic determinism.\textsuperscript{774} In contrast, Zhang no longer held this negative opinion of Marx in the 1940s. He attributed economic determinism to interpreters of Marx rather than Marx himself. Marx was not a disciple of materialism and he advocated interactionism between the subjective and the objective.\textsuperscript{775} He meant only when objective conditions became mature the creativity of the individual could bring about a social transformation.\textsuperscript{776} Why Zhang changed his opinions of Marx is mysterious. I do not think the CCP was a significant influence on this because Zhang’s understanding of Marx was based on original works or English translations of Marx.

\textbf{7.4 Zhang Dongsun and His Split with Carsun Chang}

Both Zhang Dongsun and Carsun Chang were fond of the British political system and German philosophy. They tried to adapt a parliamentary government to Chinese conditions and to integrate German idealism with Confucianism. In the debates over liberalism and socialism they attempted to reconcile liberalism with socialism. This attempt helped them develop liberalism in the direction of liberal socialism or social democracy.
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They split in the 1940s chiefly because Zhang changed his judgement about the CCP, the KMT, and Marx. As was shown in the previous section Zhang began to view Marx and some of his doctrines positively in the 1940s. Similar things did not happen to Chang. After the mid-1940s Zhang did not trust the KMT anymore and hoped that the CCP would make China a constitutional democracy. Chang, however, was more suspicious of the relationship between the CCP and the Soviet Union.

Zhang’s split with Chang was a reflection of a divided Chinese liberalism that took shape after the mid-1940s. Many members of the DL turned left supporting the CCP whereas liberals like Chang and Hu Shi remained new liberals. This division had consequences for China’s development of constitutionalism because after the split Chinese democratic parties were no longer able to influence the trajectory of Chinese politics in the Republican period. The party founded by Chang and Zhang split into two factions. One was led by Chang with the party name “Democratic Socialist Party”. Zhang, however, belonged to the other faction which called themselves “zhongguo minzhushehuidang gexinpai” 中国民主社会党革新派 (Reformist China Democratic Socialist Party). More importantly, the DL which was the mainstay of the Chinese liberal force separated into two groups. One group was sympathetic towards the CCP and the other group decided to form a coalition government with the KMT. Among the six parties and interest groups of the DL, the China Youth Party and Chang’s DSP withdrew from the DL and attended the National Assembly. Other parties and groups boycotted the Assembly because they thought without the participation of the CCP, it was meaningless to join the coalition government. These events created an advantageous situation for the CCP to change the direction in which Chinese politics developed.

Zhang Dongsun’s opinions on the CCP and the KMT underwent changes and these changes also happened to other members of the third force who favoured the CCP. Until the early 1930s, Zhang was critical of both the KMT and the CCP. He opposed a single-party state and political tutelage under the rule of the KMT. Nevertheless, he believed that the KMT still had a chance to reform itself so as to maintain its legitimacy. “We oppose the KMT but we don’t think there is no remedy for the problems of the KMT government…I’m not for the idea that the KMT should give up all its power. No matter what form a coalition government takes, it must include the KMT and other political forces outside the KMT.” Speaking of the CCP, Zhang related it to revolutionary Marxism and expressed his objections
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to a communist revolution and the dictatorship of the proletariat. “Friends of the red philosophy are trying to make a massacre…My standpoint is always anti-communism.”779 “To be frank, the CCP’s development today is attributable to red armies which are originally incarnations of corrupt warlords and bandits. The CCP thus has nothing to do with peasants and workers.”780

Zhang’s comments on the CCP were not entirely negative after the mid-1930s. He passed a positive judgement after the CCP published a statement of cooperation with the KMT in order to resist the Japanese invasion of China. He admired that the Communist Party made a change in its ideology.781 “A party that used to advocate the abolition of private property is now calling for the protection of private property and freedom of business. A party that used to support the dictatorship of the proletariat is now calling for democracy and freedom…It is such a blessing that the Communist Party proposes cooperation and gives up dictatorship.”782 After the mid-1940s Zhang believed that the CCP would make China a de facto democracy.

As for the Communists, we don’t think such a party that emphasised too much the power of the proletariat suited a democratic country. Nevertheless, the Communist Party has one merit compared with the KMT—it is committed to its propositions. It has announced that it will implement New Democracy and therefore it is no longer an obstacle to democracy. We don’t need to be suspicious of New Democracy proposed by the Communists. They will keep their word. By contrast, the KMT has never kept its promise and has lost our trust.783

It is apparent that after the mid-1940s Zhang was in favour of the CCP. Compared with Zhang, Chang had steady views of the CCP and the KMT despite the fact that Chang was always ready to cooperate with the CCP and the KMT on the condition that they were committed to democracy. Until the early 1930s, Zhang’s judgement on the CCP and the KMT was not different from that of Chang. After the mid-1930s Zhang began to have some positive opinions of the CCP and his distrust of the KMT further developed. Ultimately, he showed favour to the CCP.
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What caused Zhang’s changes in the judgement of the CCP? I assume Zhang’s personal connections with the CCP after the mid-1930s was a key factor. This was a significant difference between Chang and Zhang. The contact with the CCP exposed Zhang to the propaganda of the CCP who tried its best to create a democratic profile to win the support of Chinese intellectuals. When the CCP made an announcement in 1935 calling for an end to the civil war and for the nation to unite in resistance against Japan, Zhang Dongsun was the first public intellectual in the areas controlled by the KMT to respond positively to the CCP’s statement.\(^{784}\) Zhang’s response was published in 1936 as a commentary—“The Declaration of the CCP on 1\(^{st}\) August 1935 and a Nationwide Cooperation”.\(^{785}\) This commentary was commended by the CCP. Liu Shaoqi (刘少奇) who worked closely with Mao wrote a letter to Zhang and published the letter. Liu reported to the Central Committee of the CCP that Zhang could be an ally of the CCP.\(^{786}\) From then on the CCP kept in touch with Zhang. In 1938 Zhang met Zhou Enlai and other Communist leaders to discuss the war of resistance against Japan. In the early 1940s, Zhang was detained by the Japanese army because of his contact with the CCP. When Zhang worked for the DL as a mediator between the CCP and the KMT, he and many of the other members of the League often met the delegates of the CCP discussing how to deal with the KMT.\(^{787}\) Carsun Chang thought there was a lack of independence on the part of the DL in the 1940s.

At the same time the League sent three representatives to contact Chou En-lai, which showed that, along with other indications, it was prepared to work in close cooperation with the Communists. That move, however, precipitated a crisis and made the entire Third Group wonder if the Democratic League had become a political tool of the Communist Party. If it was an independent group, why should the three members go to Chou En-lai and ask for his instructions—since that was apparently their purpose? The indications of an uncritically pro-Communist attitude on the part of the League were later substantiated,
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and destroyed the League's usefulness as an independent party. Under the circumstances I had to consider whether my own party, the Democratic-Socialist Party, should stay within the League.788

Ultimately, Chang and his followers made a hard decision to break with the League. Zhang and some other members of the DSP who boycotted the National Assembly organised a faction and therefore split with the DSP. To sum up, Zhang split with Chang not because he believed in the party ideology of the Communists but mainly because he judged that Chinese Communists were committed democrats and that the KMT was not at all reliable. He related the purpose of the CCP to the ideal of socialism which pursued democracy, justice, freedom, and equality. Carsun Chang, however, had faith in constitutionalism and hoped that the KMT would abide by the new constitution. Zhang’s standpoint represented many of the DL who supported the CCP while Chang’s views were similar to the liberals who had faith in the rule of law and the constitution Chang drafted. For example, Hu Shi held similar views. He had a very positive opinion on the new constitution and was suspicious of the actions of the CCP.789 This divided Chinese liberalism was detrimental to China’s prospects for constitutionalism and the development of Chinese democratic parties. Since the founding of the PRC, the so-called Chinese democratic parties have been significantly different from those in Republican China.

Chapter Summary

This chapter examined the historical context of Chinese left liberalism in the 1940s, Zhang Dongsun’s discourse on liberalism and socialism and his divergences from Carsun Chang in order to understand the liberalism of Zhang Dongsun. Zhang’s liberal thought was a modified version of Western liberalism in the eighteenth century. He associated the ideal form of liberalism with a few concepts such as liberty, equality, justice, democracy, individuality, constitutionalism, self-governance, and the wellbeing of a society. Classical liberalism thus in his opinion had flaws.

These liberal ideas made Zhang develop a liberal perspective on socialism. He made distinctions among different forms of socialism: tenets of Marx and Engels, Marxism-Leninism, social democracy or liberal socialism, socialism as an alternative to capitalism, and socialism as a social ideal. Throughout his lifetime, he was an opponent of Marxism-
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Leninism. But he had positive opinions on social democracy, a socialist economy, and the socialist ideal which pursued equality, justice, mutual aid, solidarity, and the welfare of the masses. His views on Marx, however, changed significantly in the 1940s. Until the 1930s Zhang held that Marx’s political theory and philosophy conflicted with democracy and liberty whereas in the 1940s he disassociated Marx from the proletarian dictatorship and economic determinism, praising Marx as a genuine democrat. This was one ideological difference between Zhang and Chang. Chang’s negative comments on the doctrines of Marx remained unchanged.

Apart from divided opinions on Marx, there were other differing views between Zhang and Chang regarding the CCP. After the mid-1930s Zhang began to perceive the CCP positively and he eventually favoured the CCP. Compared with Zhang, Chang cast doubt upon the CCP’s dedication to democracy and freedom. The gulf between the two thinkers reflected a division within the third force that ultimately split into two groups. One larger group including Zhang had trust in the CCP and they refused to form a coalition government with the KMT. The other group (the China Youth Party and the DSP led by Chang) hoped that the KMT would implement the liberal constitution Chang drafted and they decided to join the coalition government.

The preceding chapter and this chapter have examined the political thought of Zhang Dongsun, which absorbed most concepts of liberalism and some socialist concepts. Like Carsun Chang and new liberals in the West, Zhang Dongsun also tried to reconcile liberalism with a democratic form of socialism. Yet, in the 1940s Zhang did not align himself with Chang as regards the nature of the CCP and the doctrines of Marx. This divergence between Zhang and Chang was an ideological cause of the split within the Democratic Socialist Party and the China Democratic League. It also embodied a divided Chinese liberalism in the 1940s.
Conclusion

In 1946 Zhang Dongsun stated his opinions on liberalism and the mentality of the intelligentsia in Republican China. He said: “In today’s China only a small number of intellectuals fail to observe the principle of spiritual independence… I would like to emphatically tell our compatriots that it has only been 50 years since China decided to accept Western culture but within such a short time the Chinese intelligentsia has cultivated a liberal mind.”

Zhang himself used the English term “liberal mind” to describe the character of Chinese intellectuals in Republican China. By liberal mind, Zhang meant spiritual independence, the sceptical and critical spirit possessed by the individual.

The liberal tradition Zhang discussed here mainly referred to the conception of liberty as political and civil rights. To engage with political liberalism was a feature of Chinese liberalism only after the Qing Dynasty was forced to open its doors to the Western world. Furthermore, Zhang agreed it was in the 1940s that political liberalism had some influence on real politics in modern China. This explained why Zhang stressed China’s contact with the West and made comments on the mentality of the Chinese intellectuals in the 1940s.

Carsun Chang, Zhang’s intellectual twin, had similar views on the differences between the political traditions of China and the West. He wrote as follows:

But in comparing the Chinese system of government with that of the Western world, it must be pointed out that while the West bases its principles of government upon a code of law, China bases its principles of government upon a code of ethics. This is a fundamental difference, and one of great importance. The Chinese political thinker approaches political questions purely from a moral or ethical point of view, and not, as is common in the West, from the Machiavellian point of view which regards the state and the individual as two separate entities under the control of different principles.

Both Chang and Zhang acknowledged the merit of the Confucian conception of freedom which meant spiritual independence, self-autonomy, and personal development of reason.
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which would ensure harmony between the self and the good of the whole. Nonetheless, they found that to build a modern state in China this Confucian understanding of freedom must be supplemented with the German conception of the state and the British tradition of liberty that was characterised by an emphasis on constitutionalism, democracy, and human rights. Hence, they both endeavoured to introduce these Western ideas to Chinese audiences.

Despite their clear commitment to liberal ideas, both Chang and Zhang have been conventionally and cursorily classified as social democrats and accused of misunderstanding liberal ideas. I have shown in this study that this view is not correct and that both developed genuine liberal ideas in accordance with Chinese conditions. My study supported and extended the arguments of Edmund Fung, Benjamin Tsai, and Weng Hekai who challenged the mainstream view.

By adopting Michael Freeden’s ideological morphology, this dissertation recovered the distinctive Chinese pattern of liberal thought represented by Chang and Zhang. The liberal tradition developed by Chang and Zhang synthesised a Confucian conception of freedom, the British tradition of liberty, German idealism (a Hegelian conception of the state and an organic conception of society), and some elements of socialism (equality, state intervention, and human welfare). It should be made clear that to Chang and Zhang freedom as an ethical and positive conception which was guided by human reason and the principle of the common good was not unique to German idealism. Instead, it was also a tradition of Chinese thought represented by Confucianism. Both Chang and Zhang sought to develop Chinese philosophy along the lines of Kant.794 Thus, the moral elements in the positive conception of freedom Chang and Zhang advocated also had its origin in Chinese thought.

Chang and Zhang adapted both Chinese thought and Western political ideas to Chinese conditions and aimed at China’s state-building. From the perspective of Chang and Zhang, state-building mainly centred on the establishment of a modern state. According to their understanding, a modern Chinese state would have democratic politics and a sound national economy; the future Chinese political system and the economic system would be based on the principle of justice, which attached importance to liberty as well as equality. To be precise, they favoured the German conception of the state, a parliamentary government, a mixed economy, a federalist system, a multi-party system (a two-party system in particular), and a national culture based on spiritual freedom. They developed ideas about this modern Chinese
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state to address particular Chinese issues from the collapse of the Qing Dynasty in 1911: national independence, authoritarianism, poverty, and continuous civil wars between warlords and between the CCP and the KMT. Because they found that socialism was a remedy for laissez faire liberalism, they also infused some socialist elements into their liberal thought so as to achieve social justice. In their opinions, both the liberal tradition and the socialist tradition aimed at justice and the two isms could be reconciled with each other.

I used Freeden’s ideological morphology to investigate the Chinese liberalism developed by Carsun Chang and Zhang Dongsun. The conventional methodology which is either stipulative or canonical, is not able to explain the variation within the liberal family across time and different cultures. Neither could it account for the relationship between neighbouring ideologies that might intersect and have an overlap. For instance, the new liberalism and social democracy are such instances of neighbouring ideologies. Ideological morphology, however, can successfully explain the variation within a particular ideology and the intersection of different ideological families. It gets rid of some misconceptions about political ideologies. One misconception is to assume that the boundaries between two ideologies are clear-cut and they are mutually exclusive to each other. The Chinese case and the British case in my study have shown that liberalism and certain forms of socialism like liberal socialism (Hobhouse) or democratic socialism (Chang and Zhang) are compatible. Another misconception is to equate the presence of one political concept with a particular ideology: liberty with liberalism, equality with socialism, tradition with conservatism.

The morphology of New Liberalism and social democracy shows that the two ideologies have different cores but they also intersect. Several adjacent and peripheral concepts are neither exclusively affiliated with liberalism nor with socialism. Liberty can be an adjacent concept of social democracy while equality is an adjacent concept of New Liberalism. In addition, democracy, human welfare or the general interest are the overlapping concepts. Nonetheless, the pattern of configurations of a set of concepts, the specific meanings of the concepts, and the relative weight of each value within the new liberalism and social democracy are by no means identical.

As particular variants of liberalism and socialism, the new liberalism and social democracy do not conflict with each other. This study of the political thought of Chang and Zhang illustrated that these Chinese liberals incorporated some elements of social democracy into liberalism and advanced the new liberalism in Republican China. Despite an overlap
between liberalism and social democracy, the key to understanding the liberal thinking of Chang and Zhang is the liberal core which consists of seven political concepts: liberty, individuality, rationality, limited and accountable power, sociability, progress, and the general interest.

The morphological approach also enables us to understand the general liberal arguments in spite of regional and cultural differences. The Chinese case and the British case are good cases in point. Notwithstanding the vast differences between China and Britain, the Chinese thinkers Carsun Chang and Zhang Dongsun developed a form of Chinese liberalism that was similar to New Liberalism represented by the British thinker L. T. Hobhouse. Hobhouse modified classical liberalism by adding some elements of socialism (state intervention, equality, public property, and welfare) and German idealism (Green’s idealism influenced by Kant and Hegel). Both Chinese thinkers and the British thinker were influenced by Mill and German idealism.

However, there were also several differences between the Chinese case and the British case. First, Chinese thinkers aimed at the state-building of China but Hobhouse sought to redress social injustice caused by capitalism. Second, the way these thinkers developed the new liberalism was different. Chang and Zhang added to the Chinese tradition of spiritual freedom (an ethical concept) the British conception of liberty as political and civil rights whereas Hobhouse infused into the British tradition of liberty moral elements such as harmony, social freedom, an organic society, and the common good. Chang and Zhang held that these moral elements were well developed in Chinese thought, Confucianism in particular. What China needed was a political and legal concept of freedom. Third, the liberal thought of Chang and Zhang was characterised by a German (Hegelian) conception of the state which put emphasis on the consciousness of the state and the important role of the state in a national crisis and in the development of sound political and economic systems. This accounted for the flavour of nationalism in the new liberalism developed by Chang and Zhang. By contrast, Hobhouse had a negative opinion of Hegelianism.

I have systematically compared the liberal thought of Hobhouse and Chang, but some chapters have shown that the trend of the new liberalism was not unique to Britain from the late nineteenth century to 1949. This tendency of liberal thought that was flavoured with socialism and moral concerns (justice and welfare), was also perceptible in America and in
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some Continental European countries such as Germany and France. It would be illuminating to conduct a systematic comparative study on the varieties of the new liberalism that emerged in China and these Western countries in the first half of the twentieth century.

Overall, my study has helped to understand the influence of Chang’s liberalism on the constitution of Taiwan and an ideological cause of a divided Chinese liberalism in the 1940s. Moreover, the study has also developed a new understanding of Chinese liberalism and Chinese socialism because the liberal tradition established by Chang and Zhang played an important role in the intellectual debates over liberalism, socialism, and their relationships to specific Chinese problems. Contemporary Chinese thinkers whose political thought is similar to this liberal tradition are calling for the development of a modern theory of liberalism with a view to the problems of contemporary China. Hence, this study throws light on contemporary Chinese liberalism and current ideological debates in China.

**Carsun Chang and the Current Democratic System of Taiwan**

The investigation of the political thought of Carsun Chang has enabled us to understand the relevance of Chang’s liberal thought to the political system of Taiwan and its implications for the relationship between Taiwan and mainland China. The current constitution of Taiwan (The Constitution of the Republic of China) has its origin in a revised version of the constitution that was drafted by Chang in 1946. Taiwan’s constitution has been amended seven times in 1991, 1992, 1994, 1997, 1999, 2000, and 2005. The results of the amendments are twelve additional articles. Some of these amendments acknowledge a few liberal principles Chang proposed while other amendments make the semi-presidential system develop towards presidentialism. In recent years heated debates over an amendment to the current constitution have occurred in Taiwan. Some politicians and political parties are demanding a parliamentary system.

Several amendments are consistent with Chang’s own ideas rather than those of the lawmakers of the KMT government, but other changes conflict with Chang’s liberal thought. As was pointed out in chapter V, Chang was not fond of the idea of a so-called national assembly designed by Sun Yat-sen and the KMT. He also insisted on a responsible cabinet and the adoption of a vote of no confidence. The amendments to the Constitution of Taiwan have abolished the national assembly and stipulate that a vote of no confidence can be
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proposed by the Legislative Yuan. In these respects, therefore, the amendments ratify the liberal principles Chang proposed.

Other changes that make the president and the government more powerful than before would definitely be opposed by Chang. After amending the Constitution, the form of government in Taiwan remains a type of a semi-presidential system, but some additional articles make it close to a presidential system rather than a parliamentary system. The president becomes more powerful in respect of the appointment of the personnel because he or she can choose the head of the Executive Yuan without the consent of the Legislative Yuan. Moreover, the change in the structure of the Control Yuan strengthens the presidential power and creates a presidential advisory council consisting of 29 members.797 Members of the Control Yuan had previously been elected by local councils. By contrast, since the amendment came into effect the Control Yuan has become an advisory body for the president. All members of this Yuan are nominated, and with the consent of the Legislative Yuan, appointed by the president of the Republic. According to Chang, the Control Yuan should be separate from the executive branch and be part of the legislature which would check the executive branch by exercising the power of consent, impeachment, and control. Hence, the amendment affecting the Control Yuan and its relationship with the executive branch is in conflict with Chang’s liberal thought.

Furthermore, some amendments make it more difficult to initiate an impeachment of the president. In Carsun Chang’s draft constitution, the impeachment could be proposed by at least 10 members of the Control Yuan, part of the legislature. When half of the entire Control Yuan agreed, the impeachment would be decided by the National Assembly.798 The current constitution makes the Control Yuan part of the executive branch and therefore grants the Legislative Yuan the power to impeach the president. However, it is more difficult to initiate an impeachment. The impeachment should be proposed by at least one-third of all legislators (57 legislators). In addition, a two-thirds majority vote must be passed by the Legislative Yuan.799 Finally, a referendum would be held. Therefore, the current system makes it more difficult to hold the president accountable. Once the Legislative Yuan has no confidence in the executive branch, it is usually the Head of the Executive Yuan who may resign and become the scapegoat.
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The amendments which expand presidential power and make it more difficult to initiate impeachment of the president have sparked controversies over the current constitution and Taiwan’s democratic system. In 2015 Li Denghui (李登辉), a former president of Taiwan, called for an amendment to the Constitution and complained that the constitution of Taiwan made the President too powerful because he or she was not responsible to the Legislative Yuan. In the same year “she min dang” 社民党 (the Social Democratic Party of Taiwan) was founded. This party advocated a parliamentary system and published its support for amending the current constitution. Some KMT MPs also expressed similar ideas. In Taiwan, people are still debating an amendment to the current constitution. The two major parties in Taiwan, the KMT and the Democratic Progressive Party, are also considering this issue so as to win elections.

In addition, the current constitution of Taiwan allows for the possibility of the peaceful unification of Taiwan and mainland China. The amendment reads: “To meet the requisites of the nation prior to national unification, the following articles of the ROC Constitution are added or amended to the ROC Constitution”. This implies that Additional Articles will be reconsidered or cease to be in force once mainland China recognises and implements the Constitution Chang drafted. In that case, Taiwan and mainland China will need to negotiate with each other and discuss the constitution Chang drafted in 1946. Parliamentarianism, presidentialism, semi-presidentialism, and federalism will again be debated. Both sides will need to refer to Chang’s interpretation of the constitution he drafted.

A Divided Chinese Liberalism in the 1940s

This study of Chang and Zhang has disclosed an ideological cause of a division within Chinese liberalism in the 1940s. Chang and Zhang represented two conspicuous strands of Chinese liberalism after the mid-1940s. One strand was the new liberalism. Hu Shi and Carsun Chang were two exemplars. The other strand was left liberalism in the sense that it also believed in Marx’s social ideal and in the CCP’s commitment to democracy. It was not the case that left liberals believed in the ideology of the CCP. On the contrary, they were critical of the party ideology of the CCP. It was the actions (especially demands for democracy, constitutionalism, human rights, and national unity) of the CCP from the mid-1930s that made left liberals change their negative views of the CCP.
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The developing gulf between Chang and Zhang regarding the nature of the CCP dated back to the mid-1930s. Until the mid-1930s, the political views of Zhang and Chang were not significantly different. Both could be seen as new liberals. However, after the mid-1930s, Zhang began to change his views on the CCP. In the 1940s his views of Marx also changed. He associated Marx and the CCP with his theory of “democracy of a new type”. The change in Zhang’s political thought in this regard was significant. It was an ideological cause of Zhang’s split with Chang whose negative opinions of the CCP and Marx were steady.

This split was not just a personal split between Zhang and Chang but the embodiment of a division within the third force as a whole. Along with Zhang Dongsun, many Chinese liberals finally stood on the side of the CCP. By contrast, the rest of the third force including Carsun Chang did not support the CCP. When Mao Zedong saw that the CCP would win in the civil war in 1948, he identified Chang as a first-class war criminal. This was a great change on the part of the CCP. Just two years before (1946), Zhou Enlai as the representative of the CCP had wished Chang longevity and praised Chang as a fighter for democracy. The events in the late 1940s forced Chang to leave mainland China and live in exile. Zhang and others who stayed in mainland China took office in the new regime of the PRC, but most of them were persecuted later.

Liberalism of the Third Force and Contemporary Chinese Liberalism

This study has developed a new understanding of Chinese liberalism and Chinese socialism in both Republican China and contemporary China. Carsun Chang, Zhang Dongsun, and Hu Shi represented a liberal tradition that had a flavour of social democracy. This liberal tradition still exists in contemporary China. It is included by many Chinese scholars in the broad category of liberalism that competes with other strands of Chinese political and social thought since the late 1980s—the New Left (including radicalism, post-modernism) and conservativism (including New Confucianism).  

Among contemporary Chinese intellectuals, Qin Hui, Xu Jilin, and Zhang Rulun clearly relate a contemporary strand of Chinese liberalism to the liberalism of the third force in Republican China although they tend not to use the single “liberalism” to refer to what they

---

I use “contemporary Chinese new liberalism” to refer to their liberal thought. Xu and Zhang advocate “disantiao daolu” (The Third Way) that accords equal importance to both social justice and individual freedom or both economic democracy and political democracy. In their discourse, this third way combines both harmonious elements of socialism and liberalism and in China it can either be called New Liberalism or social democracy the boundaries between which in Xu’s opinion are not clear-cut. They also hold that this third way in both modern and contemporary China is generally similar to the third-way politics in Europe. Though Qin does not use “the third way” to discuss a theory of liberalism which aims to solve Chinese problems, his discourse resembles that of Carsun Chang, Zhang Dongsun, Xu Jilin, and Zhang Rulun in the sense that Qin also believes in justice, equality, welfare, and liberty. From Qin’s perspective, China needs both liberalism and social democracy to address particular Chinese problems: a lack of individual freedom, civil rights, and welfare, and economic injustice caused by public ownership and the centralisation of political power.

Compared with Xu and Zhang, Qin pays more attention to the particularity of Chinese conditions. He argues that China does need a modern theory of liberalism to deal with contemporary Chinese problems. Qin Hui uses “modern” to distinguish what he proposes from ancient Chinese thought and from the new ideas of the West. From his viewpoint, there are four intellectual sources of contemporary Chinese liberalism: the liberalism of Hayek, the neo-liberalism (new institutional economics) represented by Ronald Coase, New-Confucian liberalism, and the liberalism with a flavour of social democracy in Republican China (Hu Shi, Carsun Chang, and Luo Longji). In his opinion, the former three strands of liberal thought cannot solve Chinese problems; the last stream of liberalism including the liberal...
thought of Hu Shi and Carsun Chang is “authentic” in Chinese history and the liberal proposal offered by these Republican thinkers was reasonable given the conditions of Republican China. He also agrees that contemporary Chinese intellectuals may further develop some of their ideas to reformulate a modern theory of Chinese liberalism. Qin argues for the establishment of a constitutional democracy and a free market (including the right to private property) in China. The so-called socialist market economy as he sees differs from Western economies. Chinese economic reform is launched and controlled by the party-state. In this sense, the state has much power. However, in the area of social welfare the state is almost absent and shares little responsibility. By saying these Qin means that the Chinese state draws no appropriate lines of demarcation between private and public spheres. In areas where the state should play a positive role, the Chinese state does not assume any responsibility while in areas it should not intervene the state is ubiquitous and omnipotent. These arguments which reflect Qin Hui’s considerations of the particularity of Chinese conditions are not very evident in the political thought of Xu and Zhang and this distinguishes Qin from Xu and Zhang.

In spite of some differences between the liberal thought of Qin Hui and that of Xu Jilin and Zhang Rulun, the general arguments of the three thinkers remind us of the liberalism of Carsun Chang and Zhang Dongsun. Both these contemporary and Republican intellectuals absorb some socialist elements (justice, equality, welfare) into political liberalism and do not avoid using the term “social democracy” to show their approval of some elements in this form of socialism.

In addition to the liberalism of Qin Hui, Xu Jilin, and Zhang Rulun, other notable strands of liberalism in contemporary China are economic liberalism (developmentalism or new institutional economics) and political liberalism. Advocates of economic liberalism usually confine reforms to the economy and they set aside injustice, democracy, and liberty. “Political liberalism” is merely used to distinguish this strand of liberal thought from economic liberalism and the liberalism of Qin Hui, Xu Jilin, and Zhang Rulun. Its position is in the middle between economic liberalism and the contemporary form of Chinese new liberalism. Prominent representatives of political liberalism are Xu Youyu (徐友渔), Liu

---

810 Ibid.
Junning (刘军宁), Ren Jiantao (任剑涛), and Zhu Xuqin (朱学勤). 812 Both political liberalism and contemporary Chinese new liberalism emphasise justice and liberty, but compared with followers of political liberalism, Xu Jilin, Zhang Rulun, and Qin Hui highlight China’s problem of injustice in the phase of economic reform.

Indeed, contemporary Chinese liberalism cannot be simply reduced to a broad category of liberalism, but from the late 1980s to the 1990s these different schools of Chinese liberalism mentioned above seemed to form a liberal circle and actively participated in the intellectual debates over liberalism, socialism, modernisation, and their relevance to China’s reform and development in order to respond to the attacks on liberalism by the New Left. 813 Wang Hui (汪晖), Gan Yang (甘阳), Cui Zhiyuan (崔之元), Han Yuhai (韩毓海), and Wang Bingbing (王彬彬) are some of the leading figures of the New Left. 814 According to Qin Hui’s description, the views of him and those of his colleagues put themselves in an awkward position in these debates of the 1990s. 815 He and his followers advocated both liberalism and social democracy. The Chinese new leftists attacked their liberalism in the name of equality, democracy, and justice. 816

“The New Left” in contemporary China is not an organised intellectual circle. Neither do new leftists have developed their ideas into a systematic theory. Nevertheless, almost all new leftists castigate capitalism, modernity (modernisation), liberalism, a free market, representative democracy, and a Western-Centric world order. 817 Their critiques are not derived from Chinese thought but Western theories, especially neo-Marxism (including the Frankfurt School and analytical Marxism), postmodernism, postcolonialism, and Occidentalism. The new leftists tend to invoke Immanuel Wallerstein, Fredric Jameson, Fernand Braudel, Michel Foucault, Edward W. Said, John Roemer, and Jon Elster. 818 Many

813 For references, see Li, Zhishifenzhi lichang; Xu and Luo, Qimeng de zìwo wājī; Xu Youyu, “Jinru ershiyi shijī de zìyóuzhùyì yù xīnzuòpài”.
814 For a collection of the articles by these new lefties, see Li, Zhishifenzhi lichang.
815 Qin, “Zhongguo xiandai zhishifenzhi de lilun shangque”.
816 According to Qin, new leftists in China refer to the intellectuals whose views are in the middle between Western Marxism (Antonio Gramsci, Georg Lukacs, and Karl Korsch) and Stalinism (including Maoism). See Qin, “Dangdai zhongguo de wěntì yú zhūyì”.
of them call for direct democracy or mass democracy and implicitly or explicitly defend the abstract ideal of “socialism” though they may interpret a socialist China in different ways. Wang Hui, Gan Yang, Cui Zhiyuan, and Han Yuhai are such examples.\textsuperscript{819}

From the late 1980s to the 1990s the New Left and the liberal circle hotly debated the relationship between democracy and liberty, justice and equality, modernity and modernisation, and the nature of Chinese society and economy since Reform and Opening-Up.\textsuperscript{820} The new leftists associated liberalism with modernity or modernisation and attributed China’s problem of injustice (corruption, economic inequality which affected the political rights of the masses) to modernisation, liberalism, capitalism, private ownership, and a free market. They held that China was developing towards a market economy and the Chinese economy was part of global capitalism. On the questions of democracy, liberty, and equality, the new leftists regarded individual liberty and equality (including equality of opportunity) as two antithetical concepts. In their opinion, only direct or popular democracy can ensure equality and justice. Constitutionalism and representative democracy protect only the rights of the few who are rich and powerful. As a response, the liberal circle published works to defend their standpoint. Liberals do not think all contemporary Chinese problems are caused by the practice of modernisation and liberalism in China. Chinese economy by nature is not a market economy. Economic and social injustice in China is closely related to the authoritarian political system. Liberals like Xu Jilin, Xu Youyu, Zhu Xueqin, and Gu Su (顧) worry that the New Left’s call for popular and direct democracy would bring about populism and mass movements such as the French Revolution, the Russian Revolution of 1917, and China’s Cultural Revolution.\textsuperscript{821}

Both the New Left and the liberal circle have identified some real problems which China since Reform and Opening-Up has been struggling to deal with. Modernisation, the nature of the current Chinese economic system, democracy and liberty, justice and equality these intellectuals have debated reflect the Chinese problems. However, the two sides have divergent opinions on the causes of these problems and therefore have proposed different


\textsuperscript{820} For references, see Xu, “Jinru ershiyi shiji de xinzoupai yu”; Xu and Luo, \textit{Qimeng de zivo wajie}; Xiao, “Xinzoupai yu dangdai zhongguo zhishifenzi de sixinxi fenhua”.

solutions. The New Left attributes China’s social ills to liberalism, but the liberal circle argues that China still needs liberalism to solve some of these problems.

Among the three different schools of contemporary Chinese liberalism, the liberal thought of Qin Hui, Xu Jilin, and Zhang Rulun is most similar to the liberalism of the third force in Republican China. Economic liberalism in Republican China had no market and few Republican liberals embraced this form of liberalism. Representatives of political liberalism in contemporary China usually proclaim to be liberals and they tend to use “liberalism” to refer to their political ideal. This differs from the action of Republican liberals. However, the political thought of Qin Hui, Xu Jilin, and Zhang Rulun is more comparable to the liberalism of the third force in Republican China. Like Carsun Chang and Zhang Dongsun, Qin, Xu, and Zhang do not use the single “liberalism” to describe what they support. They try to reconcile liberalism with social democracy and political liberalism is essential to their liberal thought. In this sense, their political thought can be best described as the new liberalism. Yet, within contemporary Chinese new liberalism, Qin Hui’s liberal thought is more “indigenous” in that Qin bases his arguments more on Chinese conditions rather than merely on abstract theories of liberalism and socialism.

By exploring the political thinking of Carsun Chang and Zhang Dongsun, this study revealed a truer picture of Chinese politics and Chinese political ideologies in the Republican era: contrary to the official narratives of the CCP and the KMT, liberalism was a significant political ideology whose influence on the Chinese intelligentsia was far more seminal than that of the “Three Principles of the People” and Chinese communism (Marxism, Marxism-Leninism, and the party ideology of the CCP). This argument is consistent with the description of Chu Anping who lived in Republican China. Chu was a prominent intellectual without party affiliation and the founder of the influential liberal journal Guancha 观察 (The Observer). In the 1940s Chu wrote: “In today’s China, alongside the China Democratic League and the China Democratic Socialist Party, liberals scatter among every university and cultural circle. The number of these liberal intellectuals is extremely large…”822 But for a combination of political, organisational, and ideological factors, these Chinese liberals might otherwise have helped mainland China establish a coalition government in which the third force would have been opposition parties. The intellectual debates between the New Left and

822 Chu Anping, “Zhongguo de zhengju,” [The Current Political Situation of China] Guancha 观察 2, no. 2 (8 March 1947): 7. Though the China Democratic Socialist Party then was still a member of the China Democratic League, Chu treated them as different organisations. The former was more politically organised while the latter was a league of six different parties and groups.
the liberal circle in contemporary China are reminiscent of the liberal tradition in Republican China. The political thought of Qin Hui, Xu Jilin, and Zhang Rulun is clearly akin to Zhang Dongsun’s “middle-way politics”, Carsun Chang’s distinctive discourse on “democratic socialism”, and Hu Shi’s discourse on liberal socialism. The liberalism of the third force in Republican China and the liberalism of the three contemporary liberals belong to the liberal tradition known as the new liberalism in the West.
Appendix I: Chronological Biography of Carsun Chang (1887-1969)

1887  Chang was born in Jiangsu province, China.
1906  Chang enrolled in Waseda University’s undergraduate programme in economics and political science. He met Liang Qichao (1873-1929) and joined some political and academic organisations founded by Liang Qichao. During his study in Japan, he translated into Chinese some parts of John Stuart Mill’s *Considerations on Representative Government*.
1911  Chang graduated from Waseda and returned to China.
1918  Chang travelled to Europe with Liang Qichao.
1919  Chang met with German philosopher Rudolf Eucken, German social democrat Philip Scheidewann, and the major architect of Germany’s post-war constitution, Hugo Preuss.
1920  Chang translated the Weimar constitution into Chinese.
1922  Chang returned to China. Subsequently, he drafted a provisional constitution for “Shanghai guoshi huiyi” (the Shanghai National Affairs Conference) organised by eight national organisations with representatives from 14 provinces.
1923  Chang delivered the speech “Outlooks on Life” in February at Tsinghua University which sparked a heated debate over science and metaphysics. Ding Wenjiang and Hu Shi were representatives of scientific outlooks on life while Carsun Chang argued that science could not solve the problems of the mind. In the same year, he founded the National College of Self-Governance (国立自治学院).
1925  The National College of Self-Governance was renamed “The National University of Political Science” (国立政治大学) in Shanghai. The Northern Expedition launched by the KMT and the CCP forced the University to be closed in 1927.
1928  Chang established *Xinlu Journal* (New Way) in Shanghai, which dealt with political affairs and castigated the single-party dictatorship of the KMT government.
In early 1929 Xinlu was banned by the government. In June Chang was kidnapped by people who were supposed to be associated with the KMT. He began his second exile in Germany in autumn, lecturing on Chinese philosophy at the University of Jena, Germany.

Chang published his Chinese translation of Harold Laski’s *The Grammar of Politics*.

Chang arrived in China in September. He accepted an academic post at Yenching University, lecturing on Hegel. In the same year, Chang and other intellectuals took part in a constitutional movement, calling for the establishment of a constitutional government.

Chang established the journal *Zaisheng* in Beijing. Meanwhile, his political party the National Socialist Party was in the making.

Chang resigned from the academic post at Yenching University.

Chang founded Xuehai shuyuan (Xuehai Academy) but it was closed in 1936. The KMT censored and burned books that were believed to be subversive. Many of Chang’s books and the journal *Zaisheng* were burned.

Chang as the leader of the National Socialist Party accepted an invitation from President of the Republic of China Chiang Kai-shek to attend the Lushan Conference that aimed at establishing a council to advise the government during the war against Japan. In August National Defence Advisory Council (ANDC) was formed and Chang was appointed a member of the Council.

Minzu wenhua shuyuan (The Academy of National Culture) was founded by Chang but it was closed in 1941. In October 1939 leaders of various parties and some non-partisans who were members of the ANDC organised a democratic league. This league was renamed the “China Democratic League” in 1944.

Chang was one of the founders of the DL.

Chang actively participated in the first constitutional movement in the 1940s.
1941 Chang was put under house arrest in Chongqing by the KMT because of his participation in the constitutional movement and his involvement in organising the DL. It was not until 1943 that he was released.

1944 Chang took part in a second constitutional movement in the 1940s, being one of the leaders of the third force who attempted to reconcile the Communists with the KMT.

1946 The Political Consultative Conference was convened in January. All political parties and non-partisans had representatives. Being a member of the Constitutional Draft Reviewing Committee of the Conference, Chang took into account suggestions from all parties concerned and drafted a new constitution of the Republic of China. There was no disagreement on the issue of constitution-making. But other issues prevented the Communists and the League from attending the Constituent Assembly. The KMT government promised to pass and implement the constitution drafted by Chang.

There were correspondences between Chang and Chiang Kai-shek to make sure that Chiang would keep his word. Under this condition, Chang agreed to let his party attend the Constituent Assembly but he was absent from the Assembly.

He refused to take any position in the reorganised government.

1948 The KMT was defeated by the Communists and fled to Taiwan. Chang was criticised by the Communists who regarded him as a “war criminal”.

1949 In November Chang took a trip to India. He began lecturing on Chinese philosophy of Confucianism at Indian universities.

1952 Chang returned to Hong Kong in March, developing the third force. He and his colleagues founded a secret organisation named the Fighting League for Chinese Freedom and Democracy (FL). He went to America to seek help and aid from Americans in May. On 10 October Chang formally announced the founding of the League in America. After 1952 Chang lived in California. The FL dissolved in 1954.

1955 To solve financial problems, Chang was employed by Stanford University to conduct research on mainland China. The job was completed at the end of 1955.

1956 Chang found a job, contributing articles almost daily to *The World Journal*. 
1957 Chang did some research in the Library of Congress. The output was the publication of his English book *The Development of Neo-Confucian Thought*.

1958-1967 Chang travelled around the world, delivering lectures at many universities in America, Germany, Great Britain, India, Vietnam, Japan, South Korea, Hong Kong, and Singapore.

1965 Chang founded the Free China Association and the journal *Liberal Bell 自由钟* in California. The journal reflected upon the political history of dictatorship in China.


**Note:**

The chronological biography of Carsun Chang is edited by the author according to the narratives of Carsun Chang, Roger B. Jeans, Zheng Dahua (郑大华), and Li Guizhong (李贵忠). These sources are listed in the Bibliography.
Appendix II: Major Books by Carsun Chang

Guo xian yi 国宪议 1922 (A Commentary on the Draft Constitution of 1922)

Xin deguo shehui minzhu zhengxiang ji 新德国社会民主政象记 1922
(The Politics of a New Germany: Social Democracy)

Sue pinglun 苏俄评论 1927 (A Commentary on the Soviet Union)

Zhengzhi dianfan 政治法典 1930 (A Grammar of Politics)

Shitailin zhixia zhi sue 史太林治下之苏俄 1934 (The Soviet Union under the Rule of Stalin)

Minzu fuxing zhi xueshu jichu 民族复兴之学术基础 1935
(The Academic Foundations of National Rejuvenation)

Mingri zhi zhongguo wenhua 明日之中国文化 1936 (Chinese Culture Tomorrow)

Liguo zhidao 立国之道 1938 (The Way of State-Building)

Ni Helu zhuan 尼赫鲁传 1940 (A Biography of Jawaharlal Nehru)

Yindu fuguo yundong 印度复国运动 1941 (India’s Movement of Reconstruction)

Faguo benkui riji 法国崩溃日记 1943 (A Diary of the Collapse of France)

Zhonghua minguo minzhu xianfa shijiang 中华民国民主宪法十讲 1947
(Ten Discourses on the Future Constitution of the Republic of China)

The Third Force in China 1952

Bijiao zhongri yangmingxue 比较中日阳明学 1953
(Studies on the Philosophy of Wang Yangming in China and Japan)

The Development of Neo Confucian Thought 1957

Bianzheng weiwuzhuyi bolun 辩证唯物主义驳论 1958 (A Critique of Dialectic Materialism)

Zhang Junmai xin dalu yanlun ji 张君劢新大陆言论集 1959
(A Collection of Zhang Junmai’s Writings on Mainland China)

Zhong xi yin zhexue wenji 中西印哲学文集 1981
(A Collection of Essays on Chinese, Western, and Hindu Philosophies)
Zhongguo zhuanzhi junzhu zhengzhi zhi pinglun 中国专制君主政制之评论 1986
( On China’s Political Institution of Absolute Monarchy)

Shehui zhuyi sixiang yundong gaiguan 社会主义思想运动概观 1988
(An Overview of Socialist Thought and Movements)

Xianzheng zhi dao 宪政之道 2006 (The Way of Constitutionalism)
Appendix III: Chronological Biography of Zhang Dongsun (1886-1973)

1886  Zhang Dongsun (张东荪) was born in Zhejiang province. His original name was Zhang Wantian (张万田) and courtesy name was Shengxin 圣心.

1893  His mother died and his brother supervised his early study of Confucian classics—四书五经 (Four Books and Five Classics).

1901  Zhang became interested in Buddhism.

1904  Zhang began his study in Japan and enrolled in the programme of philosophy at Tokyo Imperial University.

1906  Zhang worked with Lan Gongyu (蓝公武) and Feng Shide (冯世德). They founded an association of philosophy called Ai zhi hui 爱智会.

1907  He met Carsun Chang who introduced him to Liang Qichao. All three were in Japan and supported the constitutional movement in the late Qing Dynasty.

1911  Zhang went back to China. He passed dianshi 殿试 (the palace examination), the final stage in the sequence of civil service recruitment examinations in the Qing Dynasty, and became a Hanlin 翰林, a member of the Imperial Academy.

1912  After the 1911 Revolution Zhang took up a position in the provisional government of the Republic of China led by Sun Yat-sen. He worked as the secretary of the ministry of internal affairs).

1913  Zhang became a regular contributor of Liang Qichao’s journal Yong yan 庸言 (The Justice), commenting on politics and current affairs. In the same year, he got married.

1914  Zhang worked with Fan Zhongxiu (樊钟秀) and founded in Shanghai the magazine Zheng yi 正谊 (The Rightness), advocating parliamentarianism. In addition, he cooperated with Ding Foyan (丁佛言) and established in Beijing Zhonghua zazhi 中华杂志 (Chinese Magazine).

1915  Zhang worked with Li Jiannong (李剑农), Yang Duanliu (杨端六) and others. They founded in Shanghai the journal Xin zhonghua 新中华 (New China). Zhang published a series of articles on federalism and its application in China in this journal.
1917 Zhang took charge of *Shishi xinbao* (The China Times) which had been managed by Carsun Chang. *Shishi xinbao* mainly reflected the research group’s views on political, economic, and social problems. Three figures of the research group were Liang Qichao, Carsun Chang, and Zhang Dongsun. In the same year, Zhang proposed his theory of “xianren zhengzhi” (the politics of the virtuous) and published it in *Dongfang zazhi* (The Eastern Miscellany).

1918 Zhang translated Henri Bergson’s *Evolution Créatrice* into Chinese and published it in *Shishi xinbao*.

1919 Zhang and his colleagues founded in Shanghai *Jiefang yu gaizao* (Emancipation and Reconstruction) which was renamed as *Gaizao* in 1920.

1920 In May Zhang attended a meeting in Shanghai organised by the Marxist Chen Duxiu (陈独秀) who intended to found the Chinese Communist Party. Zhang later withdrew from the group led by Chen because he did not think China had the conditions to implement Communism and Marxism.

1920 In September Zhang Dongsun, Carsun Chang, and Liang Qichao organised the academic association *Jiangxue she* (讲学社) which would invite prominent Western scholars to deliver lectures to Chinese audiences. *Jiangxue she* ceased to exist in 1925 due to financial circumstances but it managed to employ John Dewey, Bertrand Russell, Hans Driesch, and Rabindranath Tagore. This association had planned to invite Henri Bergson, Rudolf Eucken, John Maynard Keynes, and John A. Hobson.

1920 In November Zhang joined the debate over socialism and argued with Chinese Marxists: Li Da, Chen Duxiu, Shaolizi (邵力子), and Chen Wangdao (陈望道), and. He opposed the propaganda of socialism in China.

1921 In Spring Zhang took charge of *Zhongguo gongxue* (China College), the first modern university in China established in 1906. He tried to carry out some reforms. In 1927 the KMT became the ruling party and controlled China College.

1921 In September Zhang founded the supplement of *Shishi xinbao, Shehui zhiyi yanjiu* (Studies on Socialism).

1923 Zhang participated in the debate over science and metaphysics (kexuan lunzhan 科玄论战) and defended Carsun Chang’s arguments.
1925-1927  Zhang became the chancellor of China College again. He did two things to make the college better. One was to employ good teachers and professors regardless of age and political beliefs. The other thing he did was to get more good books for the library of the college.

1927  Zhang and Qu Junong 崇菊农 established in Beijing the first Chinese journal on philosophy—Zhexue pinglun 哲学评论 (Philosophy Review).

1929-1936  Zhang modified Kant’s philosophy, epistemology in particular, and developed his own philosophy—a pluralistic epistemology which was published in his writings such as Xin zhexue luncong 新哲学论丛 (Essays on New Philosophy), Renshilun 认识论 (On Epistemology), and “Duoyuan renshilun chongshu” 多元认识论重述 (Restating a Pluralistic Epistemology).

1931-1934  Zhang initiated a debate over dialectical materialism and published works which showed his disapproval of Marxism and Russian Communism.

1932  In April Zhang and Carsun Chang founded the National Socialist Party in Beijing. In May they established the journal Zaisheng which disseminated the political ideas of their party.

1936-1945  Zhang cooperated with the Communist Party of China to resist Japanese invasion of China.

1941  In March Zhang Dongsun, Carsun Chang, Zhang Lan 张澜, Luo Longji 罗隆基 and others secretly organised a democratic league that was the predecessor of the China Democratic League. In late 1941 Zhang Dongsun was arrested by the Japanese army and was sentenced to one year and a half because of his close ties with the CCP.

1946  In January Zhang attend the Political Consultative Conference as a representative of the National Socialist Party and the DL. In May Zhang delivered a speech on the middle-way politics that tried to reconcile socialism with liberalism, and called for the establishment of a coalition government so as to establish a Chinese democracy. In August the NSP was renamed the “China Democratic Socialist Party” following a merger with the Democratic Constitutionalist Party. Zhang Dongsun was elected a member of the standing committee of the DSP’s central committee. In October the DSP underwent a split with Carsun Chang and Zhang Dongsun in two different factions.

1948  Zhang published his theory of “democracy of a new type” and advocated its application in China.
In January on behalf of the KMT’s General Fu Zuoyi (傅作义), Zhang conducted negotiations with the CCP, which would make Beijing under the control of the CCP without military attacks. In September Zhang attended the New Political Consultative Conference organised by the CCP and was elected a member of the central government of the PRC.

Zhang became a target of the Thought Reform Campaign. He was charged with treason, being a spy for America.

He and his eldest son were arrested and jailed at the secretive Qincheng prison 秦城. Later another two sons and a daughter-in-law committed suicide. The eldest son went mad while serving the sentence.

Zhang passed away.

Note:

The chronological biography of Zhang Dongsun is edited by the author according to the book by Zuo Yuhe. The source is listed in the Bibliography.
Appendix IV: Major Books by Zhang Dongsun

*Kexue yu zhexue* 科学与哲学 1924 (Science and Philosophy)

*Xin zhexue luncong* 新哲学论丛 1929 (Essays on New Philosophy)

*Daode zhexue* 道德哲学 1930 (Moral Philosophy)

*Jiazhi zhexue* 价值哲学 1934 (Philosophical Theories of Value)

*Renshilun* 认识论 1934 (On Epistemology)

*Weiwubianzhengfa lunzhan* 唯物辩证法论战 1934 (Critical Essays on Red Philosophy)

*Zhishi yu wenhua* 知识与文化 1940 (Knowledge and Culture)

*Sixiang yu shehui* 思想与社会 1943 (Thought and Society)

*Lixing yu minzhu* 理性与民主 1944 (Rationality and Democracy)

*Minzhuzhuyi yu shehuizhuyi* 民主主义与社会主义 1948 (Democracy and Socialism)
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